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Abstract
The instantaneous luminosity of the LHC is expected to reach 2×1034 s−1cm−2 and 5×1034 s−1cm−2
around the years 2019 and 2024, respectively. After the second upgrade the LHC will be referred
to as the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). In order to benefit from the higher luminosities, CMS
foresees to upgrade its pixel detector during an extended winter shutdown of the LHC at the end of
2016 and the beginning of 2017. During a long shutdown of the LHC over the years 2022 and 2023,
it is foreseen to install a completely new tracking system in CMS. Both upgrades are expected to
result in the need to provide more electric current to the detector. However, power losses in cables
already contribute 50 % to the power consumption of the present tracker and rise with the current
squared. Since no more space is available for cables, and thicker cables within the tracking volume
spoil the material budget of the detector, new powering schemes are considered mandatory. CMS
foresees the use of radiation tolerant DC-DC converters on the front-end to reduce power losses
on cables. This thesis describes the new powering scheme of the CMS pixel detector and discusses
the options with respect to a new strip tracker. A radiation and magnetic field tolerant DC-DC
converter prototype, the PIX_V8A, is introduced and the research that led to its development is
summarised. The PIX_V8A has been developed for the application in the pixel upgrade and is
also a first approach for a DC-DC converter for the later upgrade of the CMS tracking system.
The PIX_V8A makes use of the AMIS4 chip, which has been proven to stay operational for total
ionising doses of up to 1 MGy and fluences of up to 1015 neq/cm2. With an input voltage of 10 V,
the PIX_V8A converter provides an efficiency of about 80 % for output voltages of 2.5 V and
3.0 V. Within this thesis the robustness of the novel powering scheme and the qualification of the
PIX_V8A are demonstrated in several tests, including system test measurements with silicon strip
detector modules and silicon pixel detector modules in combination with an evaporative CO2
cooling system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is designed to collide protons with a centre of mass
energy of 14 TeV and an instantaneous luminosity of up to 1034 s−1cm−2. Until now the LHC
has been operated with a centre of mass energy of up to 8 TeV and a peak luminosity of 7.7 ×
1033 s−1cm−2. The CMS detector has been build to study LHC collisions in order to search for
new physics and to improve the understanding of the established Standard Model. With a total
volume of more than 3600 m3, a mass of 12500 t, over 75 million readout channels and more than
3000 active scientists, the CMS experiment is one of the most complex and most sophisticated
science projects today.
After a long shutdown for maintenance and upgrades during the years 2013 and 2014, it is foreseen
to operate the LHC with 13 TeV to 14 TeV and an instantaneous luminosity of 1.7 × 1034 s−1cm−2.
After another long shutdown in 2018, the LHC is expected to deliver an instantaneous luminosity
of 2 × 1034 s−1cm−2. The total luminosity expected to be delivered by the LHC until 2022 is
500 fb−1. During a third long shutdown in 2022 and 2023, the LHC will be upgraded into the High
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), which should provide an instantaneous luminosity of 5×1034 s−1cm−2
and deliver another 2500 fb−1 in total.
In order to benefit from higher luminosities, the CMS detector must improve its granularity, its
ability to process data simultaneously and its trigger performance without increasing its material
budget. It is foreseen to upgrade the CMS detector in two phases. The most significant contribution
to the Phase-1 upgrade is a new pixel detector that provides almost twice the number of readout
channels and larger event buffers. The installation of the new pixel detector is foreseen to take
place during an extended winter shutdown of the LHC at the end of 2016 and the beginning
of 2017. During the long shutdown in 2022/2023, the installation of a new tracking system is
foreseen as part of the Phase-2 upgrade. The new tracker should provide a finer granularity than
the present one and contribute to the primary trigger decision of CMS.
The present power supply system is not capable of providing the amount of power that will be
required by the new pixel detector. Even if the present power supplies would be replaced, the
power cables running to the pixel detector are not capable of transporting the additional current
required. Since the power losses in the cables are proportional to the current squared, the risk of
overheating the cables would be too high. Without space for additional cables, the only solution
to this problem is to increase the voltage provided to the detector. Thus the same amount of power
can be supplied with smaller currents and less power losses in the cables. In order to still provide
the smaller voltages required by the pixel detector, it is foreseen to install radiation and magnetic
field tolerant DC-DC converters within CMS, in a distance of one to two meters from the pixel
detector. The DC-DC converters can be supplied with a higher voltage, e.g. 10 V, and provide a
smaller voltage, e.g. 2.5 V, to the pixel detector.
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The amount of power required by a single readout channel of the new Phase-2 tracking system is
expected to lessen with respect to the present tracking system of CMS. First and foremost this is
achieved by relying on modern semiconductor technology, which enables smaller gate voltages
and less parasitic currents. However, if the front-end electronics is operated with smaller voltages
the current to supply a certain amount of power must rise. In total, the power required by the
tracking system is not expected to decline, since more readout channels and more data traffic are
anticipated. Ultimately this leads to larger currents and thus more power losses on cables. As for
the pixel detector, the installation of additional cables is not an option, since the available space
is already fully utilised. In addition, it is considered critical for the physics performance of the
new tracking system to improve or at least to comply with the material budget of the present
tracker and the distribution of small voltages with higher currents would lead to thicker cables
and circuit boards and thereby increase the amount of material within the sensitive volume of the
detector. Hence, the installation of DC-DC converters in direct proximity to the front-end readout
electronics has been chosen by the CMS community as the base line approach to enable the supply
of the required power and to reduce the material budget of the new tracking system.
Due to the harsh environment within the CMS detector, the development of DC-DC converters
suitable for CMS is challenging and a proper commercial device is not available. For the Phase-
1 application in the pixel system, the goal of development is a reliable DC-DC converter that
withstands a total ionising dose of up to 100 kGy and fluences of up to 2 × 1014 neq/cm2. DC-DC
converters used in a Phase-2 tracker should withstand a total ionising dose of up to 350 kGy and
fluences about 1.6 × 1015 neq/cm2. The converters should be compatible with an input voltage of
about 10 V and still provide a high efficiency for output currents in the order of several Ampère
and output voltages between 3 V and 1 V. The weight and dimensions of the DC-DC converter
should be small. So-called DC-DC buck converters have been identified as the most promising
converter type for CMS. Buck converters provide an output voltage that is smaller than their
input voltage by continiously connecting and disconneting input and output. In order to provide
a constant output voltage, an inductance is used to buffer energy during the switching process.
Since the converter must remain operational in the 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS the use of ferrite
materials is not possible and an air-core coil has to be used. The latter increases the risk of
affecting adjacent front-end electronics with radiated switching noise, which makes it even more
challenging to prevent any electromagnetic interference, i.e. radiated and conducted, between
the DC-DC converter and its environment.
This thesis describes a novel powering scheme based on DC-DC conversion for the Phase-1
upgrade of the CMS pixel detector. The application of DC-DC converters in a new Phase-2
tracking system is discussed as well. The development of a magnetic field and radiation tolerant
DC-DC converter prototype for the Phase-1 pixel upgrade, the PIX_V8A, is summarised.
Chapter 2 introduces the Large Hadron Collider and its foreseen upgrades. Chapter 3 describes
the CMS detector, with an emphasis on the present silicon pixel and silicon strip sub-detectors.
Chapter 4 summarises the foreseen upgrades of the CMS detector in Phase-1 and Phase-2 and
explains the need for novel powering schemes. In Chapter 5 DC-DC conversion and in particular
DC-DC buck converters are explained and radiation tolerant converter ASICs (application specific
integrated circuit) are introduced. Chapter 6 describes the novel powering schemes that are
foreseen for the Phase-1 and Phase-2 upgrades of the CMS pixel detector and tracker, respectively.
It also summarises the requirements of the respective application on DC-DC converters.
Chapter 7 introduces the PIX_V8A, summarises the development that led to this prototype and
compares it to some of its predecessors. After a short introduction of the development goals in
Section 7.1, Section 7.2 focuses on conducted noise and the printed circuit board of the DC-DC
converter. Section 7.3 introduces a set-up for efficiency measurements and discusses the efficiency
obtainable with the PIX_V8A. The inductor of the DC-DC converter, its development and radiated
emissions of the PIX_V8A are covered in Section 7.4. The development of an electromagnetic
3shielding, which is also capable of cooling the inductor of the DC-DC converter is described in
Section 7.5. Set-ups for quality assurance are introduced and the reliability of the PIX_V8A is
demonstrated in Section 7.6.
Chapter 8 summarises the system test measurements that have been performed with the PIX_V8A
and its predecessors. After a short introduction about noise of silicon detectors in Section 8.1,
Section 8.2 focuses on system test measurements with CMS strip detectors and DC-DC converters.
The effect of DC-DC converters on the module noise and mechanisms of noise coupling, in
particular of radiated noise, are discussed. System test measurements with CMS pixel modules
and PIX_V8A converters are summarised in Section 8.3 and the unimpaired functionality of the
pixel power supply chain with DC-DC converters is demonstrated. A final conclusion and outlook
is given in Chapter 9.
The development of the PIX_V8A and the new power supply system received contributions from
several members of the Aachen Group. The main contributions of the author of this thesis are: the
development of the main inductor and the shielding of the DC-DC converter, measurements and
simulations of the electromagnetic fields radiated by DC-DC converters, the assembly of system
test set-ups with CMS pixel and CMS strip modules, the construction of a set-up to operate
DC-DC converters at temperatures below -30 ◦C and perform temperature cycling, a set-up for
automated measurements of pseudo-static magnetic fields with high spacial resolution, a set-up
to inject radiated noise with high spacial resolution into CMS strip modules, measurements on all
mentioned set-ups including system test measurements with CMS strip modules and CMS pixel
modules, analysis and evaluation of the corresponding data.
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Chapter 2
The Large Hadron Collider and its
Luminosity Upgrade
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] is a superconducting hadron accelerator and collider near
Geneva, at the border to France (Fig. 2.1). It is installed in a round tunnel with a circumference
of 26.7 km, 45 m to 170 m below surface on a plane inclined by 1.4% slope and operated by the
Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) [2]. In dedicated runs the LHC is used to
collide heavy ions. In standard operations two proton beams are accelerated and collided.
Four large experiments are directly attached to the LHC: LHCb (LHC-beauty) [3], which focuses on
flavour physics, ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [4], which is designed to study heavy-
ion physics, and two multi-purpose experiments, ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [5] and
CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) [6], which are both investigating a wide range of physics, includ-
ing the search for the Higgs boson [7–9], extra dimensions [10] and supersymmetry (SUSY) [11],
as well as precision measurements of Standard Model (SM) [12–15] parameters. After the first
three years of collisions all four experiments have already provided a notable contribution to the
exploration of the microcosm with over 580 published journal articles [16]. The most considerable
achievement so far is the discovery of a Higgs boson by CMS and ATLAS in 2012 [17, 18].
The LHC is designed to collide protons with a centre of mass energy of up to 14 TeV and an instan-
taneous luminosity of up to 1034 s−1cm−2. This luminosity corresponds to 2808 proton bunches
per beam, with a bunch spacing time of 25 ns and 1011 protons per bunch. Before injected into
the LHC, the protons are accelerated to 450 GeV by a complex of pre-accelerators consisting of
a linear accelerator (Linac2), the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS)
and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).
In September 2008, the first beam circulated in the LHC [20]. Due to an incident [21] in the same
month several dipole magnets had to be replaced and delayed the first proton-proton collisions
until November 2009 [22]. Still in November 2009 a new world record was set, when protons
collided with a centre of mass energy of 1.18 TeV [23]. In March 2010, the centre of mass energy
was increased further to 7 TeV [24]. A new world record for the highest instantaneous luminosity
was set in April 2011, when the LHC reached 4.67 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 [25]. One year later, in April
2012, the centre of mass energy was raised to 8 TeV [26], and in 2012, the LHC has provided an
instantaneous luminosity between 6 · 1033 cm−2 s−1 and 7 · 1033 cm−2 s−1 [27] with a bunch spacing
of 50 ns. The integrated luminosity delivered for example to CMS amounts to 6.1 fb−1 and 23.3 fb−1
in 2011 and 2012, respectively [28].
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Figure 2.1: Drawing of the LHC with the four experiments: LHCb, ALICE, ATLAS and CMS [19].
2.2 The High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider
In a long shutdown in 2013 and 2014, the connections between all 1232 super conducting magnets
are consolidated, the monitoring of the magnets is enhanced and the radiation hardness of the
electronics in the LHC tunnel is improved. In 2015, this should enable the LHC to provide a
centre of mass energy between 13 TeV and 14 TeV with an instantaneous luminosity of up to
1.7 × 1034 s−1cm−2 and a bunch spacing of 25 ns [29]. By reducing the bunch spacing from 50 ns
to 25 ns, the same luminosity can be achieved with half the number of interactions per crossing
and half the number of created particles per collision. However, a bunch spacing of 50 ns is still
considered as a fall back solution if the LHC does not reach the desired luminosity with a bunch
spacing of 25 ns. Hence, the experiments have to prepare for both scenarios.
A second long shutdown of about one year is foreseen after 2018 [29]. During this shutdown
the pre-accelerator chain of the LHC should be consolidated. Linac2 will be replaced by a new
accelerator, the Linac4 and the SPS will be upgraded. This should enable 14 TeV collisions with an
instantaneous luminosity of 2 × 1034 s−1cm−2 and an integrated luminosity of about 500 fb−1 until
the end of 2021. In 2022/2023 a third long shutdown of about two years is foreseen to improve the
LHC beam injection. The installation of crab cavities [30] is foreseen to increase the luminosity by
compensating the angle between the colliding bunches within the experiments. After this third
shutdown the LHC will have evolved into the so-called High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [31],
providing an instantaneous luminosity of up to 5 × 1034 s−1cm−2 and an integrated luminosity of
250 fb−1 per year [32].
The potential gain of physics from a luminosity upgrade can be divided into three classes [33, 34]:
• An extended mass reach of searches for new physics, due to the increase in statistics. For
example searches looking for extra gauge-bosons, resonances in extra-dimension models or
heavy SUSY particles would benefit from this.
• Higher precision. Many precision measurements that are looking for deviations from the
SM would benefit from more statistics. Examples are the measurement of anomalous triple
gauge-boson couplings (TGCs), which provides a powerful test of the non-Abelian structure
of the SM. In addition, should physics beyond the SM be discovered at the LHC, more
statistics will allow a more precise insight into this new world. The rule of thumb is that a
tenfold increase in statistics provides typically a factor of three in precision.
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• Improvement of sensitivity to rare processes. For example, the decay of top quarks induced
by flavour changing neutral currents is forbidden at tree level in the SM. However, many
theories beyond the SM predict higher branching rations for these decays. Related searches
would gain significantly from more statistics.
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Chapter 3
The CMS Detector
The CMS detector [6] is a multi-purpose detector system for high energy particle physics. It is
installed at the LHC, in a cavern about 100 m beneath the surface, near the village of Cessy in
France. It measures 21.6 m in length and has a diameter of 14.6 m (Fig. 3.1). Its total weight is
12500 t. CMS consists of several sub-detector systems. A silicon based tracking system in the
very centre of the detector, nearest to the interaction point (IP), followed by electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters, a superconducting solenoid and finally the muon detector system.
Compact Muon S olenoid
Pixel Detector
Silicon Tracker
Very-forward
Calorimeter
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter
Hadron
Calorimeter
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Figure 3.1: Drawing of the CMS detector. One quarter is cut out to allow a view on the sub-detector
systems [6].
A right-handed coordinate system is used to describe CMS. The origin of this system is the nominal
IP, the x-axis points to the center of the LHC ring, the y-axis is pointing up (perpendicular to
the LHC plane) and the z-axis is oriented anticlockwise along the beam direction. In cylindrical
coordinates, the radius is given by r, the polar angle θ is measured from the positive z-axis and the
azimuthal angle φ is measured in the xy-plane. The pseudo-rapidity is given by η = −ln tan(θ/2).
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3.1 The tracking system
The tracking system [6] is used to measure the trajectories and momenta of charged particles. Its
volume is given by a cylinder of 5.8 m length and 2.6 m in diameter, thus covering the pseudo-
rapidity range of |η|< 2.5. It is assembled from two sub-detector systems: the silicon pixel detector
and the silicon strip tracker (Fig. 3.2). The pixel detector is divided into a barrel part, which is
oriented parallel to the beam axis, and forward-disks, which are placed orthogonal to the beam
pipe at both ends of the pixel barrel. The strip tracker is divided into four parts: the Tracker Inner
Barrel (TIB), the Tracker Inner Disks (TID), the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) and the Tracker End
Caps (TEC).
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Figure 3.2: Cross section of the CMS tracking system. Each line represents a silicon sensor. Double
lines indicate back-to-back sensors which deliver stereo hits [6].
The active silicon areas of the pixel and the strip detectors are about 1 m2 and 198 m2, divided into
66 million pixels and 9 million strips, respectively. The CMS tracking system has been designed to
cope with 1000 charged particles every 25 ns while keeping its occupancy below 3 %. The impact
parameter resolution is ≈ 15µm. The transverse momentum resolution is approximately 1% for
charged particles with a transverse momentum of ≈ 40 GeV and a pseudo-rapidity |η| < 1.5.
The system test measurements presented in this thesis have been performed with components
of the present pixel system and the present strip detector. Both systems and their front-end
electronics are described in detail here to allow a better understanding of the system tests in
Chapter 8.
3.2 The silicon pixel detector
The CMS pixel detector [6] consists of two parts, the barrel pixel (BPIX) and the forward pixel
(FPIX) (Fig. 3.3). The barrel part of the detector is placed between the two forward discs and
measures 53 cm in length. It consists of three sensor layers which run in parallel to the beam pipe,
at radii of 4.4, 7.3, and 10.2 cm. The forward part is assembled from two layers of sensors on each
side of the BPIX, 34.5 and 46.5 cm from the IP in z. Its sensors are oriented perpendicular to the
beam pipe and run radially from 6 to 15 cm in r. The mechanical support for the pixel detector
is provided by a carbon fibre skeleton, on which in total a sensitive area of about 1 m2, divided
into 66 million pixels is mounted. The pixel size of 100 × 150 µm2 leads to a spatial resolution
in the range of 15–20 µm. In order to withstand the strong radiation, close to the IP, the pixel
sensors consist of high resistance n-substrate with high dose n-implants for readout. This design
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allows the innermost layer of the pixel detector to stay operational for at least two years at the
LHC design luminosity of 1034 s−1cm−2 [35, 36].
The fluences of 6 × 1014 neqcm−2 at design luminosity is expected to lead to a total power con-
sumption of the pixel detector of about 3.6 kW. This corresponds to 55 mW per pixel, including
about 13 mW from the sensor leakage current. In order to maintain a sensor temperature of -10◦C,
aluminium cooling pipes are installed inside the pixel detector and flushed with 1 litre of liquid
C6F14 per second. Cooling pipes, readout lines and power cables are routed to the barrel and
forward detector through the so-called supply tubes and service cylinders, respectively. These
support structures are approximately 2 m long and located on both sides of the pixel detector,
along the z-axis. The service cylinder is located at a smaller radius, within the supply tube.
Figure 3.3: Drawing of the CMS pixel detector with its two forward disks on each side and its
three barrel layers [37].
3.2.1 Pixel sensors
The CMS pixel detector uses n-on-n silicon sensors with high dose n-implants in a high resistance
n-substrate and the pn-junction placed on the backside of the sensor. With a sensor thickness
of 285µm, full depletion before irradiation is achieved with a bias voltage of about 50 V. The
n-on-n concept ensures that the depletion starts on the segmented side of the sensor, after a type
inversion due to radiation damage. This allows to operate the sensor with a bias voltage of less
than 600 V until the end of its lifetime. In order to isolate the regions between the pixel electrodes,
two different methods have been chosen for BPIX and FPIX, in close collaboration with the sensor
vendors. For FPIX p-stops were chosen, while p-spray was used in the barrel.
3.2.2 Barrel modules and forward panels
Barrel modules
The CMS pixel sensors are bump bonded to custom readout chips (ROC). In total, the BPIX
assembles from about 800 pixel modules [38], which contain sixteen (full-module) or eight (half-
module) ROCs (Fig. 3.4). The ROCs are bump bonded to the silicon detector and the detector is
glued to the so-called high density interconnect (HDI). The HDI, a flexible low mass PCB with
3 layers, is wire bonded to the ROCs and equipped with the token bit manager chip (TBM),
which controls the ROCs and manages the readout. From the HDI data are transferred via an
impedance matched two layer Kapton/copper compound cable with 21 traces and 300µm pitch.
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Power and bias voltage are supplied through six copper coated aluminium wires, each with a
diameter of 250µm. For mounting the modules on the support structure, one (half-module) or
two (full-module) basestrips, made of 250µm thick silicon nitride, are glued to the backside of the
ROCs.
Figure 3.4: The pixel barrel module in a photograph on the left side and drawn in exploded view
on the right side [39].
The forward panel
In the forward pixel, detector panels are assembled from so-called plaquettes (Fig. 3.5) [6]. A
plaquette consists of a pixel sensor with ROCs bump bonded to it, and a very high density
interconnect (VHDI), wire bonded to the ROCs. In order to fully cover the round discs of the
FPIX, plaquettes of five different sizes are used. The smallest plaquette provides 1 × 2 ROCs,
the largest 2 × 5 ROCs. Two different constellations of plaquettes, providing 21 and 24 ROCs,
are assembled onto trapezoidal 0.5 mm thick beryllium panels, which also host a TBM. The two
different panel types are installed back to back in pairs on the support structure of the FPIX. One
such pair with its 45 ROCs is also referred to as a blade. In total, there are 96 blades or 192 panels
with 672 plaquettes installed in the FPIX.
The token bit manager chip
One TBM [41] is located on each module/panel of the pixel detector. It controls the readout of 8 to
24 ROCs and is connected to optical links to communicate with the detector back-end electronics.
In the two inner layers of the BPIX, analogue data are sent via two links to the back-end. For the
rest of the pixel detector only one link per TBM is required. On all modules/panels an additional
link receives and sends digital control, clock and trigger signals. If the TBM receives a trigger,
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of a FPIX panel with 24 ROCs on three plaquettes [40].
it initiates a token pass in the connected ROCs and adds a header and a trailer to the ROC data
stream, before transmitting the data to the analogue optical link(s).
3.2.3 The pixel readout chip
The CMS pixel ROCs [42] are fabricated in a commercial 0.25µm 5-metal-layer CMOS process.
Each ROC is connected to a matrix of 52× 80 pixels and has a size of 7.9 mm× 9.8 mm. The main
purpose of the ROC is the amplification and buffering of charge signals from the sensors. Signals
above a programmable threshold are considered as hits and processed further with a resolution
of 25 ns in time. A typical threshold at T= -10◦C is 5850 e− with a noise of 170 e−. Despite the
low intrinsic noise the actual threshold during data taking is set to values between 2700 e− and
6000 e− due to crosstalk between the pixels. Hits are buffered during the CMS trigger latency of
3.2µs. The hit readout is analogue to improve the position resolution. Hit information without
a corresponding trigger is abandoned. Data transmission is performed with up to 40 MHz in a
serial protocol. The ROC inefficiency, in terms of architecture inherent data loss mechanisms, has
been measured in a high-rate pion beam. In fairly good agreement with expectations, it reaches
3.8% for the innermost layer at a luminosity of 1034 s−1cm−2 and a first level trigger rate of 100 kHz.
Each sensor pixel is connected to one so-called pixel unit cell (PUC) on the ROC. PUCs are
organised in 26 double columns, each containing 2×80 PUCs. Each double column is equipped
with buffers and readout logic, also referred to as double column periphery (DCP). The structure
of a pixel ROC can be divided into three functional blocks: control and supply, the PUC array
and the DCPs. ROCs are programmed and triggered via a one-directional serial protocol, similar
to fast I2C [43] communication. Readout and clock signals are transmitted via two low voltage
differential signal (LVDS) [44] pairs. The analogue readout contains the addresses of hit pixels
encoded digitally into 6 level values within 5 clock cycles (125 ns) and, fully analogue, the amount
of charge deposited by a certain hit. In addition, the value of the last addressed digital-to-
analogue converter (DAC) is transmitted and allows to receive some information about the ROC
status despite the one-directional nature of the fast programming protocol. In total each ROC
provides 27 DACs to program offsets, gains, thresholds, supply voltages, timings etc. In addition,
two control registers are available to adjust the readout speed and to enable or disable the ROC.
The pixel unit cell
The PUC can be divided into an analogue part for signal processing and a digital part with
programmable DACs and trigger logic (Fig. 3.6). The analogue part processes signals from the
sensor in a two stage charge sensitive preamplifier/shaper system and provides the comparator
stage required for zero suppression. Signals above the threshold pass the comparator and are
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stored in a sample-and-hold circuit. At the same time the DCP is notified about the hit via a fast
logical OR, which is hard-wired among the PUCs of the double column. The hit pixel then becomes
insensitive and waits for the DCP to respond with a readout token. Once the token has arrived,
the analogue signal and the pixel row address are transmitted to the DCP. The token is passed
on to the next pixel of the double column and the pixel resumes data taking. This procedure
allows a short dead-time of individual pixels, but also links it to the hit rate. A column scan
takes ≤ 50 ns + (50 ns× number of hits). Sensor leakage currents are compensated by a globally
programmable current source at the preamplifier input.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of a pixel unit cell. The blue box and the red box contain analogue
and digital components, respectively [42].
The readout and the column token are processed by the digital part of the PUC. This part also
allows to mask noisy pixels and provides accesses to a 4-bit DAC, which is used to trim the
comparator threshold. Once the global threshold of the ROC has been set, trimming allows to
compensate for local transistor mismatches and acquires a more uniform threshold distribution
throughout the chip. In order to adjust and trim the threshold, a calibration signal (Vcal) can be
injected through a 4.8 fF capacitor connected to the input of the preamplifier.
The double column periphery
The double column periphery (Fig. 3.7) manages the transfer of hit information from the PUCs
to the 32 units deep storage buffers and verifies the presence of a trigger signal. Once the DCP
has been noticed by a PUC about a hit, the value of the present bunch crossing counter (WBC)
is written in one of twelve time stamp buffer cells. Simultaneously, the acknowledgement of hits
from this bunch crossing is sent to the PUCs, causing them to associate any later hits with another
bunch crossing. In addition to hits from the current one, hits from two more bunch crossings
can be pending in the DCP. Hits from further bunch crossings are lost. Readout of the column is
initiated by sending a token to its first pixel. This tells hit pixels to send their data to the DCP and
pass-on the token. Pixels without a hit just pass the token on. It has been measured that the token
arrives at the first hit pixel in less than 50 ns.
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The oldest entry in the time stamp buffer is used to permanently check if the time corresponding
to the first level trigger latency has passed. If that’s the case the DCP deletes the oldest time
stamp and checks for the presence of a trigger signal. The data related to this time stamp is then
either discarded or the DCP stops its data acquisition and prepares to send the data to the chip
periphery. In a last step the double column resets itself and becomes insensitive for the duration
of the trigger latency.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the double column periphery [42].
Power consumption
The ROC requires two supply voltages, 1.6 V and 2.2 V, for the analogue and the digital part of the
chip, respectively. In order to compensate variations of the supply voltage due to load-dependent
voltage drops on cables, the ROC can be operated with supply voltages of up to 3 V. This is
possible du to on-chip linear regulators and a bandgap reference on each ROC. The regulators
also improve the noise rejection of the ROC. Internally the chip operates with 1.4 V and 2.0 V [45].
At LHC design luminosity the power consumption per ROC is expected to be about 141 mW,
which corresponds to 88 % (62 %) of the total pixel detector front end power budget before (after)
the detector has received a total fluence of 6 × 1014 neqcm−2 [6]. The power consumption of the
digital part of the ROC depends on the hit rate seen by the chip. The digital current can be written
as a function of the particle rate, R: Idig = (29.9 + 0.1 × R [MHz/cm2]) mA [45]. This leads to fast
load variations if the particle flux through the modules changes quickly, which happens due to
a gap of 3µs in the LHC beam structure, which occurs every 89µs. This so-called orbit gap is
necessary if the beam has to be disposed quickly in case of an emergency [46].
3.2.4 Power supply and distribution
The power supplies operating the pixel detector are part of a commercial modular system of the
type CAEN-EASY4000 (Embedded Assembly SYstem) [47]. Its primary power supply has been
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designed for the strip tracker [48]. However, small changes in hardware and firmware allowed to
adapt the strip power supply to the pixel detector [6].
The main controller (SY1527) of the EASY4000 system is located in the detector control room and
physically accessible during LHC operation. It is configurable via network and contains three
so-called branch controllers (A1676A). The branch controllers are connected by approximately
100 m long cables to five power supply crates, located in two racks on balconies in the detector
cavern. The crates host two different types of power cards, one (A4602) for service and auxiliary
electronics on supply tube and service cylinder, and a second type (A4603H) to provide power to
the pixel modules. The A4603H contains two units, each providing 1.75 V with up to 6 A, 2.5 V
with up to 13 A and two high voltage (HV) supplies that provide up to -600 V with up to 20 mA.
All output voltages of the A4603H are sensed at the pixel detector, at the end of supply tube, and
corrected for voltage drops of up to 6 V. The modules of the BPIX are divided into 64 power groups
with twelve modules per group (192 ROCs), while each of the 48 power groups in the FPIX (135
ROCs) consists of three blades. The typical current drawn by a group amounts to 4.6 A for the
1.75 V and 9 A for the 2.5 V. The total number of 112 power groups is fed by 56 A4603H cards.
The auxiliary power supplies have four channels, each capable of providing 2.5 V with 7 A.
All low voltage power supplies in the pixel system use floating pulse-width-modulated DC-DC
switching transformers with a common return potential. Due to the close proximity to the detector
all components of the power system that are located on the balconies have to be radiation and
magnetic field tolerant. In total, ten A4602 auxiliary cards provide 40 independent channels for
the 32 slots of the BPIX service tubes, while four additional A4602 are used for the service cylinders
of the FPIX.
All power supply crates are fed by 3-phase 400 VAC to 48 VDC supplies (A3486H) and connected
to the CMS detector via 40 m long copper cables at a patch panel (PP1). Inside the tracking volume,
about 5 m long aluminium cables connect PP1 to the supply tubes and the service cylinders. The
cables include sense wires, which allow to regulate the front-end voltages with a reaction time
of typically 200µs. The total resistance on the analog and on the digital line is about 0.5 Ω and
0.25 Ω, respectively.
Typical noise levels for the pixel power supplies are 10 mVpp and 50 mVpp for the LV and the HV,
respectively. Due to the LV regulators in the ROCs and the small sensor capacitances these values
are uncritical. Of greater concern in the overall design were fast drops of the digital current due
to the orbit gaps, described above (Sect. 3.2.3). In individual power groups current drops of up to
2 A may occur, which would lead to over-voltage spikes at the module level in the order of some
Volts [6]. Hence, careful precautions have been taken and the ROC integrity has been verified by
measurements and in a full SPICE [49] simulation.
3.3 The silicon strip detector
The CMS strip detector [6] covers the area in between radii of 20 cm and 116 cm, ±2.9 m along the
z-axis (Fig. 3.2). It is designed for operation at -10◦C, with an expected life time of ten years and
an occupancy of less than 3 % at design luminosity. The layout of the silicon strip tracker ensures
at least nine hits in the range of |η| < 2.4.
The way strip modules are integrated differs for the different parts of the tracker. In the TIB
modules are mounted onto so-called shells, the TIDs use support structures called discs, the TOB
relies on wheels and rods and in the TECs modules are installed on petals that form disks. Since
the modules on the disks of the TIDs and TECs are arranged in rings, their positions are often
referred to as ring number, where smaller ring numbers indicate positions closer to the beam axis.
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3.3.1 Strip sensors
The silicon sensors [50] in the strip detector are based on a n-doped bulk with p+ strip implants on
the surface. The p+ implants are AC coupled to aluminium strips, with an insulating multilayer
of silicon oxide and silicon nitride in between. Bond pads at the ends of the aluminium strips
allow to connect the strips to the front-end electronics or to daisy-chain two sensors. The bias
voltage of up to 600 V is applied to the back side of the sensor, through an aluminium layer on
a n+ implantation. The upper surface of the sensor is surrounded by a p+ bias ring at ground
potential. The strip implants are DC coupled to this ring via an 1.5 MΩ polysilicon resistor.
Floating p+ implant guard rings surround the bias ring in order to gradually degrade the electric
field between the bias rings and the backplane. Except for bond pads and parts of bias and guard
ring, the sensor surface is covered by a passivation layer to protect the active area.
In total 15 different sensor geometries have been used in the tracker, with 512 or 768 strips. Typical
sensors sizes are for example 6× 12 cm2 for the inner barrel and 10× 9 cm2 for the outer barrel. In
some cases two sensors are daisy chained to increase the effective strip length. Sensors used in
the TOB are 500µm thick. Sensors in TIB and TID are 320µm thick. In the TECs, sensors with a
thickness of 500µm and 320µm are installed at radii larger and smaller than 60 cm, respectively.
The strip pitch in the tracker ranges from 80µm to 205µm, depending on the position of the
sensor.
3.3.2 CMS silicon strip modules
CMS strip modules [6] comprise of four parts: a carbon-fibre/graphite support frame, a Kapton
foil for delivery of the bias voltage and to insulate the sensor from the support frame, a multilayer
PCB called front-end hybrid and one single or two daisy-chained silicon sensors (Fig. 3.8.)
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Figure 3.8: A CMS tracker silicon strip module with two daisy-chained sensors. The photograph
on the left side shows a TEC ring 6 module, mounted on a carrier plate. The drawing on the right
side shows an exploded view of the module [6].
The first two layers and rings, respectively, of TIB, TID, and TOB as well as the rings 1, 2, and
5 of the TECs are equipped with double-modules mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of
100 mrad. In addition to φ, this provides a measurement of z and r in the barrel and on the disks,
respectively. In TIB and TOB this provides a single point resolution in z of 230µm and 530µm,
respectively. The resolution in r in TID and TEC varies with the pitch.
The front-end hybrid
The module front-end hybrids contain four or six APV25 readout chips for modules with 512
or 768 sensor strips, respectively. Slow communication, to monitor physical properties on the
module, like voltages, temperatures and the leakage current, is covered by the detector control
unit (DCU) chip. Trigger signals and a phase-adjustable clock are delivered to the APVs by
the phase locked loop (PLL) ASIC. Upon arrival of a trigger signal, the data of two APVs are
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multiplexed on a common 40 MHz differential line by the APVMUX chips [51], which are also
located on the hybrid. The inputs of the APV preamplifiers are wire-bonded to the aluminium
strips of the sensor via a pitch adapter. The pitch adapters used in the strip tracker are made out
of glass, with about 1µm thin and 10µm narrow aluminium lines on its surface.
The APV25 readout chip
The readout chip of the strip tracker, the APV25 [52], is manufactured in an intrinsically radiation
tolerant 0.25µm CMOS process and requires two voltages, 1.25 V and 2.5 V, for operation. It has
128 readout channels, each providing a charge-sensitive preamplifier, an inverter stage, a 50 ns
CR-RC shaper and a 192 cells deep analogue pipeline (Fig. 3.9). The analogue pipeline allows to
buffer signals until a first trigger level decision is made. It stores data for 4µs in a ring buffer with
a sampling rate of 40 MHz.
The APV25 can be operated in peak mode and in deconvolution mode. The latter causes slightly
more intrinsic noise, but also improves the time resolution of the 50 ns shaper. If the APV receives
a trigger signal in peak mode a single sample is reserved in the pipeline and the signal is passed
on. In deconvolution mode three consecutive samples are reserved in the pipeline. As part of
every APV channel, an analogue pulse shape processor (APSP) deconvolutes the three samples
and identifies the 25 ns time frame in which the signal actually occurs. The output of the APSP is
proportional to the electrical charge created in the silicon sensor, e.g. by a traversing particle. All
APSP signals of an APV25 are multiplexed into a 20 MHz differential output.
preamp shaper
APSP S/H
inverter
pipeline
MUX gain
128:1
MUX Differentialcurrent
output amp
Figure 3.9: Block diagram of an APV25 readout channel. The components on the right hand side
of the MUX gain are shared by all channels of the APV [53].
The inverter stage was originally integrated in a previous version of the APV25 to cope with
opposite signal polarities in multi-strip gas chambers. It is not required in the CMS tracker and
permanently disabled. However a notable feature, even of the disabled inverter, is the ability to
remove common mode (CM) – which is a common fluctuation of all channels of the APV. The
inverters of an APV are provided with 2.5 V through an external resistor R (Fig. 3.10). This resistor
is common to all 128 channels. If Vin is the voltage induced by a signal on a single channel, VCM
is an unintended voltage fluctuation seen by all channels of the APV, Vout is the voltage at the
inverter output and gm is the current gain of the transistor marked by the red circle in Figure 3.10,
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the voltage drop VR across R can be calculated from the current sum at the crossing marked by
the blue rectangle in Figure 3.10:
VR = gmR (Vin + VCM − VR) + 127gmR (VCM − VR)
= gmR (Vin + 128VCM) + 128gmRVR
=
gmR (Vin + 128VCM)
1 + 128gmR
≈ gmR (Vin + 128VCM)
128gmR
=
Vin
128
+ VCM
≈ VCM.
The output current of the inverter channel which received the signal is then given by:
gm (−Vout) = gm (Vin + VCM − VR) , (3.1)
and thus
Vout = −Vin, (3.2)
which implies that the fluctuation VCM has been removed. However, this calculation assumes
VCM to be exactly the same for all channels, at the exact same time. Measurements [54, 55] have
shown signals which are common mode like, in the sense of being generated by a common source
and strongly correlated, but affect individual APV channels with different intensity. If such a
non-uniform CM occurs, the VCM in Equation 3.1 has to be replaced by the actual VCM of that
particular channel. This means, the APV removes only flat CM.
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Figure 3.10: Simplified schematic of the preamplifier and the inverter of an APV channel to illus-
trate the implementation of the on-chip common mode subtraction of the APV. Top: preamplifier
and inverter stage of a single APV channel. The external resistor R is common for all chan-
nels. Bottom: inverter stages of all four channels, the dashed lines indicate the remaining 124
channels [56].
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3.3.3 The readout and control system
The analogue data of a module are transmitted electrically to a nearby located analogue opto-
hybrid (AOH) [57]. From there it is sent optically through 130 m long fibre ribbons to off-detector
front-end drivers (FED) and further processed by the data acquisition (DAQ) system.
The control system of the strip tracker [58] is based on a ring architecture with the master control
node, the front-end controller (FEC), located outside of the detector on a 9U-VME board [59].
Inside the detector several communication and control units (CCUs) [60] complete the control
ring. They are located on CCU modules, which are placed on the larger mechanical substructures
of the tracker. The communication between the FEC and the front-end is bidirectional and optical.
So-called digital optohybrids (DOH), integrated via DOH modules, convert the optical data at the
front-end into LVDS electrical signals and vice versa. These LVDS signals are passed sequentially
around the ring for processing by the CCUs.
3.3.4 The tracker end caps
The outer strip tracker of CMS includes two identical tracker end caps [54], which extend radially
from 220 mm to 1135 mm and from ±1240 mm to ±2800 mm along the z-axis. Exemplary for a
tracker subsystem and to allow a better understanding of the system test measurements in 8.2 the
TEC system is described here in detail. A detailed description of all tracker subsystems can be
found in [6].
The mechanical structure of the TECs is provided by a cylinder with nine discs, made out
of a 16 mm thick NOMEX [61] honeycomb, covered with a 0.4 mm thin carbon fibre compos-
ite (Fig. 3.11). Two additional disks serve as front and back termination. The nine inner discs
are equipped with so-called petals (Fig. 3.12), which are instrumented with strip modules. With
respect to the beam pipe, these modules are oriented radially.
Figure 3.11: Photograph of one TEC with its nine detector
discs, disc 1 at the bottom.
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Figure 3.12: Back petal with
modules of ring 2, 4 and 6.
The use of petals allows a modular TEC design, which simplifies assembly, disassembly and tests
of the TEC or parts of it. On each disc, eight front petals are mounted on the disc side facing the IP.
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Eight back petals are installed on the opposite side of the disc. In total ten different module types,
differing in size, shape and number of strips, are mounted on both sides of the petals and arranged
in seven rings. The innermost ring, closest to the beam pipe, is called ring 1, the outer most ring is
called ring 7. Modules on the front and the back side of a petal overlap each other in r, rings with
odd numbers are located on front side and rings with even numbers on back side. Modules on
front and back petals overlap each other in φ. In order to provide the desired acceptance in η, it
is not necessary to equipped the inner rings on the outer disks. Therefore only petals on the first
three discs are fully equipped with modules. The next three discs are missing ring 1, followed by
two discs missing ring 1 and 2, and finally disc 9, which only carries rings 4 to 7.
The mechanical backbone of each petal is a 10 mm NOMEX layer which is covered by a 0.4 mm
thin carbon fibre composite. Titanium cooling pipes are embedded into the petal body and via
aluminium inserts coupled to the strip modules. Power, data and control signals are distributed
through motherboards, the so-called interconnect boards (ICB) [62]. Five different ICB versions
allow to connect modules of all seven rings in a flexible way. The ICB connected to modules of
rings 4 and 6 functions as the master ICB. It provides all connectors for external cables and two
sockets for CCU modules. The remaining ICB versions are connected to this one. Each module
is connected with two short Kapton cables. One cable provides the bias voltage, the second one
supplies the required low voltages and transmits the analogue data. In order to distribute power
to the modules, they are separated into three groups. Power group 1 consists of the modules on
rings 1 and 2, power group 2 contains the modules from the rings 3, 4 and 6; and the modules
of ring 5 and ring 7 form are power group 3. Each group is powered through two sixteen-pin
Molex [63] connectors on the master ICB. A TEC control ring consists of a front petal and a back
petal and programmed through a DOH module on the master ICB on the back petal. All ICBs
provide sockets for AOHs and connectors for the modules.
3.3.5 Power consumption and supply
The total power consumption of the strip tracker is about 34 kW. Another 34 kW are required to
compensate power losses in the 45 m long cables. The present power supply system is capable
of providing up to 150 kW. It is based on the commercial EASY4000 system by CAEN [48, 64].
Its main (SY1527) and branch controllers (A1676A) are located in the CMS service cavern and
connected via approximately 100 m long cables to the power supplies. The latter are installed in
racks, on balconies of the experimental cavern. The A4601H power supplies are a custom design
for the strip tracker and deliver power to the detector modules. At the modules they provide
1.25 V with up to 6 A, 2.5 V with up to 13 A and the HV with up to 12 mA. Auxiliary and control
electronics is powered with 2.5 V, by A4602 power supplies, which are also a part of the EASY4000
system. All power supplies are floating and the voltages at the front-end are regulated via sense
wires. Voltage drops along the cables of up to 4 V can be compensated.
Approximately 40 m long low impedance copper cables (LIC) [65] are routed from the power
supplies to a patch panel (PP1) close to the tracker. The connection from PP1 to the tracker (PP0)
is established by approximately 5 m long aluminium cables. Within the strip tracker, modules in
common subsystems, and usually common support structures, are divided into power groups of
typically ten modules. Modules of one power group are powered in parallel by one A4603H unit.
The average power consumption per module amounts to 1845 mW and 2662 mW for modules
with four and six APVs, respectively [6]. About 80% of the power is provided at 2.5 V and 20% at
1.25 V. The power related to HV leakage currents is expected to remain below 0.6 W per module,
even after 10 years of irradiation and operation under LHC conditions.
3.4 The electromagnetic calorimeter
The tracking volume is surrounded by a hermetic and homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) [6] with an outer radius of 1.77 m. The ECAL consists of a barrel part (EB), which covers a
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pseudo-rapidity range up to |η| < 1.479, and two end caps (EE) which cover the pseudo-rapidity
range of 1.479 < |η| < 3.0.
The EB consists of 61200 lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals, each with an inner cross section (toward
the interaction point) of 22×22 mm2, an outer cross section of 26×26 mm2 and a length of 230 mm
corresponding to 25.8 radiation lengths. The scintillation light emitted by the crystals is monitored
with avalanche photodiodes.
Each EE contains 7324 PbWO4 crystals, arranged in superclusters of 5×5 crystals. The EE crystals
have an inner cross section of 28.6 × 28.6 mm2, an outer cross section of 30 × 30 mm2 and a length
of 220 mm (24.7 radiation lengths). Vacuum photo-triodes collect the emitted scintillation light.
In between the inner tracking system and the EE, a 20 cm thick preshower detector covers the
psdeudo-rapidity range of 1.653 < |η| < 2.6. It consists of two lead radiators interleaved with two
silicon strip detectors and allows to discriminate between photons and neutral pions.
The energy resolution of the ECAL can be parametrised as
(
σE
E
)2
=
(
S√
E/GeV
)2
+
(N
E
)2
+ C2, (3.3)
where E is the energy, S is the stochastic term, N the noise contribution and C a constant term.
Based on measurements with test beams, the values in the EB (EE) are S = 2.8 % (S = 5 %),
N = 125 MeV (N = 500 MeV) and C = 0.3 % (C = 0.3 %).
3.5 The hadronic calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [6] of CMS is located within the superconducting solenoid
and surrounds the ECAL. It consists of plastic scintillators with wavelength shifting fibres, brass
plates and steal plates, interposed in a sandwich layout. A barrel part (HB) covers the pseudo-
rapidity range up to |η| < 1.3. Light from the scintillators is guided with optical fibres to hybrid
photodiodes. The active material of the HCAL barrel is segmented into calorimeter towers with
a granularity of 0.087 × 0.087 in η and φ. In the inner pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 1.26 the HCAL
provides 5.39 absorption lengths. In order to sample full hadronic showers in this range, two
additional layers of scintillators, also known as tail-catchers or outer hadron calorimeter (HO),
are located outside of solenoid coil.
The pseudo-rapidity range of 1.3 < |η| < 3.0 is covered by the HCAL endcaps (HE) with a total of
ten hadronic absorption lengths. Their scintillators are segmented in η and φ with a granularity
of 0.087 × 0.087 for |η| < 1.6 and 0.17 × 0.17 for |η| ≥ 1.6.
In a distance of 11.15 m from the IP, the hadron forward calorimeter (HF) is placed and covers the
very forward region up to η = 5. Due to the extremely high rates of charged hadron in this η-range,
the HF design is very radiation robust with quartz fibres of different lengths as active material and
steel absorber plates. The fibres emit Cˇerenkov light which is amplified by photo-multiplier tubes.
Higher values of η are covered by additional dedicated calorimeters (CASTOR [66], ZDC [67], not
shown in figure 3.1) and with the TOTEM [68] tracking detectors.
In combination with data from the ECAL the energy resolution of the HCAL can be parametrised
as [69]: (
σE
E
)2
=
(
85%√
E/GeV
)2
+ (7.4%)2, (3.4)
for energies, E, between 30 GeV and 1 TeV.
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3.6 The muon system and the superconducting solenoid
The superconducting solenoid [6] of CMS is centred around the IP. It measures 12.5 m in length,
has an inner diameter of 6 m and generates a magnetic field with a flux density of 3.8 T in the
tracking system and 2 T in the muon system. The four layers of the muon system are interposed
by iron return yokes of the central solenoid.
The muon system [6] of CMS is divided into a barrel region and two end caps. It enables the
identification of muons up to |η| < 2.4.
The barrel region, which covers |η| < 1.2 consists of four layers of drift tube (DT) modules. The
first three layers contain twelve DT chambers in total. Eight chambers are used to determine the
r-φ co-ordinate and four chambers measure the z direction. The chambers in the fourth layer do
not provide an additional z measurement.
The muon end caps cover the pseudo-rapidity region 0.9 < |η| < 2.4 with cathode strip chambers
(CSC) mounted perpendicular to the beam line. Each CSC contains six layers of cathode strips
which run radially outwards, providing a precision measurement in the r-φ plane. The anode of
the CSCs is also read out to determine an η-value of the muon trajectory.
Resistive plase chambers (RPC) are installed in the barrel region and in the end caps. They provide
a fast and fine-segmented trigger input for both, the CSCs and the DTs.
The best momentum resolution for muons is obtained by combining data from the tracking and
the muon system. For η < 0.8 and pT = 10 GeV a resolution of δpT/pT = 0.5 % is achieved, limited
by multiple scattering in the tracker. For pT = 1 TeV a resolution of 4 % is obtained. In the range
of 1.2 < η < 2.4, the values for pT = 10 TeV and pT = 1 TeV degrade to 2 % and 10 %, respectively.
3.7 The trigger and data acquisition system
The instantaneous design luminosity of the LHC of 1034 cm−2s−1 causes on average 20 proton-
proton interactions every 25 ns. This corresponds to an event rate of 800 MHz, which is too high
to process and store the data of all events. The CMS trigger system [70, 71], which reduces the
data rate by filtering out the most interesting events, is implemented in two levels, operating in
series.
The first level (L1) is based on custom hardware and uses data from the calorimeters and the
muon system. It allows basic trigger decisions in less than 1µs and has a maximum latency of
3.2µs. The output rate of the L1 trigger is 30 kHZ.
The second trigger level, the so-called High Level Trigger (HLT) is software based and runs on
a computer farm. It enables a more complex reconstruction and decision process to identify
interesting events. With an average decision time of 40 ms, the HLT can reduce the rate of stored
events to 100 Hz. Due to improved storage capabilities the rate of stored events is typically in the
order of some hundreds events per second.
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Chapter 4
The Upgrades of the CMS Detector and
the Need for New Powering Schemes
Two major upgrades of the CMS detector are foreseen to enable the experiment to benefit from the
increasing luminosity of the LHC. The two upgrades are also referred to as Phase-1 and Phase-2
of the CMS luminosity upgrade.
4.1 Phase-1 of the CMS luminosity upgrade
4.1.1 Scope and objective of the upgrade
The LHC is expected to deliver an instantaneous luminosity of about 1.7 × 1034 cm−2s−1 and
2.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1 around 2016 and 2019, respectively. Before the second phase of the upgrade
around 2022, the LHC should have delivered an integrated luminosity of about 500 fb−1. In
combination with a bunch spacing of 25 ns (50 ns) a luminosity of 2.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1 leads to 50
(100) simultaneous hard interactions in CMS on average.
Phase-1 of the CMS upgrade [72] will affect almost all CMS sub-detectors. Maybe the most
considerable contribution is the installation of a new pixel detector, foreseen during an extended
LHC winter shutdown at the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017.
In the muon system, the number of installed chambers will be increased and the dedicated
readout electronic will be overhauled. These measures improve the radiation hardness and the
momentum resolution and increase the coverage in η of the muon system.
In the barrel region of the hadronic calorimeter, the present hybrid photodiodes will be re-
placed by silicon photomultipliers. This improves the gain of the calorimeter and increases the
robustness against the magnetic field of CMS. Furthermore, depth segmentation and new back-
end electronics will be added to improve the trigger performance. In the forward calorimeters,
new photomultipliers and electronics will reduce the amount of unintended Cˇerenkov light and
improve the resolution and radiation hardness of the system.
The trigger and data acquisition system will make use of new commercial technologies in terms
of crates and high level trigger processors, with the aim of more flexibility, easier maintainability,
more sophisticated trigger algorithms and a two to five times higher bandwidth.
The installation of a new beam pipe line is foreseen for 2014. The outer diameter of the beam
pipe at the interaction point will be reduced from 58 mm to less than 45 mm.
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4.1.2 The new pixel detector
Overview
If the present pixel detector would be operated at an instantaneous luminosity of 2.0×1034 cm−2s−1,
the 25 ns (50 ns) scenario would increase the data loss rate due to buffer overflows of the ROCs
from 4 % under LHC design conditions to 16 % (50 %) [73]. The design process of the new pixel
system was guided by the desire to improve the physics performance as far as reasonably possible,
despite the increased number of simultaneous interactions. The new pixel detector will provide an
additional layer of pixel modules and utilise the smaller diameter of the new beam pipe. The new
pixel detector is an evolutionary upgrade of its predecessor and is composed, like its predecessor,
from a barrel part and forward discs (Fig. 4.1). However, its design provides 4-pixel-hit coverage
over the η range of up to 2.5 for particles originating at the interaction point ±5 cm.
The new barrel part has a length of 548.8 mm and provides a new fourth layer of pixel modules
at a radius of 160 mm. The third layer remains at a radius of 102 mm. The two innermost layers
are moved further inward from 73 mm and 44 mm to 68 mm and 29 mm, respectively. Due to the
additional layer, the total number of pixels in the barrel increase from 48 Million to 79 Million.
The new forward discs will be mounted inside the service cylinders on both sides of the barrel,
covering radii from 4.5 cm to 16.1 cm. The number of discs will increase by one, to three. The rise
in the number of readout channels and the higher instantaneous luminosity increases the amount
of power that has to be supplied to the detector. New readout, control and power electronics are
installed to cope with the higher data transfer rates and the increased power consumption.
Despite the additional layer of modules, the new pixel detector will reduce the amount of material
in the tracking volume. This is achieved by replacing the present mono-phase cooling system
with a more efficient, lightweight two-phase CO2 system, and by moving electronic boards and
connections out of the tracker acceptance. The latter is accomplished with longer module cables
and by placing the module connectors on the supply tubes and the service cylinders at higher
values of |η|.
The new readout chip
The on-chip buffers of the present ROCs are too small and the readout is too slow for instantaneous
luminosities beyond the LHC design and would cause the unacceptable data loss rates mention
above. Hence, new pixel ROCs are under development. They are manufactured in the same
250 nm CMOS process as the present ROCs, based on the same core architecture and will be
connected to the same number of 100× 150µm2 pixels with the same sensor technology. Still,
the new ROCs provide several improvements in the data handling. The column drain speed will
be increased and instead of transmitting data in analogue levels, a fully digital 160 Mbit/s LVDS
link is used. The number of time stamp buffer cells has been increased from 12 two 24 and the
number of data buffer cells from 32 to 80. In addition, a buffer stage on the ROC level has been
implemented.
The analogue performance of the ROC has been enhanced by reducing crosstalk between indi-
vidual pixels. This was accomplished by improving the power distribution on the chip. A sixth
metal layer and a thicker top metal layer have been added. Power rail decoupling and isolation of
sensitive analogue nodes have been improved. A well defined state during the start up of the ROC
is guaranteed by a power-up reset circuit. Certain DACs and the leakage current compensation
circuity have been removed, since they have been proven as not required during the previous
operation of the present detector.
The new token bit manager
The token bit manager chip had to be adjusted to the faster and fully digital communication of
the new system. In total three different new TBM flavours will be used:
• The TBM07 will be implemented in the outer rings of the FPIX system. It contains a single
TBM core and controls one side of a blade, which corresponds to 16 ROCs. The data output
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Figure 4.1: Drawing of the new CMS pixel detector (dark brown). The supply tubes for the BPIX
and the service cyliders for the FPIX are also shown in grey and blue, respectively [45].
of two TBM07 are combined by a so-called datakeeper chip into single 400 MHz encoded
data stream.
• The TBM08 is installed on modules in the inner ring of the FPIX and in the outer layers of
the BPIX. It contains the equivalent of two TBM07s and a datakeeper chip, processed on a
single piece of silicon. The chip provides a single 400 MHz encoded data stream.
• Two or one TBM09 are implemented on the modules in the first (inner most) and the second
layer of the barrel, respectively. Each TBM09 contains the equivalent of two TBM07s and
two datakeeper chips, processed on a single piece of silicon. The chip has two 400 MHz
output lines.
The new pixel modules
Only three different modules layouts are foreseen for the new pixel detector (Fig. 4.2). All three
will be similar to the present full barrel module. They consist of 2× 8 ROCs wire-bonded to a
new version of the HDI and measure approximately 22 mm× 66 mm in size. The FPIX module
is powered and readout via a thin flex cable and mounted on the support structure by screws
through the so-called module end holder. The cable of the BPIX module is round and combined
from 10 twisted pairs of aluminium clad wires. The modules in the innermost layer are mounted
to the support structure by screws through a carbon fibre clip. All other modules in the barrel are
mounted via 250µm thick SisN4 strips, which are glued to the ROCs.
Read-out and control
The data rate of the pixel detector, expected for 2 × 1034 s−1 cm−2 and 50 ns bunch spacing, is a
factor of four higher compared to the present detector at LHC design luminosity. In order to
increase the transfer capability of the pixel system, the link speed will be upgraded and a digital
protocol will be used for data transmission. In addition, the number of fibres will be increased by
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Figure 4.2: Drawings of the new pixel modules. On the left side, an exploded view of the barrel
module for the outer layers, in the centre, an exploded view of the barrel module for the inner
most layer and on the right side, a drawing of the forward pixel module [45].
using spare capacity installed in 2007. The slow and fast control system of the pixel detector will
basically remain unchanged.
New supply tubes and service cylinders
As in the present detector, the supply tube carries electrical connections and cooling lines from a
patch panel to the barrel bulkheads and houses auxiliary on-detector electronics. The upgrade of
the pixel supply tube provides an essential contribution to the reduction of the material budget
in the tracking volume. The new supply tube is divided vertically for installation and located on
both sides of the detector in z. Each side of the tube is segmented into the regions A to D in z,
with segment D closest to the detector (Fig. 4.3). The first 50 cm (|η| < 2.2) of this sector contain as
little material as possible and all connectors for module cables are placed in sector C. The tracking
acceptance ends at segment B (|η|>2.7), which contains the electrical-to-optical converters, the
so-called pixel opto-hybrids (POH), for the transmission of detector data and control signals to
the back-end electronics. The last sector, sector A, approximately 2 m from the pixel modules, is
equipped with DC-DC converters, which are a key component of the new powering scheme.
Along φ, the supply-tube is divided in two half-shells. Each half-shell is organized in nine slots,
which are equipped with identical service electronics, except for the central slot. The electronics on
the supply tubes is configured by a CCU system with a ring architecture. In each φ-slot one CCU
is located. The ring remains functional even if one CCU fails. An additional CCU is placed in the
central slot. It terminates the control ring, in case of a failure of the last CCU. Optical converters
for the CCU system are also installed in this slot. The other eight slots contain the components for
electrical-to-optical conversion, fast control, readout and DC-DC converters. Cooling pipes are
routed through all sectors of the supply tube. They supply cold CO2 to the pixel detector and are
also used to cool the electronics on the supply tube. Operation of the new pixel system is foreseen
with CO2 temperatures between -30 ◦C and +20 ◦C. The outer end of the supply tube is completed
by a patch panel in form of a 15 mm thick aluminium ring. The ring stabilises the supply tube
and provides strain relief for the stiff power cables that are clamped to the panel.
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Figure 4.3: Drawing of one half of the new barrel pixel supply tube. The half-tube consists of
eight parallel slots and an additional central slot. Each slot is separated into four sectors, A to D,
along z. DC-DC converters are installed in sector A. Sector D is adjacent to the pixel detector [45].
The new service cylinders will be similar to the present one. Each service cylinder will be
assembled from two half cylinders made of carbon-fiber reinforced plastic. Cooling tubes and
power lines for the FPIX detector are routed through the service cylinders. DC-DC converters will
be installed at a distance of approximately 80 cm from the FPIX modules. So-called Port-Cards
will multiplex the signal of two FPIX modules into one 400 MBits/s line. They will be placed
in-between the converters and the modules.
4.1.3 The need for a new powering scheme for the pixel detector
With the addition of a fourth layer in the barrel and a third wheel in the forward pixel detector,
the number of ROCs will increases by factor of about 1.9, from 16 000 to 30 000. The power
consumption of the new ROC is not expected to be higher than the power consumption of
the present ROC. However, the power required per ROC increases with the hit rate, which
will rise in particular for the inner most barrel layer, but also for all other modules due to the
higher instantaneous luminosity. The present pixel power supplies (Sect. 3.2.4) are not capable of
providing the power required by the new system. Even if the power system had the capacity to
supply sufficient current at the required voltages, the currents in the supply cables would become
too large and the power losses in the cables, which scale with the current squared, could overheat
the cable channels. The installation of additional cables is also not an option due to the limited
space available in the cable channels and at the patch panels in CMS.
A cost saving solution that allows to provide sufficient power and to reduce cable losses, is to
increase the voltage supplied to the detector by a factor, r, and to use DC-DC converters in CMS
to provide the low voltages required by the front-end electronics. This reduces the current to
the DC-DC converters by the conversion ratio, r, and thus the power losses in the cables by r2.
For the pixel upgrade a conversion ratio between three and four is foreseen. This reduces power
losses due to cables by a factor of around ten. The present power supplies are capable of providing
enough power in a scheme with on-detector DC-DC converters and only small changes are needed
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to fully qualify them. In order to supply the bias voltage and auxiliary power, DC-DC converters
are not required. DC-DC conversion and the new powering scheme of the pixel detector are
described in detail in Chapters 5 and 6.1, respectively.
4.2 Phase-2 of the CMS luminosity upgrade
The exact scope of the CMS upgrade for Phase-2 is still evolving, since it depends on the physic
results CMS will have delivered by then. However, around 2022, the CMS strip tracker will
have reached the end of its expected lifetime and will have to be replaced. At the same time the
LHC is foreseen to be upgraded into the HL-LHC, which is expected to deliver about 2500 fb−1
with an instantaneous luminosity of 5 × 1034 cm−2s−1 to CMS. The latter implies approximately
100 simultaneous hard interactions in CMS per bunch crossing. In order to improve, or at
least maintain, the present physics performance of the tracking system, despite the increase in
luminosity, the installation of a new and more advanced tracker and several, less substantial,
upgrades of the calorimeters, the muon system and the data acquisition system will become
necessary [72].
4.2.1 Demands on the new tracking system
In order to cope with instantaneous and integrated radiation levels five to ten times higher than
the requirements of the present tracker, the radiation resistance of the tracker has to be improved.
The readout granularity has to be increased to keep the channel occupancy at an acceptable
level, and the ability to contribute information to the Level 1 trigger has to be added to enhance
discrimination and to maintain the present trigger rate of 100 kHz on average. In addition,
a reduction of the material budget in the active tracking volume is considered critical for the
physics performance of the tracker. At the same time the new detector has to comply with the
constraints coming from the limited space available for services and infrastructures in both CMS
and the underground caverns.
4.2.2 Concepts for a new tracking system
The final decision on the layout of the new tracking system has not been made yet. However, the
current baseline approach of CMS is a classical barrel layout with end caps (Fig. 4.4) [73]. A pixel
detector, similar to the present one, surrounded by an outer tracker with six layers in its barrel
part and five disks in its end caps. As an additional option it is considered to extend the coverage
of the pixel detector to η ≈ 4 by adding more pixel disks.
The new outer tracker could contribute to the trigger decision by insitu measurements of the
transverse momentum, pT, of particles. In order to enable such a measurement pT-modules are
being developed. A pT-module is composed of two segmented silicon sensors that are mounted
back-to-back in a distance of about one millimetre and readout by a common front-end electronics.
The readout chips of the pT-module have to combine data from both sensors and thereby estimate
the pT of a track (Fig. 4.5). If the clusters of a track in two linked sensors are too far away from
each other, it can be assumed that the pT of the associated track is too low to be of interest. Due
to the 3.8 T field of CMS, pT-modules should enable the tracker to reject tracks with a pT below
1 GeV/c (or larger), which would reduce the expected data rate by one order of magnitude.
CMS is developing two different types of pT-modules: modules with two strips sensors (2S
modules) and modules with one strip sensor mounted back-to-back on a pixelated sensor (PS
modules). In the baseline approach to a new outer tracker it is foreseen to install PS modules at
radii larger than 20 cm and 2S modules at radii larger than 40 cm. Currently one DC-DC converter
and one gigabit link is foreseen on each module of both pT-module types (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.4: Proposed layout for a new tracking system. The picture shows a cut
through one quarter of the detector. The purple, blue and red lines indicate layers
of pixel modules, pixel-strip modules (PS) and two-strip modules (2S), respectively.
The present baseline is a pixel coverage of |η| < 2.5. Shown here is an option to
extend the pixel detector to |η| ≈ 4.
pass fail
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100µm
Figure 4.5: Drawing of two stacked
sensors with a high pT and a low pT
track [72].
Figure 4.6: Exploded view of a 2S pT module
with two sensors (yellow). The readout chips are
drawn in red, components of DC-DC converter
are indicated in dark red and the optical link is
coloured in blue. [73].
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4.2.3 Summary of the present R&D for the new tracker
Silicon sensors
The CMS collaboration has initiated a campaign to identify the best silicon technology for the
upgrade of CMS [74]. In order to to maintain adequate performance despite the HL-LHC envi-
ronment, different sensor technologies and extra thin sensors are studied.
Readout ASIC
The present baseline approach to a new tracker requires multiple new readout chips: a set of
ASICs that can readout and combine the data of pixel and strip sensors on the PS modules and
a readout chip for the 2S modules. Of course, all chips have to be radiation hard and consume
as little power as possible. So far, the development of a readout chip for the 2S modules is most
advanced. The CMS Binary Chip (CBC) [75], is developed in a 130 nm CMOS technology and
operates at half the supply voltage of the present 250 nm APVs. In order to improve the power
supply rejection on-chip regulation is foreseen. The CBC uses un-sparsified binary readout, which
provides occupancy independent data volumes.
Cooling
It is planned to install an evaporative CO2 based cooling system [72]. This allows a significant
reduction of the material budget and still enables operation at lower temperatures, which is crucial
for the lifetime of the sensor material.
Data links
Due to the increased granularity, the constrains on the material budget and the limited space for
fibres, the communication speed has to increase drastically for the tracker. Gigabit transceivers,
with a total bandwith of about 5 Gb/s are currently under development. These 130 nm CMOS
chips are intended to be complemented by the so-called Versatile Optical Link, which is also being
developed at the moment [72].
4.2.4 The need for a new powering scheme
The present strip tracker of CMS has a power consumption of about 34 kW. Approximately the
same amount of power is additionally lost due to cable resistances [64]. With more readout
channels, the new trigger logic and more data to transmit, the amount of power required by
the tracker is not expected to decrease. A key element to confine the power consumption is to
fully utilize the benefits of finer CMOS technologies. This is mainly accomplished by decreasing
the operational voltage of the front-end electronics, which also implies that larger currents have
to be supplied to provide an equal amount of power. However, power losses related to cable
resistances increase quadratically with the current and would therefore contribute even more.
This effect cannot be compensated by the installation of additional cables, because there is no
further space available in the supply channels and any additional material in the active tracking
volume would compromise the physics performance of CMS.
Providing higher voltages to the front-end reduces the power losses due to cable resistances and
allows to supply the required amount of power with less material in the active detector volume. In
order to provide the low voltage required by the front-end electronics, despite the higher voltage
supplied, two approaches are possible: serial powering and front-end DC-DC converters.
In a scheme with serial powering, n loads (e.g. modules) are operated in serial, which allows to
supply a voltage n times higher than the voltages required by the individual loads. In such a
scheme no active switching devices and only little additional material has to be installed in the
detector. However, there is still some regulation required to ensure safe operation and to keep the
chain alive if one or several loads stop working correctly. A constant voltage drop per load has
to be ensured and communication, e.g. with modules, has to be AC coupled, due to the absence
of a common ground potential. This also necessitates a very careful system design, to rule out
unintended currents flowing between different potentials.
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Step down DC-DC converters, integrated as a part of the front-end electronics, allow to supply
higher DC voltages to the front-end and provide the required low voltages to the rest of the
electronics. The major advantage of this method is the similarity to conventional powering
schemes in terms of system design. DC-DC converters can also be used to regulate voltages
locally, without the need of external sensing, or function as remote controlled switches which
allow to enable or disable individual parts of the detector. However, DC-DC converters also come
with a price. They contribute to the material budget of the detector, they are switching devices
and can potentially cause noise problems and commercial DC-DC converters that would meet the
requirements of CMS are not available, but have to be developed by the scientific community.
In consideration of all aspects, the CMS community has chosen a DC-DC converter based powering
scheme as its baseline development path, with serial powering as a fall-back for the Phase-2
powering scheme of the tracking system.
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Chapter 5
DC-DC Conversion
A DC-DC converter is a device that converts a direct current (DC) voltage into a different DC
voltage. The type of DC-DC converter covered in this thesis is the step-down converter, which
converts an input voltage into a lower output voltage. The most common step-down converter
types are linear regulators and switching converters.
A linear regulator [76] is a self-adjusting resistance with a feedback loop that ensures a constant
output voltage. Voltage exceeding the foreseen output voltage is converted into heat. This leads
to poor efficiencies for larger conversion ratios, but also allows to provide a flat output voltage
without adding switching noise. Linear regulators are used for example in the pixel ROC and in
the future ROC of the tracker, the CBC.
Common switching converters are so-called buck converters and charge pumps. They are ex-
plained in this chapter. The key aspect of this thesis are DC-DC buck converters. Other converter
types, such as transformers or piezo converters, are not considered here.
5.1 DC-DC buck converters
5.1.1 Functional principle
A DC-DC buck converter [77–80] reduces the voltage at its output by periodically disconnecting
and reconnecting its in- and output. Two field-effect transistors (FET), T1 and T2, are used to
switch between two states (Fig. 5.1). In order to provide a direct current at the output, an inductor
is used to buffer energy. When T1 is open and T2 is closed, input and output are disconnected and
the energy stored in the inductor is released. Here, the states where input and output a connected
and disconnected will be referred to as State-1 and State-2, respectively.
A control and feedback network monitors the output voltage and controls the switching. Op-
erating the switches with pulse width modulation (PWM) allows to provide an output voltage
that is independent from the input. Low pass filters at in- and output, e.g. capacitors connected
to ground, are used to reduce fluctuations caused by the switching. In a typical application, the
power switches are implemented in an integrated circuit (IC) together with the feedback and
control network. The inductor and filter elements are usually discrete components, which can be
implemented on a common printed circuit board (PCB), together with the converter IC.
The output voltage of an ideal buck converter, without any losses or dead time between its two
states, can be calculated relatively easily and is a good approximation for a real converter. During
State-1, the voltage drop, VL, across the coil equals the difference between the input voltage, Vin,
and the output voltage, Vout (Fig. 5.2). After a certain time, t1, the converter switches into State-2
and remains there during the time t2. At this point, VL equals −Vout. With Faraday’s law of
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T1
T2
Vin Vout
T1 off, T2 on
Vin Vout
T1 on, T2 off
T1
T2 Cout
Cout
Figure 5.1: Simplified schematic of a
DC-DC buck converter in its two states.
In the upper panel input and output
are connected and energy is stored in
the inductor by inducing a magnetic
field. In the lower panel, the output
is disconnected from the input and in-
ductor supplies the output with power.
The red colour indicates the current
path. A feedback network to control
the switches is not shown here.
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Figure 5.2: Development of voltages and current
with time for a buck converter operated in con-
tinuous mode. In the upper part, the state of T1 is
shown. The red, solid line in the centre indicates
the voltage drop across the inductor, VL. The lev-
els of Vin and −Vout are drawn as dashed lines.
The lower part of the graphic shows the current
through the inductor, which oscillates around its
average value.
induction and the inductance, L, of the coil, the development of the inductor current, IL, can be
calculated:
VL = −LdILdt . (5.1)
After integrating over t1 and t2, this yields
Vin − Vout
L
t1 − VoutL t2 = 0, (5.2)
which can be solved for Vout:
Vout =
t1
t1 + t2
Vin. (5.3)
This relation between Vin, Vout and the ratio of t1 and t2 is often also expressed with the help of
the period, T = t1 + t2, the switching frequency, fs = 1/T and the duty cycle, D = t1/T:
Vout =
t1
T
Vin = t1 fsVin = DVin. (5.4)
Another assumption that has been made here is that the converter operates in the so-called
continuous mode, which means that IL > 0.
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While the output current, Iout, of the converter is given by the average value of IL, the current
ripple, δIL = Imax − Imin, can be derived by integrating over dIL/dt:
δIL =
∣∣∣∣∣∫ dIL/dtdt∣∣∣∣∣ (5.5)
5.1
=
∣∣∣∣∣∫ −VLL dt
∣∣∣∣∣ (5.6)
=
∫ t1
0
Vin − Vout
L
dt (5.7)
=
Vin − Vout
L
t1 (5.8)
5.3
=
Vin − Vout
L
Vout
Vin
T (5.9)
=
Vin − Vout
L fs
D. (5.10)
If Iout is small enough and δIL & 2Iout, then IL is slightly negative at times. In this case, the converter
operates in the so-called quasi square wave (QSW) mode.
A major advantage of buck converters is their capability to convert large currents with high
efficiency, i.e. converter ASICs with the size of a fingernail are capable of supplying a few
Amperes. Efficiencies of 80% and above are achievable with switching frequencies in the order of
MHz.
5.1.2 Efficiency of buck converters
The power efficiency, η, of a DC-DC converter is defined as the ratio of output power, Pout, over
input power, Pin:
η = Pout/Pin = VoutIout/VinIin. (5.11)
Pout is reduced by the following mechanisms:
Transistor losses
In their conducting state, the power switching FETs of the converter ASIC still have finite resis-
tances, RT1 and RT2, which lead to the power losses:
PT1/T2trans = RT1/T2I
2
e f f . (5.12)
The effective current, Ie f f , through the FETs can be calculated by integrating the square of the
time-dependent current through the switch, It(t) [81]. While the switch is closed It(t) = IL. If the
switch is opened It(t) = 0 (Fig. 5.2). The integration over one period yields the transistor loss:
Ptrans = RT1
t1
T
(
I2out +
1
12
δI2L
)
+ RT2
t2
T
(
I2out +
1
12
δI2L
)
. (5.13)
Since δIL depends on L, it links the value of the inductance to the transistor losses.
Switching losses
All FETs require a finite amount of time, trise and t f all, to open and close. During this time the
voltage drop, Vsd, between source and drain differs from zero. In combination with the current,
IL, that is still flowing through the half-opened switch, this causes a power loss [79]:
Psw =
1
2
VsdIL fs
(
trise + t f all
)
. (5.14)
Driving losses
All FET gates have a finite, parasitic capacitance, Cg. In order to reach the gate voltage, Ug,
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required for switching, the capacitance has to be charged and discharged during each switching
cycle. This causes a driving loss of [82]:
Pdrive = CgU2g fs. (5.15)
Control circuit
The control circuit requires a small amount of power, Pcon, for operation, which is difficult to
quantise in general and will be neglected here. However, the optimisation of the control circuit,
in particular the timing of the switching, is quite important, since it basically affects all other loss
mechanisms. Therefore it will be discussed in the optimisation paragraph below.
Inductor losses
In terms of efficiency, the inductor is a very important component, since IL contains the large
output current of the converter, as well as the AC component δIL. The power lost in the inductor
can be calculated by evaluating the effective current. As for the transistor losses, this is done by
integrating I2L over a switching period, which yields:
PL = RDCI2out + RS
1
12
δI2, (5.16)
where RDC is the DC resistance of the inductor and RS is its equivalent series resistance (ESR). The
latter depends on fs since it includes the impact of the skin effect [83] and the proximity effect [84].
In an electric conductor, the skin effect is caused by alternating currents. They induce an alternating
magnetic field, which eddy currents in the conductor. The eddy currents are perpendicular to
the primary current and create an electromagnetic field which works against the original current.
The maximum of this counter field lies in the centre of the conductor, forcing the currents to the
conductor surface. The current density declines exponentially towards the centre of the conductor,
increasing RS with higher frequencies. The depth, in which the current density has fallen to 1/e
of the surface value is called the skin depth, δ. For good conductors a reasonable approximation
is [83]:
δ =
√
2ρ
2pi fsµ
, (5.17)
where ρ depicts the electrical resistivity and µ the permeability of the conductor. For example,
at 1 MHz copper has a skin depth of 65µm. Under the assumption that alternating currents flow
only within the skin depth, RS can be calculated for a wire with the radius, rw:
RS ≈ RDC r
2
w
2rwδ − δ2 . (5.18)
The proximity effect is caused by alternating current which induces eddy currents in an adjacent
conductor. For a complex structure, like a coil, the exact impact of this effect on RS is difficult to
predict. However, a significant influence can be expected if the two conductors overlap within
one skin depth. In this case the effective area available for charge transport is reduced further and
RS increases.
Ohmic losses
The resistance of the converter PCB, passive filter components, connectors and the wire bonds
between the chip and its package also contribute to the power loss. Usually several wire bonds
are used in parallel to reduce their effective resistance. The resistance of the PCB is dominated
by connectors and filtering inductors (O(10 mΩ). The contribution of these losses to the total
inefficiency of the converter is small (O(h)) and not considered in detail in this thesis.
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Optimisation
The combination of the mentioned loss mechanisms leads to the efficiency, η, of a DC-DC buck
converter:
η =
Pout
Pin
=
Pin − Ptrans − Psw − Pdrive − Pcon − PL
Pin
. (5.19)
The losses Ptrans, Psw and Pdrive can only be reduced during the ASIC design process. Ptrans can be
reduced by increasing the number of power switches operated in parallel. However, this number
also affects Pdrive and a good compromise for typical values of Iout, Vin and Vout has to be found.
Psw becomes smaller if trise/ f all can be reduced. This is directly related to the implementation of
the control logic, which can also be tuned to reduce the dead time between the on- and off-state
of the converter. A dead time, however, is necessary to prevent overlaps, where both switches
are closed. If such an overlap occurs, large currents can flow from the converter input to ground,
decreasing the efficiency significantly. The dead time can be optimised by choosing the moment
to turn a switch on so that Vsd and IL are small. Psw and Pdrive can be reduced further, by decreasing
fs. This, however, also increases δIL, which leads to higher Ptrans, PL and more noise. Again, the
chip designer has to aim for a good compromise, considering the typical application.
In theory, PL can be reduced to almost any desired value, by using an inductor with a large
inductance and a small resistance. However, this leads to bulky inductors, made of thick wire.
Hence, it is more practical to take outer constraints on available space, material budget and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) into account to calculate the best inductor geometry for the
given application.
To a certain degree losses on the PCB can be reduced with thicker copper layers. Again, a good
compromise between efficiency and weight has to be found for the given application.
5.1.3 Switching noise of buck converters
The output voltage of a buck converter is stabilised by a capacitance, Cout (Fig. 5.1). However,
the finite value of this capacitance and its equivalent series resistance (ESR) always lead to small
fluctuations, δVCout and δV
ESR
out , of the output voltage. Integrating the the alternating current flowing
through the capacitor yields:
δVCout =
δIL
8 fsCout
[85], (5.20)
while the δVESRout is simply the product of the R
ESR
cout and δIL:
δVESRout = R
ESR
cout · δIL. (5.21)
For example, converting 10 V to 2.5 V with a switching frequency of 1.5 MHz and an inductance
of 450 nH leads to a current ripple of about 3 A. An output capacitor of 40µF would reduce the
voltage ripple to about 5 mV, while the remaining ripple due to an ESR value of 3 mΩ would be
9 mV. Not taken into account here is another imperfection of the capacitor, its equivalent series
inductance (ESL). The same mechanisms as at the output also lead to noise at the input of the
buck converter. Therefore filters are usually implemented on the input line as well. In order to
improve the filtering effect of capacitors, they can be combined with inductors (Sec. 7.2.3).
5.2 DC-DC charge pumps
Similar to buck converters, charge pumps [79, 80, 86] switch continuously between two states.
In one state they charge a fixed number of capacitors in series with the input voltage. They
use the stored charge in the second phase to provide a lower voltage at their output. The
main disadvantage of charge pumps is that their efficiency drops quickly for currents above a
few hundred milliamperes. Small currents on the other hand can be provided with very high
efficiencies, close to 90%, and capacitors allow a more compact implementation than inductors.
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Table 5.1: Expected particle fluences at the HL-LHC in the tracker volume at the given radii
and forward z positions of 220 cm< z <265 cm [88]. The implementation of DC-DC converters is
foreseen at radii of 20 cm and above.
Radius [cm] Protons [1014neqcm−2] Neutrons [1014neqcm−2] Total [1014neqcm−2]
5 130 10 140
10 30 7 37
15 15 6 21
20 10 5 15
40 3 4 7
5.3 Radiation tolerant converter ASICs
During LHC operation, the conditions within the CMS detector are challenging for DC-DC buck
converters. The DC-DC converters used to power the Phase-1 pixel detector will have to survive
100 kGy and 2 × 1014neqcm−2 [45]. For the Phase-2 upgrade the expected radiation will be even
higher (Tab. 5.1). With respect to the present tracker, the radiation levels are expected to increase
by a factor of about ten [72].
Commercial converter chips that withstand such radiation are not available, making a custom
development unavoidable. The development of ASICs that meet the requirements of LHC ex-
periments is currently driven by the CERN Group for Electronics Systems for Experiments (PH-
ESE) [87]. Radiation tolerant DC-DC converters for the use in the CMS experiment are being
developed at Aachen, using ASICs from PH-ESE. The latter development is summarised in this
thesis.
Deep sub-micron CMOS (complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor) processes usually provide
a good radiation tolerance. However, in order to switch higher voltages, thicker oxide layers are
required. This also increases the susceptibility to radiation and makes the identification of a robust
semiconductor technology to one of the main challenges with respect to the radiation hardness of
a DC-DC converter. If a transistor is not robust enough, high fluences can induce displacement
damage which increase the on-resistance of the transistor. The total ionizing dose (TID) seen by
the transistor can induce threshold shifts and increase its leakage current. The chosen technology
must suppress these effects, provide high voltage transistors, capable of switching voltages in
the order of 10 V, and allow the implementation of the control circuit with low voltage CMOS
transistors.
PH-ESE has identified and selected the laterally diffused MOS (LDMOS) transistors of the I3T80
technology from ON Semiconductor (previously AMIS) [89], with 0.35µm nodes for their devel-
opment of a radiation tolerant converter ASIC [90]. Slightly modified I3T80 transistors provide a
good performance up to approximately 1 MGy and 1015 neq/cm2 [91] and are rated for drain-source
voltages of up to 14 V.
Another promising semiconductor technology (SGB25VGOD) identified by PH-ESE had been
developed by IHP [92]. It is based on 0.25µm nodes and showed a good performance on transistor
level for up to 2.5 MGy, and 2×1015 neq/cm−2 [91]. However, resent process-changes by the vendor
reduced the robustness of this technology and the ASIC development has been focused on the
I3T80 technology.
The DCDC35B chip (AMIS1)
The DCDC35B chip [90] is the first iteration of an I3T80 based converter ASIC, developed by
the PH-ESE. Since its successor is named AMIS2, the DCDC35B is sometimes also referred to as
AMIS1. PH-ESE has measured a decrease in efficiency of less than eight percentage points after
exposing the converter to doses of up to 3 MGy and fluences of up to 5 · 1015 cm−2 with protons
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Table 5.2: Specifications of the AMIS2 [94] and the AMIS4 [95] ASIC.
AMIS2 AMIS4
Switching frequency 0.4..3 MHz 1..3 MHz
Input voltage 6..12 V 6..10 V
Output voltage 0..5 V 2.5...5 V
Output currents up to 3 A up to 4 A
Optimum inductance 200..500 nH
Internal voltage reference nominally 1.2V
Bandwidth of feedback loop 20 kHz
with an energy of 24 GeV/c. In order to operate the DCDC35B an external sawtooth signal is
required.
The AMIS2 chip
The AMIS2 chip (Fig. 5.4) [93] is the second iteration of an I3T80 based converter ASIC, developed
by the PH-ESE. It provides a fully integrated buck converter with embedded control loop, power
transistors and a programmable oscillator (Fig. 5.3). The chip can be mounted in a quad-flat
no-leads package with 32 pins (QFN32). Its specifications are summarized in Table 5.2. The
dimensions of its power transistors were optimised by simulation of the circuit. The chip is
designed for a switching frequency in the range between 1 MHz and 3 MHz. Within this range
the frequency can be adjusted through the use of an external resistor. The output voltage of the
converter can be set to any value between 1.2 V and 5 V by adding an external voltage divider in
the sense-path of the control circuit.
The control circuit senses the output voltage and amplifies the difference between the output and
a bandgap reference. The amplified difference is compared to an on-chip generated sawtooth
signal to generate the PWM waveform that drives the power transistors. The driving stage is
programmable with a fixed delay, in order to prevent a status in which both switches are closed
and the input is shorted to ground. A compensation network improves the bandwidth of the
control loop and allows operation with a value of 20 kHz. The control circuit of the AMSI2 chip
has to be supplied with 3.3 V from an external source.
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The AMIS4 chip
The AMIS4 ASIC (Figs. 5.5, 5.6) [95] is an improved version of the AMIS2 chip and designed in
the same technology1. The new features with respect to AMIS2 are:
• Integrated linear regulators supply the control loop with 3.3 V. Only one external input
voltage has to be supplied.
• The improved driver logic adapts the dead-time between the on- and off-state to the duty-
cycle. After opening the low side transistor, SW2, the high side transistor, SW1, is closed
as soon as the voltage at the inductor input exceeds Vin − 2.1 V [96]. After opening SW1,
SW2 is closed when the inductor input falls below 2.1 V. This reduces ringing and improves
the efficiency, in particular in QSW mode, by reducing parasitic currents through the power
transistors.
• The digital part of the chip, which is expected to be the most sensitive part of the chip with
respect to single event upsets, i.e. the fast deposition of a charge in the chip from an ionising
particle passing through, has been improved. Width and length of the affected transistors
have been changed to minimise the risk of single event upsets. In addition, the most critical
nodes have been implemented redundantly.
• The chip can be switched on and off through a state machine which can be programmed via
an external pin. In the off-state, SW1 remains open and Vout = 0.
• When switched on, the output voltage is slowly ramped up to its nominal value (slow start).
A ramp duration of 10 ms effectively prevents current spikes.
• Protection circuits monitor the input voltage, the chip temperature and the status of the
output voltage. The converter is only turned on by the state machine when the input voltage
exceeds 5 V, and turned off if the input voltage falls below 4 V. The chip is also deactivated
if its temperature exceeds 80 ◦C. The chip starts working again, if the chip temperature falls
below 40 ◦C.
• When the soft-start is successfully completed, the chip provides a so-called power good
signal of 3.3 V to an external pin. This signal is set to 0 V if the chip is deactivated for any
reason.
• The output voltage is no longer adjustable with an external voltage divider, but set with a
single resistor. Output voltages between 2.5 V and 5 V are feasible.
Noise from the on-chip linear regulators was found to distribute through the substrate of the chip.
This problem can be reduced with an external capacitor and its impact on the output noise of the
converter is small. However, the substrate noise can prevent the state machine from reaching the
power good status. This causes the chip to reference its output voltage to a temporary reference
voltage, which is normally used during the ramp-up state only. In this case the output voltage
is stable, but its absolute value can deviate several mV from the nominal value and is more
temperature dependent than for chips in the power-good state, where the band-gap voltage is
used as reference. This behaviour is well understood and not present in the next version of
the chip, the AMIS5 [97], which is available for tests since April 2013. The final iteration of the
converter ASIC for the Phase-1 upgrade is expected to be available in late 2013.
Despite the mentioned minor issues, the AMIS4 chip performs well under all tested conditions.
With proper cooling, AMIS4 has been tested successfully with output currents of up to 4 A. After
irradiation with a total ionizing dose of about 1 MGy, the chip was still operational and showed
an efficiency drop of about 2% only.
1AMIS3 was not delivered to Aachen by PH-ESE since it provides only small incremental improvements with
respect to AMIS2 [95].
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Figure 5.5: Simplified block diagram of the AMIS4
ASIC [95]. Components outside of the red box are
externally and not included in the chip.
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Chapter 6
Novel Powering Schemes for the
Upgraded CMS Detector
6.1 The new power system of the Phase-1 pixel detector
6.1.1 Modularity
Due to the higher power consumption of the new pixel detector, an upgrade of the present
powering scheme becomes necessary (4.1.3). The design guidelines of the new power system aim
at the reduction of losses while re-using the present cables and keeping the costs to a minimum [45].
By installing DC-DC converters in the detector, all three of these goals can be achieved. The present
power supplies can be re-used and require only minor modifications, in order to enable them to
provide 10 V to the DC-DC converters. The low voltages of 1.6 V and 2.2 V, required by the pixel
modules, are supplied from pairs of converters. To compensate for voltage drops on cables, the
output voltages of a converter pair are 2.4 V and 3.0 V. While the current required to power the
analogue part of a ROC is always expected to be around 26 mA, the power consumption of the
digital part depends on the hit rate and thus on the location of the modules in the detector.
For an instantaneous luminosity of 2×1034 cm−2s−1, the current to the digital electronics of a single
module is expected to be 1.32 A, 0.58 A and 0.53 A for modules in layer one, layer four and the outer
parts of the disks, respectively. Differences in the voltage drops between converters and modules
due to load variations are compensated by the linear regulators on the modules. The number of
modules connected to one converter pair varies between one and four (Tab. 6.1). It dependents
on the positions and the expected particle rates, i.e. power consumption of the attached modules.
The expected current per converter for an instantaneous luminosity of 2×1034 cm−2s−1 is expected
to remain below 2.4 A. In case of the BPIX, six to seven pairs of DC-DC converters are powered by
one A4603 power supply unit. For the FPIX, the number of converter pairs per power supply unit
is always four. The bias voltage of -50 V to -600 V for the pixel sensors and the auxiliary power of
2.5 V are supplied as before, without DC-DC converters (Fig. 6.1). In total, 830 and 350 converters
will be installed on the supply-tubes and in the service cylinders, respectively.
6.1.2 Modification of the pixel power supplies
The output voltages of the CAEN A4603 can be increased up to 5.8 V and 7.0 V for the analogue
and digital parts of the pixel modules, respectively. However, the full energy saving potential of
the DC-DC converters can only be utilised if the pixel power supplies are capable of providing
approximately 10 V. In order to enable the A4603 to supply a software-programmable output
between 8 V and 12 V on both channels, CAEN has been assigned to install a total of 66 modification
kits for the existing power units [45]. The modification includes the exchange of some parts, a
firmware upgrade and a recalibration. The fast front-end sensing will be replaced by an automated
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Table 6.1: Number of modules connected to a pair of two DC-DC converters, powering the analog
and the digital parts of the modules. The output currents per DC-DC converter are based on
the assumption of an instantaneous luminosity of 2 × 1034 cm−2s−1. The augends and addends
correspond to the inner and outer modules on the disks, respectively. Modules on the disks and
the second barrel layer, are connected in three different modularity schemes. For example in the
the second barrel layer, the number of modules per converter pair varies from one to three [45].
Location of module Modules per converter pair Analog currrent [A] Digital current [A]
Layer 1 1 0.42 1.32
Layer 2 1 / 2 / 3 0.42 / 0.84 / 1.25 0.71 / 1.42 / 2.13
Layer 3 4 1.67 2.44
Layer 4 4 1.67 2.32
Disk 1 2+2 / 1+2 / 1+3 1.67 / 1.25 / 1.67 2.30 / 1.68 / 2.21
Disk 2 2+2 / 1+2 / 1+3 1.67 / 1.25 / 1.67 2.32 / 1.68 / 2.22
Disk 3 2+2 / 1+2 / 1+3 1.67 / 1.25 / 1.67 2.32 / 1.69 / 2.22
Figure 6.1: Simplified scheme of the new pixel power supply system [45].
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slow control system that adjusts the input voltage of the DC-DC converters with a delay in the
order of a second. The slow adjustment ensures that the DC-DC converters, which behave like
negative impedances, do not cause a regulation feedback that builds up oscillations. On the other
hand, the DC-DC converters are able to compensate fluctuations of their input voltage and provide
a constant output voltage, while the slowly adjusted input voltage still ensures an average input
voltage of 10 V and thus a large conversion ratio and high efficiency of the power chain. Aside
from the output voltage, all other parameters of the A4603, like set precision or voltage ripple,
will remain as they are today. In particular the total amount of providable power per power
supply unit will not change. The channel powering the analogue parts of the modules is capable
of providing up to 40 W, while the estimated analogue power consumption amounts to 28.7 W,
which implies a safety margin of 28%. The channel powering the digital parts of the modules can
provide up to 90 W, while a power consumption of 57.3 W and 61.8 W is expected for instantaneous
luminosities of 2.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1 and 2.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1, respectively. The corresponding safety
margins are 36% and 31%. The expected power consumptions are based on detailed calculation
with an error margin of a few percent.
6.1.3 Implementation into CMS
Integration for BPIX
The DC-DC converters supplying power to the BPIX modules will be installed in groups of
thirteen pairs on so-called bus-boards (Fig. 7.68) [45]. These eight-layer PCBs with dimensions of
452 mm× 41 mm× 1.6 mm will be located in segment A of the supply tube at η ≈ 4 and z between
200 cm and 230 cm. One bus-board will be installed in each slot of the supply tube, except for the
centre slots of the half-tubes. The input voltage of the DC-DC converters will be provided to the
bus-boards from PP0 through 0.5 m long multi-service cables. The same cables will also distribute
the bias voltage to thin and flexible Kapton boards, which will be located beneath the bus-boards
on the supply tubes. With dimensions of 1330 mm× 35mm× 0.3 mm the bias boards will provide
the high voltage directly to segment C [98]. The low output voltages of the DC-DC converters will
be transmitted by the bus-boards to extension boards in segment B. With a length between 733 mm
and 749 mm, these 0.7 mm thick boards will provide the low voltages to segment C. From there
the low and bias voltages will be transmitted via copper cladded aluminium cables of 360µm
diameter and 1 m length across segment D to the pixel modules. The expected voltage drops
between the DC-DC converters and the pixel modules, including return lines, is typically around
600 mV. Hence, the voltage margin, with respect to the nominal module input voltages of 1.6 V
and 2.2 V, amounts to 150..300 mV for DC-DC output voltages of 2.4 V and 3.0 V.
The DC-DC bus-board will be screwed to the supply tube. Long screw holes will allow for thermal
expansion. The expected heat dissipation from the DC-DC converters amounts to about 30 W per
supply tube slot. In order to remove heat from the DC-DC converters, they will be screwed in
pairs to aluminium cooling bridges. The bridges consist of an upper and a lower part, with a
notch for the CO2 cooling pipe in between. The lower part will be glued to the bus-board, the
cooling pipe will be placed in the notch and fixed by the upper part, which will be screwed to the
lower one. This will allow the heat from the DC-DC converters to flow from the converter ground
plane through the cooling bridges into the CO2. In order to avoid an electrical contact between
the ground of the DC-DC converters and the cooling system, the cooling bridges will be anodised.
As in the present BPIX system, the auxiliary electronics on the supply tube, now including the
DC-DC converters, will be controlled by nine CCUs. The CCUs will be relocated to the transition
regions between sectors A and B in their respective supply tube slots. Control ring signals between
CCUs will be transmitted with a flexible ring cable. With two control lines per converter pair, it
is foreseen to enable and disable converters in pairs, as well as to monitor the status of their state
machines.
Integration for FPIX
The FPIX modules will be powered by the same type of DC-DC converters as the BPIX modules.
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Figure 6.2: Drawing of the BPIX bus-board with 26 DC-DC converters.
Table 6.2: Specifications for DC-DC converters for the Phase 1 upgrade of the CMS pixel detec-
tor [45].
Input voltage 9..10 V
Output voltage 2.4..2.5 V or 3.0..3.3 V
Maximum output current 3 A
Efficiency At least 75 % under nominal operating conditions
Maximal dimensions 30 mm×20 mm×14 mm
Radiation tolerance (500 fb−1) 100 kGy and 2 × 1014neq/cm2
Magnetic field tolerance 3.8 T
Protection features Over-temperature, over-current and under-voltage
protection
Control features Remote enable, remote disable and status information
Electromagnetic compatibility No increase of module noise; interference-free
operation
Special requirements Stable operation despite fast load variations due to
orbit gaps
Total number of required converters 1184
Total number including spares 1800
The FPIX converters will be integrated in groups of four pairs on motherboards inside the service
cylinders, approximately one meter from the FPIX modules. Each converter pair will provide
power for three to four pixel modules and each motherboard will be powered from one multi-
service cable. In total, 48 motherboards with DC-DC converters will be installed. Cables will
transmit the low voltages from them to so-called port cards. From there, 75 cm long flexible
aluminium cables bring the power to the pixel modules. The estimated voltage drop and margin
are very similar to the BPIX implementation. The aluminium cables on the last meter to the pixel
modules include channels for readout, power and bias voltage. The latter is supplied to the port
cards by the CAEN power system, with filtering cards at the end flange of the service cylinders in
between. As on the supply tube, CO2 cooling pipes will be available to cool the DC-DC converters.
While the cooling interface, the control system and the motherboards of the DC-DC convert-
ers for the BPIX detector are developed and built by the Aachen group, the DC-DC converter
implementation for the FPIX detector is managed by Fermilab (USA).
6.1.4 Requirements on DC-DC converters for Phase-1
The DC-DC converter development for the pixel upgrade is driven by the requirements of CMS.
They lead to the specification summarised in Table 6.2. In terms of development, the most
challenging aspects are the radiation hardness, the power density (i.e. output power per volume),
the magnetic field tolerance, the high efficiency and the electromagnetic compatibility. The
development that allowed to satisfy the given requirements is described in Chapters 7 and 8.
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6.2 The new power system of the Phase-2 tracking system
The use of DC-DC converters inside the detector volume has been chosen as the baseline approach
for a new powering scheme for the tracking system. However, as for the rest of the tracker upgrade
during Phase-2, many details are still under development. In this section an overview over the
present plans to implement DC-DC converters in CMS is given.
6.2.1 Overview
The development of a new powering scheme is currently focused on the implementation for pT-
strip modules (4.2.3). In their present design, these modules require two low voltages, 1.2 V and
2.5 V, with a power consumption of about 1.8 A and 0.1 A, respectively. The 2.5 V are necessary to
power the laser driver of the optical link, while the rest of the front-end electronics is operated with
1.2 V. With an input voltage of 10 V and an output current capability of >3 A, a single AMIS buck
converter could provide enough power for a full module. In order to provide the two required
voltages, different schemes are under investigation. One possibility would be to supply 1.2 V with
a buck converter on each module and 2.5 V directly from back-end power supplies. Assuming an
efficiency of 70 % for the conversion step from 10 V to 1.2 V, and cable resistances of 0.15 Ω on the
1.2 V line and 0.3 Ω on the 2.5 V line, this yields a total efficiency of about 67 %. Another possibility
would be to place a buck converter, additional to those on the modules, on a substructure of the
detector. This second converter could be operated with 10 V and provide the required 2.5 V to
all modules of the given sub-structure. Assuming an efficiency of 80 % for the step from 10 V to
2.5 V, the two options provide approximately the same efficiencies, since the current on the 2.5 V
line is small compared to the current on the 1.2 V line. However, the disadvantage of the second
scheme is the addition of a potential single failure point for several modules, which would have
to be mediated by adding redundancy, material and complexity to the system. A third option
could be the implementation of a charge pump into the readout chip. A fixed conversion ratio of
two would allow to provide 2.5 V from a single buck converter to all components of a module.
A first prototype [99] of a charge pump has been implemented in the CBC [75]. Its development
aims for an efficiency of 90 %, which could increase the efficiency of the whole power chain by a
few percent. The disadvantages in this case are the higher system complexity and the addition of
a potential noise source very close to the first amplifier of the readout chain.
Choosing the optimal powering scheme for the new tracking system will only be possible when
more details are fixed. With most of the front-end electronics still under development, including
parts of the potential power chain, a final decision is not possible yet. However, the available
schemes would already enable the supply of more current at lower voltages and still increase the
power efficiency of the complete chain from approximately 50 % to about 70 %.
6.2.2 Requirements on DC-DC converters for Phase-2
Due to the ongoing development of the new tracking system and most of its components, the
specifications and requirements on the DC-DC converters for this project are not yet final. How-
ever, based on available facts and reasonable assumptions a good estimate is still possible. The
current targets of development are summarised in Table 6.3. Unlike for the Phase-1 upgrade, the
present DC-DC converter prototypes do not fulfil all requirements for Phase-2 yet. In particular
the radiation hardness of the converter ASIC and the power efficiency for the conversion from
10 V to 1.2 V need further improvements. In addition, since the DC-DC converters for Phase-2
will be installed inside the tracking volume, their contribution to the material budget and EMI are
of much higher concern than for the upgrade in Phase-1.
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Table 6.3: Preliminary specifications for DC-DC converters for the Phase-2 upgrade of the CMS
tracker.
Input voltage 8..10 V
Output voltage 1.2 V or 2.5 V
Maximum output current
(permanent) 2..3 A
Efficiency At least 75 % are desired
Maximal dimensions 30 mm×20 mm×14 mm
Radiation tolerance (3000 fb−1) 350 kGy and 1.6 × 1015neq/cm2 plus safety margin
Protection features Over-temperature, over-current and under-voltage protection
Electromagnetic compatibility System stability and signal to noise ratios should not be affected
Chapter 7
Development of Radiation Tolerant
DC-DC Converters for the use in CMS
7.1 Motivation and goals of the development
The CMS detector is a challenging environment for power electronics such as a DC-DC buck
converter. Aside from the intense radiation (5.3), the use of coils with ferrite cores is not possible
due to the 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS. Air core inductors provide an inductance that is inde-
pendent from the CMS field, however, they also require more space and tend to radiate more
electromagnetic emissions than an unsaturated ferrite coil. In addition, the amount of available
space in CMS is limited and the density of electronics is high, demanding a highly customised
converter device.
The DC-DC converters developed for the CMS upgrades should be small in size, have a low
mass, provide a high efficiency and cause little to no EMI. The final devices have to fulfil the
requirements specified in 6.1.4 and 6.2.2. In case of the Phase-1 upgrade, 26 DC-DC converters
have to fit into the available space on the supply tube. Radiated and conducted noise emissions
should be low and must not affect other front-end electronics.
7.2 Development of the Converter PCB
7.2.1 DC-DC converter prototypes
About 20 different DC-DC converter designs [100–103] have been used for the systematic studies
and the extensive testing that led to the prototypes discussed in this thesis (not counting converter
designs introduced in [55]). In order to summarise this development process, only the latest
prototypes that use the AMIS4 and the AMIS2 chip are introduced, the PIX_V8A (Fig. 7.1) and the
PIX_V7 (Fig. 7.2). To demonstrate the impact of layout improvements a former prototype based
on the AMIS2 chip, the PIX_V4 (Fig. 7.3) and another prototype with a commercial, non-radiation
hard chip, the AC2_StandardC (Fig. 7.4), are introduced, too.
PIX_V8A
The PIX_V8A is based on a two-layer, 400µm thin PCB, which has been identified as a good
compromise between weight, mechanical stability, and electrical resistivity. With its two 50µm
thick copper layers, a footprint of 28× 16 mm2 and a DC resistance in the order of a mΩ, the PCB
does not affect the efficiency of the DC-DC converter significantly.
In- and output of the PIX_V8A are equipped with CLC-filters (Fig. 7.5). The back side of the PCB
is not equipped with components and provides a large ground pad, which is used to connect
the converter thermally to external cooling infrastructures. By default, the converter is switching
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Figure 7.1: Photographs of a PIX_V8 without (left) and with (right) its electromagnetic shielding.
Figure 7.2: Photographs of a PIX_V7 DC-DC converter. In the upper and lower left panel the top
and bottom side of the converter are shown without shielding, respectively. In the right panel the
PIX_V7 is equipped with an aluminium shield and placed on a 50 Euro cent coin, for comparison
in size.
Figure 7.3: Photograph of a
PIX_V4 DC-DC converter.
Figure 7.4: Photographs of a AC2_StandardC (left) and its
attachable filter PCB (right).
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with a frequency of 1.5 MHz. It is rated for input voltages of up to 10 V and can provide output
currents of up to 3 A. The PIX_V8A utilises the new features of the AMIS4 chip, like its soft start
and over-temperature protection. In order to set the output voltage of the converter, only a single
resistor is required. However, the AMIS4 chips only allows voltages equal to and above 2.5 V.
The PIX_V8A is equipped with a custom made toroid coil. This copper coil has a plastic-core,
provides an inductance of about 450 nH and has a DC resistance of 40 mΩ. In order to protect the
environment from radiated emissions, the inductor, the chip and a part of the PCB are covered
by an electromagnetic shielding, which also couples the coil thermally to the cooling contact on
the back side of the converter. The shape of the converter, and in particular the shield, is strongly
influenced by the mechanical constraints of the Phase-1 pixel upgrade. The total weight of the
PIX_V8A, including the shield filled with heat-conductive paste is below 3 g. The contribution of
a PIX_V8A to the material budget of CMS is about 10 % of a present silicon strip module. For the
measurements presented in this thesis, PIX_V8A converters have been programmed to provide
either 2.5 V, 3.0 V, or in some cases 3.3 V.
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Figure 7.5: Schematic of the PIX_V8A [98].
PIX_V7
The PIX_V7 (Fig. 7.6) is the direct predecessor of the PIX_V8A. The default switching frequency
of the PIX_V7 is 1.3 MHz. In terms of layout, size and passive components the two versions are
almost alike. However, since the PIX_V7 uses the AMIS2 chip, it lacks the new features of the
AMIS4 chip and has to be equipped with a linear regulator that provides 3.3 V to the control circuit
of the chip. The value of the output voltage of the PIX_V7 can be set continuously with a voltage
divider on the PCB. For the measurements presented in this thesis, output voltages of either 3.3 V,
2.5 V, or 1.2 V have been used.
PIX_V4
The PIX_V4 (Fig. 7.7) is an early prototype of an AMIS2 based DC-DC converter for the Phase-1
pixel upgrade of CMS. Its PCB consists of two layers of 35µm of copper, divided by 1 mm of
FR4. The converter has a length of 25 mm and is 18 mm wide. Aside from the PCB layout and
the connectors, the PIX_V4 has the same characteristics as the PIX_V7, i.e. input voltage, output
voltage, output current and switching frequency. The PIX_V4 is equipped with the same filters as
the PIX_V7, however arranged in a different way, and uses a 600 nH air-core toroid.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic of the PIX_V7 [98].
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of the PIX_V4 DC-DC converter [98].
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AC2-StandardC
The AC2-StandardC is based on the non-radiation hard converter chip Enpirion EQ5382D [104].
Its PCB consists of two layers of 35µm of copper, divided by 200µm of FR4. The converter has a
length of 19 mm and is 12 mm wide. The chip allows measurements with an input voltage of up
to 7 V and can supply output voltages between 0.6 V and 6.4 V. The maximum output current is
0.8 A. The AC2-StandardC operates with 4 MHz and is equipped with a 600 nH coil and standard
filtering capacitor (thus the name). A filtering inductor is not present on the PCB of the AC2-
StandardC itself (Fig. 7.8), but can be added in form of a filter adaptor PCB. The filter PCB is
equipped with two 22µF capacitors and a 2.5 nH inductor.
Figure 7.8: Schematic of the AC2_StandardC [98].
7.2.2 Propagation and measurement of electronic noise
In an electronic circuit, two types of noise are distinguished: differential mode (DM) noise and
common mode (CM) noise (Fig. 7.9). While DM noise flows on the supply line and returns on
the return line, CM noise is transmitted through supply and return line before flowing back to its
source on the ground. In Aachen, a set-up to measure both types of noise of a DC-DC converter has
been assembled [105] (Fig. 7.10). It is placed on a ground plate (a in Fig. 7.10) made of solid copper.
The DC-DC converter (b) is installed at fixed height of 50 mm above the plate. In order to remove
any external noise, it is powered through a line impedance stabilisation network (LISN) HM6050-
2 (c) from Hameg [106], which is powered by an E3631A power supply (d) from Agilent [107]. An
impedance stabilised load (e) (Fig. 7.11) has been developed in Aachen and is used as a load for
the DC-DC converter under test. The noise is measured inductively at the input and output of the
converter with a calibrated current probe (Mod. 94430-1 by ETS-Lindgren [108]) that is placed in
a shielded box (f) and connected to a N9010A spectrum analyser (g) from Agilent [109].
The spectrum analyser provides an instant Fourier analysis of the measured signal. The frequency
dependent amplitudes are measured in dBm, the power ratio referenced to 1 mW. With the transfer
function, Z( f ), of the current probe, given in its data sheet, and since the spectrum analyser is
terminated with a 50 Ω resistor, the actual noise current in the cables connected to the DC-DC
converter can be derived from the measured dBm value: I[dBµA] = P[dBm] − Z( f )[dBΩ].
7.2.3 Noise reduction and control
The noise emissions of a DC-DC converter can be limited with passive filtering components. A
capacitor, C, connected between power line and return line, as shown in Figure 5.1, is the simplest
implementation of a low-pass filter. Together with a small resistance, Rs, on the power line, its
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Figure 7.9: Propagation of differential mode noise (left) and common mode noise (right) in an
electronic circuit.
Spectrum 
Analyzer (g) 
Load 
GND (a) 
(d) 
(c) (b) 
-                   - 
+                  + 
DC-DC 
(f) (e) 
Figure 7.10: Set-up to measure the conducted noise spectra of DC-DC converters. The upper part
of the figure shows a photograph of the set-up, the lower part shows a schematic drawing. The
individual components are: copper ground plane (a), DC-DC converter under test (b), LISN (c),
power supply (d), load (e), shielded box with current probe (f), spectrum analyser (g).
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Figure 7.11: Schematic of the impedance stabilised load used as a load during the measurements
of the noise spectra of DC-DC converters [98].
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cutoff frequency is fc = 1/(2piRsC) [80]. This is the frequency at which an alternating current
passing the filter drops down to 1 /
√
2 of its original value. The figure of merit and thus the effect
of the filter can be improved further by adding an inductor to the power line. Adding the inductor
between two capacitors connected to ground leads to a symmetric filter. Due to its resemblance
to the letter, pi, this type of filter is also referred to as pi-filter. For example, the transfer function of
a pi-filter with an impedance of 1 Ω at input and output, an inductance of 12.1 nH and capacities
of 22µF each, is -67 dB at a frequency of 1.5 MHz (Fig. 7.12).
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Figure 7.12: Transfer function of a pi-filter with an input and output impedance of 1 Ω each. The
filter has an inductance of 12.1 nH and two capacitors with 22µF each [110].
The effectiveness of pi-filters has been measured (Fig. 7.13). In a test with an AC2-StandardC
converting 5.5 V to 2.5 V, the sum of squares of all CM peaks was reduced from 32 dBµA to
28 dBµA. For the DM noise, the sum of squares dropped from 32 dBµA to zero, which means
that the height of the individual peaks fell below the baseline of the measurement of about
0 dBµA. However, with its radiation hard architecture and operated with an input voltage of
10 V, while providing 3.3 V, the PIX_V4 revealed further challenges. Despite the use of identical
pi-filters, the sum of squares of the CM and DM noise at the output of the PIX_V4 is 44 dBµA and
38 dBµA (Fig. 7.14). At the input of the converter, 49 dBµA and 34 dBµA have been measured for
CM and DM noise, respectively.
An intensive testing campaign lead to the design of the PIX_V8A. With its improved layout
and carefully chosen components, the PIX_V8A shows significantly less noise than its predeces-
sor (Fig. 7.15) and is still capable of dealing with the harsh environment of CMS. At the output
of the PIX_V8A, CM and DM noise each amount to about 12 dBµA. At the input of this DC-DC
converter the measured values for CM and DM noise are 15 dBµA and 13 dBµA, respectively.
The layouts of PIX_V4 and PIX_V8A differ significantly (Fig. 7.16). Since the full amplitude of δI
flows through the connection between the chip and the inductor (L2 in Fig. 7.16), this connection
is as short as possible on the PIX_V8A to prevent alternating current from flowing in large loops.
The connection is still wide to provide a small impedance, which reduces losses and prevents
alternating currents from flowing through parasitic paths.
On the PIX_V4 input, two standard SMD capacitors (C2, C3), each with 22µF, form a pi-filter in
combination with a 12.1 nH coil [112]. The input of the PIX_V8A is equipped with four 10µF
capacitors [113], C1-C4, with low equivalent series resistance (ESR) and low equivalent series
inductance (ESL). Low ESR and ESL values reduce the impedance for alternating currents, an
advantage which is further amplified by the larger contact area provided by four instead of two
capacitors. In addition, the capacitors of each pair are arranged antiparallel to each other. This
reduces the risk of an inductive coupling between them. Finally, the amount of copper around
the contact areas of the capacitors has been reduces drastically. This forces all currents, including
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Figure 7.13: Noise spectra measured at the output of an AC2-StandardC DC-DC converter with
Vin = 5.5V and Vout = 2.5V. The plots in the upper and in the lower row show CM noise and DM
noise, respectively. The measurements on the left side and on the right side have been recorded
without and with a pi-filter attached to the converter, respectively [111].
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Figure 7.14: Noise spectra of the PIX_V4 DC-DC converter with Vin = 10V and Vout = 3.3V. The
upper and lower row of plots shows the CM and DM noise, respectively. The plots on the left and
on the right show the noise at the input and at the output of the converter, respectively [111].
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Figure 7.15: Noise spectra of the PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with Vin = 10V, Vout = 3.3V and
without its shield. The upper and lower row of plots shows the CM and DM noise, respectively.
The plots on the left and on the right show the noise at the input and at the output of the converter,
respectively [111].
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Figure 7.16: Top layer of the PCBs of the PIX_V4 (left) and the PIX_V8A (right) [98]. The second
layer, a solid ground plane, is not shown. It is connected to the upper layer through vias, indicated
by the yellow dots.
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alternating components, to flow in close proximity of the capacitor and should therefore increase
the chance for alternating currents to flow through the filtering capacitors. The design of the
output filter of the PIX_V8A follows the same guidelines. However, the lower voltages at the
output allow the use of capacitors in reversed geometry (C6 and C7), which provide an even
smaller ESL [114]. Due to geometrical constrains, the last capacitor (C8) on the output of the
PIX_V8A is a single 22µF capacitor in standard geometry [115].
The connectors for the input and output voltage on the PIX_V4 are located on opposite sides of
the converter PCB. The input connector provides three pins, one for the input voltage and two
connected to ground. The output connector has four pins, equally distributed between the output
and ground. The PIX_V8A is equipped with only a single connector with 32-pins, five for Vin,
fourteen connected to ground, eleven for Vout, one power good and one enable pin. The use of
multiple pins is a good compromise between material budget and low resistivity. The combination
of pins for Vin and Vout in a single connector reduces the impedance and thus the voltage drop
between input and output on the ground plane of the PCB. This minimises the CM noise current
across the PCB.
The layout of the PIX_V8A is broadly divided into two parts: the first contains the connector, the
coils of the pi-filters and one half of the capacitors of the pi-filters. The second part, indicated
by a red dashed box in Figure 7.16, contains the other half of the capacitors, the main inductor
of the converter and the switching ASIC. On the fully assembled converter, the second part is
covered by a metallic shield. This segregates the components with the large alternating currents
from the converter’s interface to the outside world and suppresses inductive coupling between
components from the two different parts. At the output of the converter, this decoupling reduces
the sum of squares of the CM noise from 12 dBµA to 9 dBµA. The DM noise is reduced from
12 dBµA to 11 dBµA (Fig. 7.17).
Since layout and components of the PIX_V7 (Fig. 7.18) are similar to the ones of the PIX_V8A, the
observed noise is also alike (Fig. 7.19).
7.2.4 Options for the PCB development with regard to Phase-2
The PCB of the PIX_V8A is optimised for the use in the power chain of the new CMS pixel detector
and due to the priority of Phase-1 the development for Phase-2 is not yet equally advanced.
For DC-DC converters as part of a Phase-2 tracker, further weight reduction of the PCB might
be necessary. One option would be to rely on thinner copper layers, isolated with Kapton
instead of FR4. Another possibility to save material could be silicon based capacitors [116]. If
future converter chips should emit less noise or the future front-end electronics is more robust,
shorter PCBs with less filter components could also become an option. Another approach is the
implementation of the converter components directly on the front-end hybrids of future modules.
7.2.5 Conclusions
The PCB of the PIX_V8A DC-DC converter is optimised for low noise emission and the application
in the Phase-1 pixel upgrade. The chosen components, their sophisticated arrangement and the
segregation of noisy parts from in- and output of the converter allowed to reduce the amount
of emitted noise significantly with respect to the PIX_V4 converter. The CM noise could be
reduced by a factor of 40 to 50 (about 30 dB), while the DM noise is about 10 to 20 times smaller
(approximately 23 dB). For the Phase-2 application an even lower contribution to the material
budget is aspired and potential options have been suggested. For the PCB layout of the final DC-
DC converters that will be used to power the pixel detector no significant design modifications
with respect to PIX_V8A are expected.
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Figure 7.17: Output noise spectra of the PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with Vin = 10V, Vout = 3.3V.
The upper and lower row of plots shows the noise of the converter without and with a 60µm thick
copper shield, respectively. The plots on the left and on the right show the CM and DM noise,
respectively [111].
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Figure 7.18: Top layer of the
PIX_V7 PCB [98].
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Figure 7.19: Sum of squares of the CM and DM noise
peaks measured at the output of different converters
with Vin = 10V, Vout = 3.3V.
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7.3 Studies on the efficiency of DC-DC Converters
The efficiency, i.e. the ratio of output power over input power, is a key feature of every DC-DC
converter. As described in 5.1.2, almost every component of a DC-DC converter has a certain
influence on the efficiency. In order to develop the individual parts of the DC-DC converter it is
therefore essential to be able to measure the efficiency reliably and precisely. In this section the
efficiency set-up is introduced and an overview over the measured results is given. All efficiencies
quoted in this thesis, including those in the upcoming sections, have been measured on the set-up
described here.
7.3.1 Set-up for efficiency measurements
A set-up for efficiency measurements with DC-DC converters was assembled in Aachen in
2009 [105]. Since then several improvements have been added [117, 118] and led to the sys-
tem which is described here (Fig. 7.20).
A simple adaptor PCB is used to connect an Agilent E3634A power supply [107] and a remote
controlled current sink to the DC-DC converter. The connector PCB also allows to monitor the
power good signal of the PIX_V8A converter. The E3634A power supply is used to measure the
input current and voltage of the device under test. The current sink, here also referred to as load-
box, is a custom development of the electronic engineering division of the I. Physics Institute of
RWTH Aachen University. Each of its four channels is capable of draining an adjustable current of
up to 3 A and can perform load variations of up to 3 A in about 50 ns. A USB-DAC card (USB 6008)
from National Instruments [119] is used to connect the load-box to a PC. Another instance of this
card is connected to the DC-DC converter under test and measures its output voltage and, in case
of the PIX_V8A, the power good signal of the converter. A Labview program [120] controls and
monitors the set-up and allows automated efficiency measurements with different input voltages
and output currents.
In order to cool the DC-DC converter during an efficiency measurement, the converter is screwed
onto a copper bridge, which is mounted on an aluminium plate in a thermally isolated box. A
detailed description of this cold box is given in Section 7.6.2. If not stated otherwise, the efficiency
measurements in this thesis were performed with a temperature of the upper cold plate of 20 ◦C.
7.3.2 Efficiencies of PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A
The efficiency of the PIX_V8A has been measured with input voltages between 6 V and 10 V and
with output currents of up to 3 A. Under conditions similar to the final application, i.e. with an
input voltage of about 10 V and output currents between 1 and 3 A, the efficiency of PIX_V8A
converters ranges from 80 % to 83 % and from 78 % to 81 % for output voltages of 3.0 V (Fig. 7.21)
and 2.5 V (Fig. 7.22), respectively. This difference is a consequence of the smaller duty cycle of the
2.5 V converter, which causes more switching losses.
Since it is possible for the AMIS4 ASIC to get stuck in its start-up state, which prevents the
converter from using its bandgap reference and reaching its power good status (5.3), the influence
of this behaviour on the efficiency has been investigated. However, an effect of the power good
status on the efficiency was not observed.
The efficiency of the PIX_V7 has also been measured (Fig. 7.23), allowing tests with an output
voltage of 1.2 V and a comparison between the AMIS2 and the AMIS4 ASIC. With an output voltage
of 2.5 V and an input voltage of 10 V, the efficiency of the PIX_V7 is 2 to 5 percentage points lower
than the efficiency of the PIX_V8A. This also applies to the comparison of the PIX_V7 and the
PIX_V8A with an output voltage of 3.0 V. Since the PCB layouts of the two converter generations
are similar and the same passive components are implemented, this difference can be linked to
the improvements in the switch control of the AMIS4 chip (Sect. 5.3). The 1.2 V version of the
PIX_V7 shows an efficiency between 54 % and 64 % for output currents between 1 A and 3 A and
with an input voltage of 10 V. These rather low efficiencies are caused by the small duty cycle and
the large conversion ratio of the 1.2 V converter.
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Figure 7.20: Sketch (upper-left panel) and photographs (remaining panels) of the set-up for
efficiency measurements with DC-DC converters [118]. An Agilent E3634A power supply (a) and
a load-box (b) are connected to the in- and output of the DC-DC converter under test, respectively.
The converter is screwed to a copper cooling bridge (upper right panel) and placed inside of a
cold box (c). The output voltage and the power good status of the DC-DC converter are monitored
with a USB-DAC card (d). Control and data acquisition are handled by a Labview program (e).
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Figure 7.21: Colour-coded efficiency for different input voltages and output currents of six
PIX_V8A converters with an output voltage of 3.0 V at 20 ◦C. The left and right plot show the
average efficiency and the standard deviation of the six converters, respectively [118].
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Figure 7.22: Colour-coded efficiency for different input voltages and output currents of six
PIX_V8A converters with an output voltage of 2.5 V at 20 ◦C. The left and right plot show the
average efficiency and the standard deviation of the six converters, respectively [118].
Figure 7.23: Colour-coded efficiency for different input voltages and output currents of a PIX_V7
DC-DC converter with an output voltage of 2.5 V (left panel) and 1.2 V (right panel) at 20 ◦C. The
white areas represent conditions under which a measurement was not possible [117].
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7.3.3 Influence of temperature and switching frequency
Since the cooling system of the new pixel detector will allow CO2 temperatures of -30 ◦C, the
efficiency of the PIX_V8A was tested down to a cold plate temperature of -25 ◦C [118]. Efficiency
measurements in intervals of 5 ◦C and with constant input voltages and output currents showed
a linear relation between the efficiency and the plate temperature (7.24). In tests with output
voltages of 2.5 V and 3.3 V and output currents of 1 A to 5 A, an average slope of (−0.5± 0.1)h/K
was measured. A linear dependency was expected due to the thermal behaviour of the resistances
of the coil, the wire bonds, the PCB and so on. No indications for dramatic efficiency drops at
higher temperatures were found and a good efficiency was observed throughout the studied
temperature range.
Transistor losses, switching losses and driving losses of a buck converter are proportional to
the switching frequency. Inductor losses on the other hand are proportional to δI2L, which is
proportional to 1/ fs (Sect. 5.1.2). This implies that the efficiency as a function of fs has a maximum.
In order to identify the optimal switching frequency, the efficiency of a DC-DC converter has been
measured as a function of its switching frequency (Fig. 7.25). For this purpose, the switching
frequency of an PIX_V8A converter with an output voltage of 2.5 V has been varied between
0.5 MHz and 4.5 MHz. For output currents between 2 A and 3 A, the optimal switching frequency
has been identified as 1.5 MHz.
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Figure 7.24: The efficiency of a PIX_V8A
with an output voltage of 2.5 V as a function
of the temperature of the cold plate [118].
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Figure 7.25: The efficiency of a PIX_V8A
with an output voltage of 2.5 V as a function
of the switching frequency [118].
7.3.4 Conclusions
For the Phase-2 upgrade of the CMS tracker, voltages in the range of 1.2 V to 2.5 V are required. The
2.5 V version of the PIX_V8A converter, with an efficiency of 78 % to 81 %, already provides a rea-
sonable efficiency for Phase-2. However, further development is required to enable an efficiency
≥ 75 % for output voltages of about 1.2 V, i.e conversion ratios of eight or larger. The available
PIX_V7 prototype supplies 1.2 V with an efficiency of only 54 % to 64 %. Further improvements,
without adding more material, are mainly expected from the converter ASIC. For example the
next iteration of the AMIS chip, the AMIS5, will enable the supply of 1.2 V in combination with
the advanced control logic of the AMIS4 chip. Judging from the comparison between PIX_V7 and
PIX_V8A, this alone should improve the efficiency by about 5 percentage points.
The optimal switching frequency of the PIX_V8A converter has been identified as 1.5 MHz. At
a cold plate temperature of 20 ◦C the DC-DC converter provides efficiencies around 80 % for
output voltage of 3.0 V and 2.5 V. For lower temperatures these values increase slowly with
(−0.5 ± 0.1)h/◦C. All measurements indicate that the efficiency of the PIX_V8A complies well
with the requirements of the Phase-1 pixel upgrade.
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7.4 Inductor Development
DC-DC converters inside of the CMS detector are operated in a magnetic field with a flux density
of 3.8 T. In such a strong field, all know ferrite materials saturate. Hence, a coil with a ferrite core
cannot be used. Its inductance would depend on the magnetic field of CMS and the effect of the
ferrite core would vanish at 3.8 T. This problem can be avoided by the use of inductors without
ferrite core, so-called air core inductors. However, the lack of a ferrite core also leads to a larger
inductor which cannot be integrated in the converter ASIC, making the inductor one of the most
important components of the DC-DC converters for CMS. It has a significant impact on most
characteristics of the converter, including radiated and conducted noise, the efficiency, material
budget and size of the converter.
7.4.1 Targets of the development
The inductor development for the PIX_V8A is driven by the requirements of the application in
the Phase-1 upgrade. In each channel of the supply tube, 26 DC-DC converters, including their
inductors, have to fit in the available space. Still the inductor resistance, electromagnetic emission
and mass, in-particular in view of Phase-2, should be as low as possible. In case of the inductor for
the PIX_V8A, three important parameters were already fixed at the beginning of the development:
the space available for the inductor is 8 × 8 × 6 mm3, the optimal inductance for the AMIS4 chip
is about 450 nH [95] and the optimal switching frequency in this case is 1.5 MHz (Sect. 7.3.3). This
chapter describes the toroid coil of the PIX_V8A and its optimisation process for low resistance,
low mass and low electromagnetic emissions.
7.4.2 Optimisation for efficiency
As described in Section 5.1.2, the power loss due to the inductor rises linearly with RDC and can
be approximated by
PL = RDC
(
I2out +
r2w
2rwδ − δ2
1
12
δI2
)
. (7.1)
A linear dependency between RDC and the overall efficiency of the DC-DC converter has also
been measured, for values of RDC between 20 mΩ and 80 mΩ (Fig. 7.26).
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Figure 7.26: Efficiency of a PIX_V7 converter as a function of RDC. The efficiency was measured
for an output current of 3 A (blue line) and 1 A (red line) [101].
In order to minimise the value of RDC while retaining a certain inductance, L, the relation between
the two quantities is needed. The inductance of a toroidal coil is given by [121]:
L =
1
2pi
hN2µ0 ln
(ro
ri
)
, (7.2)
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Figure 7.27: Drawings of a toroid that illustrate the characteristic parameters of the coil. The left
picture shows the toroid from side. The height, h, is indicated by a purple arrow. In the right
picture the toroid is shown from the top. The radii ro, ri and 2rw are indicated by a red, a green
and a blue arrow, respectively.
where N is the number of windings, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, h is the height of the inductor,
ro is the outer and ri the inner radius of the coil (Fig. 7.27).
The DC resistance of the coil depends on the length, l, the cross section, Aw, and the electrical
resistivity, ρ, of the used wire:
RDC =
lρ
Aw
=
lρ
pir2w
=
2N(h + ro − ri + 2rw)ρ
pir2w
. (7.3)
The inductor mass, m, can by calculated with a similar formula:
m = lρmAw = lρmpir2w = 2pir
2
wN(h + ro − ri + 2rw)ρm, (7.4)
where ρm is the density of the inductor wire.
While RDC and m are proportional to h and (ro − ri), L grows proportionally with h and ln(ro/ri).
Therefore it is more beneficial to increase h, instead of the difference between ro and ri in order to
minimise RDC and m for a fixed value of L. For the pixel application, the largest possible value of
h is 6 mm, due to geometrical constraints.
The ratio of L over RDC is less good for toroids with overlapping turns as the large surface between
the individual layers creates a short circuit for alternating currents at high frequencies, decreasing
the inductance of the coil. Hence, it is not beneficial to use a multi-layered toroid in the given
application with MHz switching and the small amount of available space. This implies that the
windings on the inner radius of the toroid are not allowed to overlap with each other, which can
be used to link rw to N:
N =
2pi(ri − rw)
2rw
. (7.5)
With the Equations 7.2, 7.5 and fixed values for L and h, RDC and m can be expressed as functions
of ro and ri. Plotting these functions reveals that coil geometries with thicker wires and large outer
radii lead to smaller resistivities and higher masses (Fig. 7.28). The compromise between mass
and resistivity that has been chosen for the application in the pixel upgrade is slightly in favour of
a low resistivity (Fig. 7.29). This leads to a toroid with 25 turns, a 0.48 mm (Ø) thick copper wire,
an outer radius of 3.8 mm, an inner radius of 2.1 mm, a mass of about 650 mg and a DC resistance
of 37 mΩ. This toroid design is also influenced by the optimisation for little EMI (described in the
next section) and from now on referred to as ToroidV8A (Fig. 7.30).
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Figure 7.28: Calculated RDC (left) and m (right), of a toroid with 450 nH and a height of 6 mm
as function of inner and outer radius. The individual curves correspond to different wire radii,
starting with the thickest wire at the top and descending as indicated by rw in the plot. The black
dashed lines correspond to an inner radius of 2.1 mm and an outer radius of 3.8 mm.
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Figure 7.30: Photograph of a PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with a ToroidV8A.
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Table 7.1: Specifications of simulated and real inductors that have been studied. Length, height,
inner and outer radius are measured from centre to centre of the wire. The theoretical value for
the inductance has been calculated according to Equation 7.2 in Section 7.4.2.
Solenoidsim Toroidsim Solenoidcc ToroidV8A ToroidlowEMI
Inductance L [nH] 145 (sim.) 196 (sim.) 546 (meas.) 467 (meas.) 596 (meas.)
Inductance Ltheo [nH] 163 156 538 408 554
Number of turns N 6 12 20 25 28
Length/Height h [mm] 1.7 6.3 8.0 5.5 5.5
Outer radius ro [mm] 2.0 2.5 1.7 3.8 3.8
Inner radius ri [mm] 2.0 1.1 1.7 2.1 2.2
Wire radius rw [mm] 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.24 0.25
DC resistance RDC [mΩ] 25 77 43 37 40
Material Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu
Weight [mg] - - 450 650 660
7.4.3 Minimisation of radiated emissions
The inductor of a DC-DC buck converter periodically buffers energy in a magnetic field before
supplying it to the load. Charging and discharging the inductor takes place in each switching
period and is repeated at a high frequency, fs, e.g. 1 MHz to 3 MHz in case of the PIX_V8A.
Effectively, this turns the inductor into an electromagnetic field emitter with a dimension, l, in the
order of a centimetre and a typical wavelength between 100 m and 300 m. Since 2pil fs  c, where c
is the speed of light, the near-field of this emitter can be described in the quasi-static approximation
and is, due to the inductance of the coil, fully dominated by the magnetic component of the
field [122].
Different inductor types (Tab. 7.1) have been implemented in Comsol Multiphysics 3.5 [123], a
finite element (FE) simulation tool, and their magnetic fields were simulated. The dimensions
given in Table 7.1 are illustrated in Figures 7.27 and 7.31. Due to computational limits, the
simulated coils (Fig. 7.32) consist of less turns and have a lower inductance than the real models
used for the PIX_V8A.
According to Equation 5.10, the current ripple and thus the maximum amplitude of the magnetic
field of a buck converter depends on the duty cycle and the inductance of the used coil. It is
not influenced by the geometry of the coil. However, the spacial distribution of the generated
field is. From theory, toroidal coils are expected to cause the least amount of radiated emissions,
since the magnetic flux of a toroid is concentrated within the coil with only a small part of the
flux leaving the inductor [121]. The simulation confirms this prediction. A comparison of the
individual components of the magnetic fields, 1.5 mm above the Toroidsim (Fig. 7.33) and 3.8 mm
above the Solenoidsim (which corresponds to the same height above the mounting point of the
coils) shows how much further the field is spread out in case of the solenoid (Fig. 7.34). This
difference becomes even more obvious in Figure 7.35, where the toroidal field is drawn with the
same scale as the solenoidal one.
In addition to the simulation, the magnetic fields of PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters
with different inductors were measured. The measurements are performed with an electrically
shielded B-field probe from ETS-Lindgren [124], which has a diameter of 1 cm and is connected to
a N9010A spectrum analyser from Agilent [109]. The probe is mounted on a xyz-table (Fig. 7.36),
which is assembled from three automated ball screw feed axes from isel, two so-called LES 4
axes [125] and one LES 5 axis [126]. The axes are moved by two MS160 [127] and one MS300 [128]
step motors, respectively. An isel C142-4 controller [129] operates the motors. Since the transfer
functions of the pick-up coil is unknown, this set-up allows only relative measurements of the
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Figure 7.31: Drawing of the
Solenoidsim. Its length, h, and
radii 2ro and 2rw are indicated by a
purple, a red and a blue arrow, re-
spectively. Here the inner radius,
ri, equals ro.
Figure 7.32: Solenoidsim (top) and Toroidsim (bot-
tom) with simulated magnetic field lines. If a
certain field line is plotted is decided randomly;
the shown line density contains no information.
The norm of the magnetic flux-density is repre-
sented by the colour of the field lines.
Figure 7.33: From left to right the figure shows the simulated x-, y- and z-component of the
magnetic field in the xy-plane 1.5 mm above the Toroidsim.
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Figure 7.34: From left to right the figure shows the simulated x-, y- and z-component of the
magnetic field in the xy-plane 3.8 mm above the Solenoidsim, which is the same absolute height as
in Figure 7.33.
Figure 7.35: From left to right the figure shows the simulated x-, y- and z-component of the
magnetic field in the xy-plane 1.5 mm above the Toroidsim. The colour code for the magnetic flux
density is the same as in the simulation of the Solenoidsim (Fig 7.33). The white area in the centre
of the picture on the right side is in overflow.
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magnetic flux density. In combination with a custom Labview program, the automated xyz-table
enables measurements with a high spacial resolution. The minimum step width on each axis
is 25µm with a reproducibility of 20µm. The measurements presented in this thesis have been
recorded with a resolution of 1 mm. The DC-DC converters under test were powered by an
Agilent E3631A [107] power supply. Most measurements have been performed without a load
connected to the converter output. A difference compared to measurements with a load was
not observed, which confirms the expectation that the current ripple δI is independent from the
total current. The electric component of the near field was measured with electric probes from
ETS-Lindgren [124]. However, no significant signal was observed, which confirms that the near
field of the DC-DC converter is dominated by the magnetic component.
DUT 
Motorised axes Pick-up 
probe 
Motor controller Spectrum 
analyzer 
Power supply 
Figure 7.36: Set-up for measurements of electromagnetic fields. The left photograph shows the
complete set-up. The right picture shows only the section with the pick-up probe and the device
under test (DUT), which in this case is a PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with a Solenoidcc.
Measurements of the magnetic field of a PIX_V8A with the Solenoidcc from Coilcraft [130]
and the ToroidV8A confirm the simulations, i.e. the extent of the solenoid field is significantly
larger (Fig. 7.37 and Fig. 7.38). This suggests the use of toroidal coils for the given application.
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Figure 7.37: From left to right the figure shows the measured x-, y- and z-component of the
magnetic field of a PIX_V8A with a ToroidV8A, when Vin = 8.5 V and Vout = 2.5 V. The shown
xy-planes are located 1 to 2 mm above the coil.
The manufacturing and the mounting process of a toroidal coil can cause small deviations in the
coil geometry. In order to understand the impact of such deviations on the leaked field, several
different coils have been simulated (Fig. 7.39), including inductors without connectors and with
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Figure 7.38: From left to right the figure shows the measured x-, y- and z-component of the
magnetic field of a PIX_V8A with a Solenoidcc, when Vin = 8.5 V and Vout = 2.5 V. The shown
xy-planes are located 1 to 2 mm above the coil.
extra long connectors. However, the connectors have no dominant influence on the shape of the
magnetic field. Instead, real toroids are sometimes slightly twisted, i.e. the outer parts of its loops
are not perfectly aligned with the inner parts. An extreme example is shown in Figure 7.40. The
Toroidsim has similar imperfections (Fig. 7.41). Their impact becomes more obvious when the
contrast of the simulated picture is increased with a logarithmic scale (Fig. 7.42). In contrast, if a
flawless toroid model and a model with exaggerated rotation (Fig. 7.43) is simulated, the higher
orders of the field are suppressed (Fig. 7.44) and amplified (Fig. 7.45), respectively. However,
the overall strength of the field leaking out of the toroid does not rise drastically when small
imperfections occur. The fact that the direction in which the field expends can depend on small
variations has to be kept in mind in particular during the design and test process of systems with
DC-DC converters close to sensitive electronics as foreseen in Phase-2.
In addition to the simulated inductors shown in Figure 7.39, the magnetic fields of extra tall and
extra wide coils with comparable inductances was measured. Concluding from this campaign
the height of a toroid should be similar to its diameter to minimise its emitted field. Furthermore,
the coil should have small spacings between the individual wire loops. In particular the spacing
between wires on the outer radius of the toroid should be small. This implies a small difference
between the inner and the outer radius of the toroid. A toroid optimised for a minimal magnetic
field, the ToroidlowEMI, has been manufactured (Tab. 7.1). It has a slightly larger inner radius and
four more turns than the ToroidV8A.
Compared to the Solenoidcc and the ToroidV8A, the extent of the magnetic field of a PIX_V7
converter is significantly smaller if the converter is equipped with the ToroidlowEMI (Fig. 7.46).
However, the optimised design is not used for the PIX_V8A due to loops overlapping each other
on the inner part of the coil. This can lead to problems in automated manufacturing processes and
reduces the surface that is usable as cooling contact. The final toroid of the PIX_V8A still creates
a significantly smaller field than a comparable solenoid or former toroidal coils used previously
for the development of radiation tolerant DC-DC converters [55].
7.4.4 Choice of material
One option to reduce the mass of a coil is the use of aluminium instead of copper. The ratio of
the density of cooper over the density of aluminium is about 3.3 [131]. The ratio of the electrical
conductivities of the same materials is 1.6 [132]. Hence, the use of aluminium allows coils lighter
by factor of about two but with the same electrical resistance as a copper coil. However, in order
to achieve a resistance as low as with copper, more space is required.
A coil made of copper clad aluminium wire with 10 % copper by volume (CCA10%) has been
designed (Tab. 7.2). With 370 mg it is 280 mg lighter than its counter part made of copper. CCA10%
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Figure 7.39: Selection of simulated inductor models. The electrical potential is colour coded.
Figure 7.40: Photograph of the top of a
toroid coil, where the outer parts of the wire
loops are shifted with respect to the inner
parts. The orange arrow marks a part that
is significantly out of alignment.
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Figure 7.41: Top view on the Toroidsim. The
orange arrows point to imperfections of the
rotation symmetry of the model.
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Figure 7.42: From left to right the figure shows the logarithm of the simulated x-, y- and z-
component of the magnetic field in the xy-plane 1.5 mm above the Toroidsim.
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Figure 7.43: Top view on a coil model with perfect rotation symmetry except for its contacts (left)
and with exaggerated imperfections (right).
Figure 7.44: From left to right the figure shows the logarithm of the simulated x-, y- and z-
component of the magnetic field in the xy-plane 1.5 mm above a toroid coil with perfect rotation
symmetry.
Figure 7.45: From left to right the figure shows the logarithm of the simulated x-, y- and z-
component of the magnetic field in the xy-plane 1.5 mm above a toroid coil with exaggerated
imperfections.
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Figure 7.46: Z-component of the magnetic fields of DC-DC converters with the Solenoidcc (left),
the ToroidV8A (centre) and the ToroidlowEMI right).
Table 7.2: Specifications of the toroid of PIX_V8A and the ToroidAlu, a light aluminium version.
Height, inner and outer radius are measured from centre to centre of the wire. The theoretical
value for the inductance has been calculated according to Equation 7.2 in Section 7.4.2.
ToroidV8A ToroidAlu
Inductance L [nH] 467 449
Inductance Ltheo [nH] 408 443
Number of turns N 25 26
Height h [mm] 5.5 5.5
Outer radius ro [mm] 3.8 4.8
Inner radius ri [mm] 2.1 2.8
Wire radius rw [mm] 0.24 0.25
DC resistance RDC [mΩ] 37 55
Material Cu CCA10% 1
Weight m [mg] 650 370
is solderable and has a mass almost as low as aluminium. In addition the copper layer on the
outside of the wire improves the conductivity with respect to alternating currents, which are
forced by the skin-effect to flow on the wire surface. Due to the limited space available for DC-DC
converters on the supply tube, the lowest achieved DC resistance with CCA10% is still about 40 %
higher than with a copper coil. Hence, the efficiency of a PIX_V7 decreases by 1 to 2 percentage
points [117] when it is equipped with the aluminium coil.
Since the position of the DC-DC converters on the supply-tube is outside of the sensitive area
of the CMS tracker, the necessity of converters with low mass is relaxed to a certain degree.
Therefore the material of choice for the converter coils for the pixel upgrade is copper. However,
with regard to the Phase-2 upgrade, where higher switching frequencies could allow the use of a
smaller inductance, more space per coil could be available and the material budget is even more
critical, copper clad aluminium remains a good candidate.
7.4.5 Conclusions
The ToroidV8A, a copper toroidal coil optimised for low EMI and the pixel Phase-1 application, has
been developed. With a weight of 650 mg, a total height of 6.0 mm and a total diameter of 8.0 mm,
the coil provides 450 nH and has a DC resistance of less than 40 mΩ.
1Copper-clad aluminium wire with 10% copper by volume.
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It has been confirmed that the radiated emissions of the PIX_V7 and the PIX_V8A DC-DC con-
verters are dominated by their near-fields, which can be described as quasi-static magnetic fields.
The magnetic fields of the DC-DC converters and their coils have been measured and simulated.
The use of copper clad aluminium has been investigated. Still copper was chosen for the applica-
tion in the pixel upgrade, but aluminium remains a good option for the Phase-2 upgrade.
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7.5 Development of the shielding
The PIX_V8A is equipped with an electromagnetic shielding, which fulfils three tasks: reduce the
electromagnetic field emitted by the converter, reduce the amount of noise inductively coupling
into the filter coils and connect the main inductor of the converter thermally to the cooling interface.
The goal of the shield development is a device that is as light as possible but still keeps the coil
temperature at a reasonable level and prevents the EMI of the DC-DC converter from affecting its
environment. The final shield has to be compatible with mass production and of course the fully
assembled converter, including shield, has to fit into the available space on the supply tube.
In this thesis three types of shieldings are discussed: Al90, a 90µm thick milled aluminium shield,
Cu30 and Cu60. The latter two have a 600µm thick plastic core which is covered by a 15µm and
30µm layer for the Cu30 and Cu60, respectively. Since inside and outside of the shieldings are
covered in copper, the effective thickness of the copper is 30µm and 60µm. Metals like copper and
aluminium have high heat transfer coefficients and their good electrical conductivity causes the
electromagnetic field of the converter to induce eddy currents, which counteract their origin and
effectively reduce the electromagnetic field outside of the shielding. The impact of the shielding
on the efficiency of the converter has been determined to be approx 0.1 percentage points, which
is considered negligible [118].
According to Equation 5.17, the skin depth of copper and aluminium at 1.5 MHz is approximately
54µm and 68µm, respectively. Shieldings with an effective coating thinner than 30µm of copper
have also been tested, e.g. Cu10, but their performances were insufficient. In order to make the
Al90 shielding solderable, its outer surface is coated with 15µm of copper and 15µm of nickel.
The Cu30 and Cu60 shields are coated with about 1µm of tin to prevent oxidation of their copper
surfaces.
The shape of the shield of the PIX_V8A (Fig. 7.47) is constrained by the available space on the
supply tube, where a rectangular shaped box would not fit. Only the base of the shield is
rectangular. Its dimensions are 16.5 × 15.0 × 3.8 mm3. It covers the AMIS4 chip, all resistors
required for programming the chip and half of the capacitors of the pi-filters on input and output
of the converter (Fig. 7.48). Attached on top of the base is a cylinder with a height of 4.9 mm
and diameter of 10.6 mm, which contains the main inductor of the PIX_V8A. Before mounting the
shield, the cylinder is filled with heat conductive paste to improve the thermal contact between
the coil and the shield. The metal surface of the shielding is soldered to the ground layer of the
converter PCB.
Figure 7.47: Photograph of a PIX_V8A
DC-DC converter with a Al90 shielding.
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Figure 7.48: Top layer of the PCBs of the
PIX_V8A (right) [98]. The red rectangle within
the outer rectangle indicates the position of the
shielding.
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7.5.1 Cooling capability
The shielding of the PIX_V8A is intended to provide a solid thermal connection between the
main inductor and the PCB of the converter. As described in Section 6.1.3, heat from the DC-DC
converter PCBs will flow through aluminium bridges on the pixel supply tube into CO2 flooded
cooling pipes.
In order to verify the functionality of this concept and to compare the different types of shieldings,
a PIX_V8A has been installed in a cold box. A detailed description of the cold box is given in Sec-
tion 7.6.2. With an input voltage of 10 V and an output voltage of 3.3 V, the converter was mounted
on a copper bridge with a constant temperature of 20 ◦C. The output current of the converter was
varied, while the temperature of the coil, inside the shielding, was recorded (Fig. 7.49) [133].
Removing the shielding reveals its necessity, since the temperature difference between the cooling
bridge and the coil increases to almost 80 ◦C. The Cu30 shield reduces this difference to about
35 ◦C. The Al90 and Cu60 both manage to reduce the temperature difference to 20 ◦C.
For bridge temperatures between −25 ◦C and +30 ◦C a constant offset of just under 20 K between
the bridge and the inductor temperature was observed in a test with the Cu60 shield (Fig. 7.50). For
the application in the Phase-1 upgrade, such high loads in combination with a bridge temperature
of +30 ◦C are not expected. Still, the corresponding coil temperature of 50 ◦C is considered
unproblematic for the converter and its environment.
As a cross check for the measurement, the Cu60 shield has been implemented in a finite element
simulation [134]. Corresponding to an efficiency of 80 % and an output current of 3 A at 3.3 V, it was
assumed that the converter chip and the inductor emit 2 W and 1 W of heat, respectively. The sim-
ulation predicts a difference of about 26 K between the bridge and the inductor (Fig. 7.51). Within
the typical uncertainty of thermal simulations, this is in good agreement with the measurement.
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Figure 7.49: Measurement of the coil tem-
perature on a PIX_V8A with Vout = 3.3 V
as a function of the output current. The
converter was mounted on a cooling bridge
with a constant temperature of 20 ◦C. The
purple dots correspond to a measurement
without shielding. The blue diamonds, the
red squares and the green triangles repre-
sent measurements with the Cu60, Cu30 and
Al90 shielding, respectively.
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Figure 7.50: Measurement of the coil tem-
perature on a PIX_V8A with Vout = 3.3 V,
Iout = 3 A and a Cu60 shielding. The con-
verter was mounted on a cooling bridge and
the temperature of the bridge was modified.
7.5.2 Shielding capability
In order to quantify the performance of the different shielding types, all of them have been
mounted sequentially on the same PIX_V7 DC-DC converter and the alternating magnetic field
of that converter has been measured (Fig. 7.52) on the set-up described in Section 7.4.3. All three
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Figure 7.51: FE simulation of two DC-DC converters mounted on a cooling bridge [134]. The
temperature is colour coded. The temperature of the bridge is about -18 ◦C. Chip and coil are
assumed to produce 2 W and 1 W of heat, respectively. A Cu60 shielding is part of the simulation,
but not drawn here since it would block the view on the converter.
Table 7.3: Remaining magnetic field of an PIX_V7 with different shieldings, and the material
budget of the shieldings. The remaining field is normalised to a measurement without shielding.
The material budget is normalised to the Cu60 shield. The converter was operated withVin = 8.5 V
and Vin = 2.5 V.
Remaining B-field ratio RB Material budget relativ to Cu60
No shield 100 % 0 %
Al90 5.6 % 45 %
Cu10 92.6 % 45 %
Cu30 16.7 % 65 %
Cu60 1.9 % 100 %
tested shieldings reduce the emitted field significantly. The Al90 and the Cu60 shieldings reduce
the emissions almost completely.
In order to quantify the performances of the different shieldings the ratio of the remaining field,
RB, relative to the field in a measurement without shielding, has been calculated. In a first step
all points of a certain magnetic field map are add up, reducing each map to a single value, B.
In a second step RB is calculated: RB = (Bshield − Boffset) / (Bno shield − Boffset), where Bshield is the
cumulative value of a field measurement with shielding, Boffset corresponds to a measurement
without converter and Bno shield is the magnetic field without shielding.
With a weight of about 600 mg the Cu60 is the heaviest of the tested shieldings and contributes ap-
proximately 20 % to the material budget of the PIX_V8A. The contributions of the other shieldings
have been calculated relatively to the material budget of the Cu60 shield with the CMS Software
framework [135].
The Cu60 shielding removes 98.1 % of the measurable field, only 1.9 % remain. The Al90 shield is a
good compromise between a low RB and a low material budget. It removes 94.4 % of the radiated
field and contributes only 45 % of the material budget of the Cu60 shield. With RB values of 16.7 %
and 92.6 % the thinner copper shieldings Cu30 and Cu10 do not perform satisfactory (Tab. 7.3).
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Figure 7.52: Z-component of the magnetic field of a PIX_7 DC-DC converter with an output
voltage of 2.5 V and an input voltage of 8.5 V. The converter is equipped with the Al90 shield
(upper right panel), the Cu60 shield (lower right panel), the Cu30 shield (lower left panel) and
no shielding (upper left panel). Position and size of the converter, its shielding and the coil are
indicated by thin black lines.
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7.5.3 Reduction of conducted noise
The Al90, Cu30 and Cu60 shields reduce the inductive coupling between noisy components and
the filtering coils of the DC-DC converter significantly. This becomes obvious in the comparison
of the conducted noise spectra of measurements with shielding and without shielding (Fig. 7.53).
The CM (DM) noise is reduced by about 2.5 dBµA (1.5 dBµA), which corresponds to a reduction
of 25 % (16 %) on a linear scale. A significant difference between the three shieldings is not
observable. Shieldings with thinner metal coating, such as the Cu10 do not reduce the amount of
conducted noise. All noise spectra were performed on the set-up described in Section 7.2.3.
Figure 7.53: Output noise spectra of the PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with Vin = 10V, Vout =
3.3V. The upper and lower row of plots shows the noise of the converter without and with the
Cu60 shield, respectively. The plots on the left and on the right show the CM and DM noise,
respectively [111].
7.5.4 Manufacturing Process
In order to identify a good manufacturing process several techniques have been studied (Fig. 7.54).
Deep drawing and hydro forming were found to be unsuitable to produce metal shields with a
thickness of about 100µm or less [136, 137]. However, it is possible to mill aluminium shields with
a thickness of 90µm [136]. Alternatively a thicker but very light plastic body can be produced and
coated with a copper layer of only a few microns or thicker. The price per shield depends on the
manufacturing process and the manufacture. Roughly estimated, the price for a milled shielding
is about twice as high as for a coated plastic shield.
7.5.5 Conclusions
The concept of a cooling EM shielding has been successfully demonstrated. The Al90 and the
Cu60 both decrease the coil temperature by 60 ◦C to an acceptable value. The two shieldings
remove 94.4 % and 98.1 % of the EM emissions of the PIX_V8A, respectively. The contribution
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Figure 7.54: Photographs of different shielding prototypes: attempt at a deep drawn shielding
(upper left), a milled plastic core before metallisation (upper centre), PIX_V7 with Cu60 shielding
(lower left), Al90 shielding (lower centre), array of plastic core manufactured in a rapid prototyp-
ing process (right panel).
of the Al90 shielding to the material budget is about half of the contribution of the Cu60 shield.
Both shieldings reduce the CM (DM) of the PIX_V8A by 25 % (16 %). Thinner shieldings have
turned out to be not functional. Potential manufacturing processes for the Al90 and the Cu60
have been identified, but negotiations with manufactures are still on-going. The final decision
which shielding will be used has not yet been made. For the Phase-I upgrade the Cu60 is currently
favoured due to its superior shielding capability and lower price with respect to the Al90 shielding.
The latter, however, could be a good solution for Phase-2.
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7.6 Temperature cycling and reliability tests with DC-DC converters
7.6.1 Motivation
Once installed in the CMS detector, access to the DC-DC converters will be limited and difficult.
Hence, it is import to ensure that the converters operate reliably and interference-free. The so-
called bathtub curve is a common way to describe the failure rate of electronic components [138].
Due to broken components and assembly defects, the average failure rate of most electronic devices
is high at the beginning of their lifespan. After a short initial phase, the failure rate decreases and
becomes flat before it rises again at the end of the average lifespan. Plotting the failure rate as a
function of time leads to the name-giving distribution that resembles a tub (Fig 7.55).
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Figure 7.55: Typical bathtub curve. Early failures are represented by the long-dashed red line.
A black short-dashed line shows the constant failure rate due to random defects. Wear out
failures and the observable failure rate are indicated by a green dashed line and a blue solid line,
respectively.
In general, passive SMD components are known for their reliability [139] and the semiconductor
technologies used in the AMIS ASICs have proven their reliability in automobile applications [140].
Hence, the individual components of the AMIS_PIX converters have a low failure probability and
reliability problems are not expected. However, potential weak spots could also be introduced
during the assembly process of the converters or by the interaction between components. In
order to exclude such problems and to identify converters during the production phase that
would malfunction in the early phase of the bathtub curve, a set-up for thermal and electric stress
tests has been assembled. PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been stressed beyond their technical
ratings. In addition it was tested if multiple converters on a common bus-board can synchronise
in noise, and the cooling performance of a fully populated bus-board has been measured.
7.6.2 Set-up for temperature cycling
A set-up to temperature cycle up to 16 DC-DC converters in a range between −30 ◦C and up to
+60 ◦C has been assembled. During the cycling the converters can be operated under full load, i.e.
with an output current of up to 3 A. The core of the set-up is a thermally isolated polystyrene box
which hosts a cold aluminium plate (Fig. 7.56). Four single stage peltier elements [141] transfer
the heat from the aluminium plate to a second aluminium plate, which is also located within the
isolated box, beneath the first plate. The peltier elements are the only thermal contact between the
upper and the lower plate. The remaining surface of the plates is thermally isolated by a 10 mm
layer of polystyrene. The lower plate is equipped with channels that are permanently flushed with
silicon oil (SilOil60 [142]) by a Huber CC-505 [143], a refrigerating and heating circulator. The four
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peltier elements are controlled by an Omron E5CN-Q2MTD controller [144] in combination with
a LSTW5.2 high current relay [145] and powered in series by an Omron S8VS-48024 [146] power
supply with an output voltage of 24 V. The Omron controller allows regulation with a precision
of ±1 ◦C. Humidity and air temperature within the cold box are monitored with a sensor kit from
Innovative Sensor Technology [147]. Sixteen calibrated PT-100 sensors are connected to a Keithley
7702 Multiplexer with 40 channels [148], mounted in a Keithley 2700/E Multimeter [149].
Figure 7.56: Left panel: photograph of the closed cold box for efficiency measurements with
DC-DC converters. Right panel: drawing of the opened cold box. The upper aluminium plate is
drawn semi-transparent in order to reveal the view on the peltier elements hosted between the
upper and the lower plate.
The cold box can be equipped with up to two short bus-boards, each providing connectors for
eight DC-DC converters. The boards also include HV lines to test if the DC-DC converters
affect the HV. In order to remove heat from the converters they are screwed to copper bridges
which are screwed to the aluminium plate (Fig. 7.57). For the measurements presented in this
thesis, the PT-100 sensors were attached with small plastic clips [150] to the shieldings of the
DC-DC converters. An Agilent E3633A [107] is used to provide power to the converter, while a
custom load-board [98] stresses the converters with up to 3 A and monitors their output voltages.
The latter are measured on the load-board and therefore include voltage drops on the cables
between the converters and the load-board. The data of all devices are recorded by a Labview
program, which is also used to control the devices. The software allows to run automated thermal
cycles, with adjustable temperatures and duration. An interlock routine protects the hardware
from damage. If for example the main chiller malfunctions, the system becomes too hot, or the
humidity level becomes critical, the system goes into a safe state.
Without an additional heat load, the box can be cooled down to -42 ◦C. With a heat load of
16 Watts and 32 Watts (i.e. 8 and 16 DC-DC converters) it is still possible to reach -36 ◦C and
-30 ◦C, respectively (Fig. 7.58). A temperature cycle, i.e. cooling down once and heating back
up, between −30 ◦C and +20 ◦C with a heat load of 10 W inside the box can be performed in less
than 25 minutes. If the heat load is 30 W, the same cycle takes less than 35 minutes. Less than 15
minutes are required to cycle between −20 ◦C and +20 ◦C with a heat load of 5 W.
7.6.3 Thermal cycling of PIX_V8A DC-DC converters
In total, ten PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been operated and temperature cycled under
different loads for several days. Twenty five cycles have been performed with temperatures of
the cold plate between -30 ◦C (or lower) and +20 ◦C and additional 42 cycles with temperatures
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Figure 7.57: Photograph of a short bus-
board with eight DC-DC converters in the
cold box for temperature cycling. Here only
one converter is equipped with a shielding.
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Figure 7.58: Lower limit on the temperature
achievable in the DC-DC converter cold box
as a function of the deposited power, P, in
Watts. The dots have been measured, the
black line, Tmin(P), is a linear fit to the data.
between -30 ◦C and +35 ◦C. The converters were operated under full load with an input voltage
of 10 V for more than eight and four hours at a cold plate temperature of +30 ◦C and -30 ◦C,
respectively. All tested converters that worked before the cycling did still work fine after the
cycling.
The longest cycling procedure that was performed with the DC-DC converters under full load
(3 A) included fifteen cycles from -30 ◦C to +35 ◦C (Fig. 7.59, Fig. 7.60) and took about 17.5 hours.
The average temperatures measured on the shieldings of the converters withVout = 2.5 V are -13 ◦C
and +52 ◦C for cold plate temperatures of -30 ◦C and +35 ◦C, respectively. For converters with
output voltages of 3.0 V and 3.3 V these numbers rise to -9 ◦C and +54 ◦C. The output voltages of
the 3.0 V converters are hardly affected by the temperature cycles, while the voltages of 3.3 V and
2.5 V converters increase with the temperature. The observed dependencies for 3.3 V and 2.5 V
are 0.6 mV/K and 1.1 mV/K, respectively. This is in good agreement with the expected variation
due to the temperature dependency of the band gap reference of the AMIS4 chip [140]. The
more stable voltage of 3.0 V can be explained by compensating effects. The internal band gap
reference causes higher output voltages for higher temperatures. The values of the resistors to
set the output voltage (R3 and R4 in Fig. 7.5, Sect. 7.2.1) increases with the temperature, which
decreases the output voltage and eventually compensates the impact of the band gap reference.
For an output voltage of 2.5 V no additional resistors are required (R3 and R4 are not equipped)
and the temperature dependency of the output voltage is maximal.
7.6.4 Stress tests with large currents
In order to ensure that the ratings of the PIX_V8A DC-DC converters provide sufficient contin-
gency, a PIX_V8A with an output voltage of 3.3 V has been tested under extreme conditions, i.e.
with output currents of up to 5 A and cooling bridge temperatures of up to 35 ◦C [133]. The
converter was mounted on a copper cooling bridge and operated with an input voltage of 10 V.
The temperature of the coil and the chip has been measured with a Thermovision A40 infrared
camera from FLIR Systems [151] and calibrated thermistors. The latter, so-called Mini-BetaCURVE
sensors from Telemeter [152], are small cylinders (height 5.08 mm, diameter 1 mm) and have been
readout with a RedLab TEMP temperature module from Meilhaus Electronic [153]. The advantage
of the thermistor measurement is the good precision of calibrated thermistors and the possibility
to measure beneath the EM-shielding. However, the thermistors could only be attached to the
plastic cover of the chip package and not to the chip itself. For the infrared measurement on
the other hand, the shielding has to be removed to allow to monitor the temperature of the chip
without its plastic cover. The combination of the two methods provides a solid assessment of the
actual converter temperature.
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Figure 7.59: Temperatures of the cold plate (blue diamonds) and the DC-DC converters mounted
on top. The converter temperatures have been measured with PT-100 sensors attached to the
shieldings. The converters have been operated with an input voltage of 10 V and a load of 3 A per
converter. The output voltage of the converters A1 to A5 is 2.5 V. Vout of D1 and D2 is 3.0 V. D3
provided 3.3 V to a custom load-board.
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Figure 7.60: Output voltages of DC-DC converters during thermal cycling. The converters have
been operated with an input voltage of 10 V and a load of 3 A per converter. The output voltage of
the converters A1 to A5 is 2.5 V. Vout of D1 and D2 is 3.0 V. D3 provided 3.3 V. The output voltages
were measured on the load-board and include the voltage drops on the attached cables.
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The DC-DC converter performed flawlessly with an output current of 4 A (5 A) when the cooling
bridge was kept at a temperature of 35 ◦C (5 ◦C) or below. With a load of 3 A the measured
temperatures of the chip cover and the coil were about 15 ◦C and 20 ◦C above the temperature of
the bridge, respectively (Fig. 7.61). For an output current of 4 A these differences in temperature
rise to 20 ◦C and 30 ◦C. With 5 A at the output the differences reach 35 ◦C and 45 ◦C and at a
bridge temperature of 10 ◦C the over temperature protection of the AMIS4 chip begins to switch
the convert off for several seconds, before switching it back on again after cool down. The
temperature of the actual chip, measured with the infrared camera and without EM-shielding is
about 10 ◦C warmer than the temperature of the chip package (Fig. 7.62).
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Figure 7.61: Temperatures of the chip package (red squares) and the coil (blue circles) on a
PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with an input voltage of 10 V and an output voltage of 3.3 V as a
function of the temperature of its cooling bridge. The temperatures have been measured for
output currents of 0 A, 3 A, 4 A and 5 A in the upper left, the upper right, the lower left and the
lower right panel, respectively. With an output current of 5 A, at a cooling bridge temperature
of 11 ◦C, the DC-DC converter is repeatedly disabled and re-enabled by the over-temperature
protection of the chip [133].
7.6.5 Stability and cross-talk tests
Oscillators with a certain coupling, like metronomes on a movable plate or DC-DC converters
in close proximity or on common power lines, can lock in frequency and phase, if the coupling
mechanism is strong enough to exceed a critical level. This behaviour is described by the Kuramoto
model [154] and can lead to a catastrophic amplification of the total amplitude of the system. In
order to exclude that such an event takes place within the CMS detector, eight PIX_V8A converters
have been operated without shieldings on a short version of the bus-board and their switching
frequencies, fs, have been monitored for several hours (Fig. 7.63). This was done with a magnetic
near-field probe from ETS-Lindgren [124] with a diameter of 6 cm and a spectrum analyser from
Agilent [109]. During these tests no synchronisation was observed and the switching frequencies
did not affect each other (Fig. 7.64) [155].
In another test two PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been operated without shieldings next
to each other on a common PCB. The switching frequency of one of them was varied with an
adjustable resistor on the PIX_V8A PCB. Even for very similar switching frequencies, a coupling
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Figure 7.62: AMIS4 chip on a PIX_V8A DC-DC converter with an output voltage of 3.3 V and an
output current of 0 A (left) and 3 A (right). The converter was operated with an input voltage of
10 V on a bridge with a temperature of 20 ◦C. The inductor is connected with longer feeds and the
plastic cover of the ASIC has been removed, revealing the view on the bare AMIS4 chip [133].
between the two converters was not observed (Fig. 7.65) [155]. A current probe from ETS-
Lindgren [156] was used to induce a peak-to-peak disturbance of 738 mV onto the input lines of a
PIX_V8A. The switching frequency of the converter was 1.537 MHz, while the artificial disturbance
was injected with a frequency of 1.542 MHz. An effect on the switching frequency of the converter
was not observed (Fig. 7.66) [155].
Figure 7.63: Eight PIX_V8A DC-DC converters on a com-
mon bus-board. A magnetic near-field probe is placed
above the converters and connected to a spectrum analyser
which records the switching frequencies of the converters.
7.6.6 Reliability of connectors
In order to validate the reliability of its connectors a prototype bus-board with connectors for 24
DC-DC converters and eight copper layers, each 70µm thick, was thermally cycled for 30 days
during which the board underwent 120 cycles between -10 ◦C and +40 ◦C. The resistivities of the
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Figure 7.64: Intensity of the electromagnetic field radiated by eight PIX_V8A (without shieldings)
in a frequency range around their switching frequencies (1.46 MHz..1.60 MHz). The switching
frequencies are shown as a function of time over 30 minutes. The intensity is colour-coded. The
measurement does not resolve the difference between the switching frequencies of two converters
switching with approximately 1.49 MHz. Hence, only seven lines are visible.
Figure 7.65: Intensity of the electromagnetic
field radiated by two PIX_V8A in a fre-
quency range around their switching frequen-
cies (1.49 MHz..1.54 MHz). The switching fre-
quencies are shown as a function of time,
the intensity is colour coded. The switch-
ing frequency of one converter is continuously
changed from 1.49 MHz to 1.53 MHz with a
potentiometer that replaced the related resis-
tor on the PIX_V8A PCB. The switching fre-
quency of the second converter is not affected
and remains constant at about 1.51 MHz.
Figure 7.66: Distribution of the switching
frequency of a PIX_V8A DC-DC converter.
The green dots correspond to a measure-
ment without external distortions. For the
measurement shown as the red bars, the
converter input voltage is superimposed
with a peak-to-peak disturbance of 738 mV
at a frequency of 1.532 MHz.
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lines on the board, before and after the thermal cycling are in good agreement with the calculated
ones (Fig. 7.67) [98].
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Figure 7.67: Voltage drops between the positions of the DC-DC converters on the bus-board. Each
column (L1C1D1..L3C2A6) corresponds to one DC-DC converter and consists of three pillars.
The left pillar (blue) is a calculated value, the centre (red) and right (green) pillars have been
measured before and and after thermal cycling, respectively. Due to constrains of the set-up, the
measurement was only possible on 22 of the 24 channels of the bus-board [98].
7.6.7 Cooling of a fully populated bus-board
In order to test the cooling concept foreseen for the DC-DC converters on the supply tube, a
prototype bus-board with twelve aluminium cooling bridges and 24 DC-DC converters (PIX_V7
and PIX_V8A) has been connected to a CO2 cooling system (Fig. 7.68). The cooling bridges
of the bus-board have been screwed to stainless steel pipes with an outer diameter of 2 mm.
Within the pipes CO2 absorbs heat by evaporation. A more detailed description of the CO2
set-up can be found in [157] and [158]. The bus-board was placed in an evacuated aluminium
box to prevent condensation and to isolate the bus-board thermally from its environment. The
temperatures of some exemplary bridges, chip packages and inductors were measured together
with the temperature of the cooling pipe with Mini-BetaCURVE thermistors. The CO2 temperature
was set to -20 ◦C.
The measured temperatures of the pipe and the cooling bridges are -15 ◦C and 0 ◦C, which is a bit
higher than expected. Further development should decrease these values and provide a better
thermal coupling between the CO2 pipes and the cooling bridges. However, the temperatures
measured on the DC-DC converters with shielding, i.e. the temperatures of the coil and the
chip package, are only 20 ◦C warmer than the cooling bridges (Fig. 7.69) [133]. This is in good
agreement with simulations and measurements with a single converter (7.5.1) and a successful
demonstration of the DC-DC converter cooling concept. As expected, DC-DC converters without
shielding can become up to 60 ◦C hotter than their cooling bridges.
7.6.8 Conclusions
A set-up to operate and monitor DC-DC converters while temperature cycling them in a range
between -30 ◦C and +60 ◦C has been assembled. The set-up can be used to identify converters that
would malfunction shortly after their installation. Ten PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been
operated and temperature cycled for several days with temperatures between -30 ◦C and +35 ◦C.
No failures have been observed during and after the cycling.
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Figure 7.68: Three photographs of a prototype of the bus-board for 24 PIX_V8A DC-DC converters,
connected to CO2 cooling pipes. In the upper picture the board is equipped with cooling bridges
only. The centre pictures shows the board with 24 DC-DC converters without shielding. In the
lower picture several converters have been equipped with shieldings.
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Figure 7.69: Temperatures in a system with 24 PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters with
output currents between 0 A and 3 A. Thermistors have been attached to the cooling pipe (blue
circles), the chip package (red triangles) and the coil (purple squares) beneath the shielding, to a
cooling bridge with a DC-DC converter with shielding (light green circles) and without shielding
(dark green circles). Thermistors have also been attached to two coils without shielding (brown
and black circles) [133].
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Although the PIX_V8A DC-DC converter is rated for output currents of 3 A, it was possible to
stress it with 4 A when the converter was mounted on a cooling bridge with a temperature of up to
+30 ◦C. Even the supply of an output current of 5 A by a single PIX_V8A has been demonstrated
with cooling bridge temperatures of up to +5 ◦C.
Attempts to provoke conducted or radiated coupling between multiple PIX_V8A DC-DC con-
verters were not successful. A coupling or synchronisation of their switching frequencies was not
observed.
The functionality of the foreseen cooling system in the pixel application was demonstrated suc-
cessfully in a system test with 24 DC-DC converters on a prototype bus-board, cooled by an
evaporating CO2 system.
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Chapter 8
System Test Measurements with DC-DC
Converters
System test measurements are necessary to make reliable predictions about the behaviour of the
final detector system with DC-DC converters. In order to exclude any negative influence of DC-
DC converters on the front-end electronics, the system test set-ups should be as similar to the final
system as possible. For the application of DC-DC converters in the Phase-1 pixel upgrade, system
test measurements have been performed with today’s CMS barrel pixel modules, a modified CMS
pixel power supply and the same cables as used in CMS. With respect to the Phase-2 upgrade,
system test measurements have been performed with silicon strip modules from the present TEC.
Even though these modules differ in many aspects from the modules which are being developed
for the new tracker, the system tests enable meaningful insights on how readout electronics and
converters influence each other, and allow to make improvements on both of them.
8.1 Noise in silicon sensor modules
This thesis discusses the impact of DC-DC converters on the noise of silicon sensor modules. The
noise of a detector module is a good indicator for the stability of the system. It can be affected
by small parasitic effects, which are impossible to predict entirely during the design process of
the system. The module noise is also important since a good signal to noise ratio is key for the
performance of the detector.
Independent from outer disturbances, silicon sensor modules always show a certain level of noise.
The amplifier noise of the readout chip is usually the main source of this intrinsic noise. It is caused
by three different types of phenomena: thermal noise, low-frequency noise, and shot noise [159]:
• Thermal noise originates from thermal fluctuations of the electron distribution in a conductor
and grows linear with the temperature. Since its intensity is frequency independent, thermal
noise is also referred to as white noise.
• Low-frequency noise can be caused by many different mechanisms. A typical source in FETs
are crystal defects that trap charge carriers and thus modify the transistor current. Its name
originates from the fact its intensity is proportional to its inverse frequency.
• Shot noise can be observed when a potential-barrier, like a reverse biased detector or the
resistance of a conductor, limits an electric current. Weather or not a discrete charge carrier
passes the barrier is a stochastic process that causes the shot noise.
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The different noise sources can occur in parallel or in series to the amplifier [160]. Since the
individual sources are uncorrelated, the total noise, δA, of the amplifier is the square root of the
sum of squares of the individual contributions:
δA =
√
δ2I + δ
2
Rp + δ
2
Rs + δ
2
c , (8.1)
where δI is the noise component of the leakage current, δRp is the noise current through the
equivalent parallel resistance of the detector, and δRs is the noise current through the equivalent
series resistance of the detector. The noise current, δc, due to the capacitance of the sensor scales
linear to the sensor capacitance.
The result of amplifier noise is a fluctuation of the signal of a detector channel around an offset,
the so-called pedestal. The noise of a detector channel is defined as the standard deviation of
the pedestal. For systems with more than one sensor channel another distinction in noise can be
made. Noise that affects all channels of the system in the same way, e.g. by injecting a common
parasitic current in all preamplifiers, is referred to as common mode (CM). This should not be
confused with the CM noise introduced in 7.2.2.
8.2 System test measurements with CMS strip modules
8.2.1 Set-up and measuring procedure
Set-up
The set-up for system test measurements with CMS strip modules is located in an air-conditioned
clean room (Fig. 8.1). It is composed of a TEC front petal instrumented with four prototype ring
six modules. Each module is equipped with four APV25 chips. Each APV reads out 128 silicon
strips. The official CMS DAQ software is used to communicate with the modules. The petal (a in
Figure 8.1) is placed in a grounded metal box (b). The silicon modules (c) are cooled by an ICO12
chiller from Huber (d) [161], which is connected to the cooling manifolds (e) of the petal via elastic
hoses (Fig. 8.2). The temperature of the coolant (C6F14) is kept constant at 15◦C. By default the
front-end electronics is provided with 1.25 V and 2.5 V by a floating DC power supply (f) that
was also used for qualification tests of CMS tracker modules [54]. The output voltage of this
PS is sensed on the Interconnect Board (ICB) and voltage drops on cables are compensated. An
EHQ 8210p-F (g) [162] high voltage power supply from iseg provides a bias voltage of 250 V to the
detector modules. A second power supply (o) provides 2.5 V to the front-end control electronics,
i.e. the CCUs and the DOH. The HV and LV lines are joined in a multi-service cable with a
length of 10 m. The FM36W4 D-sub connector of this cable is connected to a short adaptor cable
with fitting connectors for the ICB (h). Data are transmitted optically (k) from the petal to an
opto-electrical converter (i) and processed by a prototype version of a FED (j). The prototype FED
is operated in a PCI slot and has an ADC with a resolution of 9 bits. Digital control signals are
transmitted and received by an optical FEC card (l) mounted on a PCI mezzanine board. Clock
and trigger signals are provided by a trigger sequencer card (TSC) (m) [163] and distributed to
the FED and the FEC. The FED, the FEC, and the TSC are housed in a PCI extension box which
is connected to a standard PC (n) running Scientific Linux [164]. The PC also contains a Kvaser
PCIcan [165] CAN bus card to communicate with the HV power supply. The DAQ software [166],
run control [167] and data analysis [54] are executed on this PC.
PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been integrated with custom adaptor
PCBs (Fig. 8.3) [98], that are plugged between the NAiS connectors of the ICB and the module.
The adaptor bypasses communication and data signals, but disconnects the module from the
power distribution of the ICB in order to connect two DC-DC converters with output voltages
of 1.25 V and 2.5 V to the module. Both DC-DC converters are powered by an Agilent E3634A
power supply [107]. In combination with additional adaptors, the Agilent power supply is also
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Figure 8.1: The left photograph shows the system test set-up in the clean room. Readout electronics
and service equipment is stored in two racks, which are located left to the petal box. The right
photograph shows the open box with a front petal and four ring 6 modules. The alphabetical
labels are explained in the text.
used to provide 1.25 V and 2.5 V directly to the module, for comparison. PIX_V7 converters with
their AMIS2 chips can provide both voltages required by the strip modules. In system tests with
PIX_V8A converters only the 2.5 V voltage is provided by the DC-DC converter. In this case the
second low voltage is supplied directly by the Agilent power supply, since the AMIS4 chip is not
capable of providing 1.25 V.
Measuring procedure
At the beginning of the measuring procedure, the set-up has been commissioned in dedicated runs
that ensure the optimal settings of the front-end electronics and the DAQ software. More details
about this procedure can be found in [55]. Unless stated otherwise, data are recorded in peak
mode and during pedestal runs. Pedestal runs are identical to CMS physics runs but the readout
is triggered randomly and a signal is not expected. In order to ensure thermal equilibrium, each
measurement in this thesis contains 100 000 triggered readouts, while only the last 10 000 events
are analysed. Analysis includes the calculation of the pedestal, pi, and the raw noise, σi, of each
strip, i. Since the full analogue data output of the strip modules is recorded it is also possible to
calculate and subtract the CM from the raw noise.
For a given number, N, of recorded events, e, the pedestal, pi, of a strip, i, is given by the mean
value of the raw data ri,e of the channel:
pi =
1
N
N∑
e=1
ri,e (8.2)
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Figure 8.2: Schematic view of the system test set-up with four CMS TEC modules [55].
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Figure 8.3: Photographs of the adaptor PCBs to integrate DC-DC converters into the petal system.
The left photo shows the adaptor for the NAiS connectors without DC-DC converters. In the
centre photo two PIX_V7 are plugged on the adaptor and connected to the module. The right
picture shows the adaptor with its connectors for the Agilent power supply.
The raw noise of a strip is calculated as the standard deviation of the raw data of the strip (Fig. 8.4):
σi =
√√
1
N − 1
N∑
e=1
(ri,e − pi)2. (8.3)
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Figure 8.4: Raw noise of a CMS silicon strip module with 512 channels.
The CM of an APV can be calculated under the assumption that all channels of the APV are
equally affected by it. Then the CM in event e is given by the mean deviation, averaged over the
given channels, from the pedestal:
CMe = 〈ri,e − pi〉i=1,...,128 = 1128
128∑
i=1
(
ri,e − pi). (8.4)
In order to mitigate the impact of noisy channels, the CM in this thesis is calculated using the
median deviation instead of the average deviation. The noise of an APV channel can be unusually
high or low due to several different defects like a broken wire bond, a shortcut between two
neighbouring channels, or a small hole (pinhole) in the isolating SiO2/Si3N4 layer between the p+
implants and the aluminium strips. A channel is flagged as bad if its noise deviates more than
five standard deviations from the mean noise value of an APV. Bad channels are ignored during
the CM calculation.
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The CM subtracted noise of strip i is:
σi,CMs =
√√
1
N − 1
N∑
e=1
(ri,e − pi − CMe)2. (8.5)
With a digital readout scheme, as it is currently foreseen for the Phase-2 tracker upgrade, such
CM subtraction will not be possible.
For this thesis, reference noise measurements without DC-DC converters have been repeated over
several month to quantify the reproducibility of the measurement. Two types of power supplies
were used for the reference measurements: Agilent E3634A and custom power supplies that
were previously used to qualify tracker modules [54]. A significant difference between the two
reference powering methods was not observed.
8.2.2 Summary of previous system test measurements
In previous system test measurements with DC-DC converters, up to four CMS strip modules
have been operated at the same time [55]. Since noise on the power lines of one module did
not affect the others modules, the system test measurements presented in this thesis have been
performed with a single module. It has also already been shown that conducted noise on the
1.25 V line and noise on the 2.5 V line have different effects on the noise of the module. The edge
channels of a module, i.e. channel 1 and channel 512, show a significantly higher noise than
the rest of the module and are strongly affected by noise on the 1.25 V line, while the 2.5 V line
has hardly any influence. The reason that has been identified for this behaviour is the reference
potential of the preamplifier of the APV25, which is the 1.25 V line and not the ground potential
of the module. This is problematic due to the capacitive coupling between the edge strips and the
bias ring of the module. With a capacitance of about 10 pF the impedance between the edge strips
and the bias ring for frequencies in the order of MHz is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
1.5 MΩ DC resistance between the two. Another 100 nF capacitor couples the bias ring to ground
and enables alternating currents to flow between the 1.25 V reference of the preamplifier and the
module ground. By coupling the bias ring to 1.25 V instead of ground, the noise of the edge
strips was reduced significantly. Aside from the edge channels, the on-chip CM subtraction of
the APV25 removes most of the noise conducted through the 1.25 V line (Sect. 3.3.2). This method
does not work for the edge channels since their noise differs significantly from the average module
noise. Since future readout chips could lack an on-chip common mode subtraction, but should
also reference their preamplifiers to their ground potential, the noise of the edge strips can be seen
as a conservative indicator for the impact that noise has on the strip module.
Noise on the 2.5 V line was shown to increase the CM noise of the module. With offline CM
subtraction it is possible to remove this noise, but the APV chip is not capable of removing it since
the 2.5 V supply is not only used to power the preamplifier but also after the inverter stage of the
chip, in which the CM subtraction takes place. Hence, a good measure for the impact of noise on
the 2.5 V line is the average raw noise of the module.
Aside from conducted noise, the electromagnetic field of a DC-DC converter can also inject
currents that result in additional module noise. The near field of DC-DC converters like the
PIX_V8A is dominated by an alternating magnetic field (Sect. 7.4.3). The additional noise in CMS
strip modules due to radiated noise has been found to be non-uniformly distributed over the
channels of the module. The first and last channels of the APVs show the most noise. From the
outer channels to the inner channels the noise decreases linearly until channel 64 and channel 65,
which are located in the centre of the APV, show hardly any additional noise at all. As for
conducted noise, the very first and last channel of the module are exceptionally sensitive to
radiated interferences.
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8.2.3 Susceptibility of present CMS strip modules to radiated noise
In order to understand which components of a magnetic field have an impact on the CMS strip
modules, a DC-DC converter with a known field (Fig. 8.5) has been placed next to a strip module
and rotated around the symmetry axis of its toroid coil. The module was powered conventionally
while its noise was recorded as a function of the angle between the converter and the mod-
ule (Fig. 8.6). The recorded data show exactly two maximums, which are consistent with the two
poles of the z-component of the magnetic field (Fig. 8.5).
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Figure 8.5: From left to right the figure shows the measured x-, y- and z-component of the magnetic
field of a DC-DC converter with a toroid and without shielding. The shown xy-planes are located
1 to 2 mm above the coil. A semi-transparent photograph of the module is superimposed at its
position in the set-up. Here the angle between converter and module is 0◦.
Figure 8.6: Square root of the sum of squares of the noise of the edge strips of a CMS TEC module
as a function of the angle between a toroidal coil and the module. The symmetry axis of the toroid
was perpendicular to the plane of the module and the toroid was rotated around its symmetry
axis without changing its absolute position. The black line indicates the average noise obtained
with a reference power supply. The thickness of the black line corresponds to plus/minus one
standard deviation of several reference measurements recorded over months.
In order to identify the areas of the modules that are particularly sensitive, the set-up to measure
electromagnetic fields with high spacial resolution (Sect. 7.4.3) is mounted on the system test
set-up (Fig. 8.7). However, instead of measuring an electromagnetic field, a small wire loop
(ø 5 mm) is attached to the xyz-table to cause an electromagnetic field with a magnetic near-field.
A HM8135 frequency generator [168] is attached to the loop and generates an alternating current
with a frequency of 1 MHz and an amplitude of 20 mA. The resulting field is rather week and
and has a small extend, due to the low inductance and small size of the loop (Fig. 8.8). This,
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in combination with the xyz-table that allows controlled movement above the modules, enables
susceptibility measurements with high spacial resolution. The loop is moved in steps of 2 mm in
a plane 10 mm above the module. Every time the coil is moved to a new position, 10 000 events
are recorded with the module. This allows to correlate a noise measurement with each position of
the loop, i.e. with the position of the magnetic field. The measurement is repeated with an open
connector instead of the loop. In this case the near-field is dominated by the electric component
of the electromagnetic field.
Figure 8.7: Set-up with a xyz-table to
place and move a loop antenna with
high spacial resolution above a CMS
petal with strip modules.
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Figure 8.8: Measurement of the magnetic z-
component of the loop that was attached to the
xyz-table. The z-axis is perpendicular to the
module. Here, the origin of the xy-plane is in
the centre of the loop.
The measurement reveals that the most sensitive spots with regard to alternating magnetic
fields are located on the pitch adaptor and there in the centres of the channels connected
to each APV (Fig. 8.9). This is consistent with previous measurements with lower resolu-
tion (Fig. 8.10) [55]. The related noise distributions show that a small field can affect an APV
without interfering with its adjacent readout chips and that the channels in the centre of the APV
show the least amount of noise (Fig. 8.12). The sensor strips are not susceptible to the radiated
magnetic field. This is consistent with a theory introduced in [55]. The pitch adaptor is connected
to the sensor strips. Since all strips are AC-coupled to the sensor backplane a mesh of AC loops is
formed and closed by the 1.25 V reference of the preamplifiers (Fig. 8.14). An alternating magnetic
field perpendicular to the loops induces alternating currents. Within an APV each preamplifier
is a part of 127 loops of different sizes. Currents induced in loops that are located left of a certain
preamplifier flow in the opposite direction as currents induced in loops that are located right of
that preamplifier. Hence, the channels in the centre of an APV see no additional current since the
loops on their left and right side are equal in size and cancel each other out. The effective loop
surface that is not cancelled out grows linearly for channels further away from the APV centre.
Since the amount of induced current depends linearly on the loop surface, this leads to a linear
increase in noise with respect to the distance to the APV centre. For future module design this
behaviour should be avoidable by extending the back plane of the sensor to the front-end hybrid,
or by avoiding the use of a pitch adaptor in the first place.
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In contrast to the magnetic field, the electric field couples capacitively to the sensor strips (Fig. 8.11).
Due to the non-uniform field intensity, the on-chip CM subtraction cannot remove the injected
noise, but creates a non-uniform noise distribution in the APV (Fig. 8.13). Hence, the module
noise reaches its maximum when the field source is placed above the strips of two adjacent APVs
and the electric field affects two APVs at the same time.
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Figure 8.9: Photograph of a TEC module. The positions of the coloured pixels represent the
position of the magnetic field source during the associated measurement. The average noise of
the module during that particular measurement is represented by the colour of the pixel. The
drawn stars highlight some exemplary positions. The related noise distributions are shown in
Figure 8.12. The star colours match the plot colours in Figure 8.12.
8.2.4 Measurements with radiation tolerant DC-DC converters
The average noise of a CMS TEC module does not increase when it is powered with PIX_V7 DC-
DC converters (Fig. 8.15) [169]. However, if the converters are not equipped with a shielding, the
noise of the edge strips of the module increases from about 3.6 ADC counts to 13.4 ADC counts.
PIX_7 converters with shielding cause an edge strip noise of 6.6 ADC counts. Here and from now
on the term “noise of edge strips“ is used as an alias for the square root of the sum of squares of
the noise of the first and the last channel of the module.
As in previous studies, noise on the 1.25 V line and noise on the 2.5 V line have different effects on
the module noise (Fig. 8.16). However, with shielding the amount of additional noise and thus
the different impacts from 1.25 V and 2.5 V become small. Still the noise of the edge strips and the
average module noise is more affected by 1.25 V and 2.5 V noise, respectively. Compared to the
reference power supply, the average noise of the module is decreased when powered by PIX_V7
with shielding.
In order to study the influence of the switching frequency of DC-DC converters on the module
noise, the resistors on PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters responsible for the switching
frequency have been replaced with potentiometers, enabling measurements with switching fre-
quencies between 1 MHz and 3.5 MHz. Due to the size of the required potentiometers, the
converters can not be equipped with shieldings and the module is exposed to conducted and
radiated emissions of the DC-DC converters.
Previous studies show that the APV is most sensitive with respect to power supply ripple at a fre-
quency of about 2.5 MHz, which is close the expected value of 3.2 MHz, based on the 50 ns shaping
time of the APV [170]. Previous noise tests with the petal system indicate that the susceptibility
of the system increases for frequencies above 1 MHz and peaks at 6 MHz [105]. However, noise
caused by DC-DC converters decreases with 1/ fs (Eq. 5.10), an effect that apparently outbalances
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Figure 8.10: Photograph of a TEC module on the ICB. The positions of the coloured pixels represent
the position of a magnetic field source during the associated measurement. The average noise of
the module during that particular measurement is represented by the colour of the pixel.
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Figure 8.11: Photograph of a TEC module. The positions of the coloured pixels represent the
position of the electric field source during the associated measurement. The average noise of
the module during that particular measurement is represented by the colour of the pixel. The
drawn stars highlight some exemplary positions. The related noise distributions are shown in
Figure 8.13. The star colours match the plot colours in Figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.12: Raw noise of a CMS TEC mod-
ule with a magnetic field source placed at
different locations above the module. The
location of the source over the module dur-
ing a certain measurement is indicated by
the stars in Figure 8.9. Distributions and
stars with matching colours represent the
same measurement and position.
Figure 8.13: Raw noise of a CMS TEC mod-
ule with an electric field source placed at
different locations above the module. The
location of the source over the module dur-
ing a certain measurement is indicated by
the stars in Figure 8.11. Distributions and
stars with matching colours represent the
same measurement and position.
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Figure 8.14: Sketch of the connections between the preamplifiers (triangles) of an APV and its
sensor strips. The sensor acts as a capacitor between the preamplifiers and the back plane (BP).
The dashed lines in red and blue indicate two exemplary loops connected to preamplifier 63. The
open arrows on these loops indicate the direction in which the induced current flows if only a
single loop at a time is regarded. The effective current in each channel is a superposition of all
channels and indicated by the filled arrows in blue and red. The arrow length is a representation
of the intensity of the current.
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Figure 8.15: Noise distribution of a CMS TEC module. The noise values of 512 channels are shown
in the left panel. The right panel shows only the noise of the first five and the last five channels.
The module has been powered conventionally (black), with shielded PIX_V7 DC-DC converters
and with unshielded PIX_V7 (red).
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Figure 8.16: The average noise (left panel) and the noise of the edge strips (right panel) of a CMS
TEC module. The thick black line indicates the average noise with the reference power supply.
The thin black lines include plus/minus one standard deviation of several reference measurements
over months. The voltage provided with a PIX_V7 is indicated on the x-axis. The red and blue
dots correspond to measurements without and with shielding on the PIX_V7, respectively.
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the higher susceptibility of the system since both, the average noise of the module and the noise of
the edge strips, decrease when the switching frequency is increased (Fig. 8.17 and Fig. 8.18) [169].
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Figure 8.17: Raw noise of a CMS TEC module as a function of the switching frequency of the
DC-DC converters used to power them. The left panel shows the average noise of the module.
The thick black line indicates the average noise obtained with the reference power supply, the thin
black lines correspond to plus/minus one standard deviation of several reference measurements
recorded over months. The red dots correspond to measurements with PIX_V7 converters. The
right panel shows the raw noise of the 512 channels of the module.
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Figure 8.18: Raw noise of the edge strips of a CMS TEC module as a function of the switching
frequency of the DC-DC converters used to power them. The left panel shows the sum of
squares of the noise of the first and last channel of the module. The black line indicates the
average noise obtained with the reference power supply and includes plus/minus one standard
deviation of several reference measurements recorded over months. The red dots correspond to
measurements with PIX_V7 converters. The right panel shows the raw noise of the first five and
the last five channels of the module.
In system tests with PIX_V8A DC-DC converters, the average noise of the module is higher
than with PIX_V7 converters, while the noise of the edge strips of the module is slightly lower
(Fig. 8.19) [169]. An influence of the different switching frequencies of PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A
has been excluded by operating a PIX_V8A with its default frequency of 1.5 MHz and with
1.3 MHz, the default frequency of the PIX_V7 (Fig. 8.20). The radiated emissions of both converters
have been measured and do not explain the better results of the PIX_V7 [169]. Instead the
conducted emissions of the PIX_V8A seem to be responsible for the additional noise. In fact, the
amplitude of the switching peak in the conducted DM noise spectrum of the used PIX_V8A is
about 10 dBµA, which is 2 dBµA higher than the peak of the tested PIX_V7. However, another
identical PIX_V7 converter with the same output voltage has a switching peak with an amplitude
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of 10 dBµA (Fig. 8.21) [111]. This suggest, that the observed difference between the PIX_V8A and
the PIX_V7 is not significant. This effect could not be studied further, due to the lack of PIX_V8A
and PIX_V7 converters with the correct output voltage.
An explanation for the lower noise of the edge strips, despite the higher noise of the used 2.5 V
PIX_V8A, could be the common mode subtraction of the APV. As described in Section 8.2.2, the
higher noise of the edge strips is mainly caused by noise on the 1.25 V line. However, noise on the
2.5 V line can still couple into the 1.25 V line through an unknown mechanism, for example via
the common ground of the two voltages, and thus affect the edge strips. At the same time, more
noise on the 2.5 V line causes the CM subtraction to subtract higher values from all channels. This
suggests that the noise of the edge strips is not a linear function of the 2.5 V noise. Instead, the
combination of the CM subtraction and the unknown coupling mechanism leads to a function
with a local minimum and in a certain range, more noise on the 2.5 V line lead to less edge strip
noise.
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Figure 8.19: Raw noise of the edge strips of a CMS TEC module operated with different voltage
sources. The left panel shows the raw noise of all 512 channels of the module. The right panel
contains the raw noise of the first five and the last five channels. The reference power supply
provides both voltages required by the module (black line) or only 1.25 V, while 2.5 V is provided
by a PIX_V7 with a switching frequency of 1.3 MHz (red), a PIX_V8A operating with 1.3 MHz
(blue) or a PIX_V8A at 1.5 MHz (pink).
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Figure 8.20: The average noise (left panel) and the noise of the edge strips (right panel) of a CMS
TEC module. The thick black line indicates the average noise with the reference power supply.
The thin black lines include plus/minus one standard deviation of several reference measurements
taken over months. The data indicated by red dotes has been recorded while a reference power
supply provided 1.25 V and 2.5 V were supplied by a DC-DC converter. The used converter type
and its switching frequency is indicated on the x-axis.
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Figure 8.21: Differential mode noise at the output of a PIX_V7 DC-DC converter (left), another
identical PIX_V7 (centre) and a PIX_V8, each with an output voltage of 2.5 V.
Similar to the measurements with PIX_V7 DC-DC converters, the switching frequency of a
PIX_V8A has been changed, while the noise of the strip module powered by the converter was
recorded. With the tested converter switching frequencies above 2.5 MHz could not be achieved.
However, the general behaviour between 1.0 MHz and 2.5 MHz is basically identical for both
converter versions, i.e. higher switching frequencies lead to less raw noise (Fig. 8.22).
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Figure 8.22: The average noise (left panel) and the noise of the edge strips (right panel) of a
CMS TEC module as a function of the switching frequency of the DC-DC converters used to
provide it with 2.5 V. The second voltage, 1.25 V, was taken from a reference power supply. The
left panel shows the average noise of the module. The thick black line indicates the average
noise obtained with the reference power supply, the thin black lines correspond to plus/minus
one standard deviation of several reference measurements recorded over months. The red dots
and blue squares correspond to measurements with PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters,
respectively.
8.2.5 Conclusions
System test measurements with CMS strip modules and radiation tolerant DC-DC converters have
been performed successfully. The strip modules are affected by conducted noise and radiated
electromagnetic fields. With respect to radiated noise, it was found that the pitch adaptor is the
most sensitive part of the module if the field is dominated by its magnetic component, which is
the case for DC-DC converters. Alternating fields with a dominant electric component cause the
most noise when they couple into the sensor strips. Theories to explain both observations have
been presented and potential countermeasures have been suggested.
When powered with PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters, the average noise of a CMS strip
module increases by up to 5 %. Due to the design of the APV25, the edge strip noise of the
module increases by up to 50 %. Expectations for the present tracker can be used to predict the
performance, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio of future systems. The signal-to-noise ratio expected for
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the present tracker at the end of its lifetime is about 18 [6]. Since the full efficiency of the detector
is still expected for ratios of 9 or higher [171], the increase of the average noise of the module is
considered as unproblematic.
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8.3 System test measurements with CMS pixel modules
8.3.1 Set-up and measuring procedure
The set-up
In the set-up for system test measurements with up to two current CMS barrel pixel modules and
up to eight PIX_V8A DC-DC converters so-called Advanced Test Boards (ATB) are used to readout
and configure the pixel modules. In order to distinguish the two modules, one will be referred to
as M806 and the other one as M1176. Each pixel module is connected to one ATB, which supplies
power and communication signals to a so-called module adaptor. The latter is a small PCB with
connectors for the module cables and a so-called gate-keeper chip, which translates between the
communication protocols of the ATB and the module. The ATB also establishes an USB-connection
to a desktop computer with Scientific Linux and the so-called psi46expert software framework,
which is used to configure the modules and readout their data. The ATB, the module adaptor
and the psi46expert software have been developed and used for the qualification procedure of the
present pixel modules [172].
Except for the extension boards (6.1.3), the system test set-up includes a prototype version of the
complete power supply chain foreseen for the upgraded pixel detector (Fig. 8.23). The first power
supply in this chain is a SM 52-30 from Delta Elektronika [173] which provides 48 V to a CAEN
EASY4000 system, including a SY1527-controller, a branch controller and a A4603 power supply
module. The latter is connected with a 40 m long multiservice cable, as used within CMS, to the
inputs of a short version of the DC-DC converter bus board. The outputs of this board, which can
host up to four pairs of DC-DC converters, are connected to thin wires with the same resistance
as the copper clad aluminium wires foreseen in the upgraded detector. The wire endings lead to
connector boards that are plugged between the ATBs and their module adaptors. The connector
boards bypass all signals between the ATBs and the module adaptors except for the two low
voltages required by the pixel module, which are provided by the DC-DC converters on the bus
board. The analogue parts of the module require a voltage, Va, of at least 1.6 V, while the digital
parts have to be provided with a voltage, Vd, of at least 2.2 V. In order to compensate voltage
drops between the DC-DC converters and the modules, the output voltages of a converter pair
are 2.5 V and 3.0 V for Va and Vd, respectively. Voltages at the module that exceed 1.6 V and 2.2 V
are compensated by on-chip regulators on the module ASICs (Sect. 3.2.3).
DC-DC converters with an output voltage of 3.0 V are all connected to the load-box introduced
in 7.3.1. This allows to stress the DC-DC converters to their limits and to apply a load to converters
that are not connected to a module. The load-box, in combination with an arbitrary function
generator from Hameg [174], is also used to simulate two different load scenarios with fast
variations that are expected during LHC operation. In the first scenario the impact of orbit gaps
(Sect. 3.2.3) is simulated by reducing the current drawn per load-box channel from 2 A to 0 A. This
change is about 0.2 A larger than the largest fluctuation expected per converter in the final system
with an instantaneous luminosity of 2 × 1034 s−1 cm−2. The low current is drawn for 3µs every
89µs. The time required to change the current is about 20 ns. The second scenario is the inverted
case, where the additional 2 A per channel are drawn for 3µs every 89µs. This corresponds
approximately to the behaviour expected with only a few intense bunches circulating in the LHC.
Each DC-DC converter with an output voltage of 2.5 V that does not provide power to a module
is connected to constant load of 8 Ω, which corresponds to a current of about 310 mA.
In order to provide an input voltage of 10 V to the DC-DC converters, a voltage divider was
attached to the sense wires of the CAEN PS system. For reference measurements without DC-DC
converters, the resistors of the voltage divider are changed, forcing the CAEN PS to provide
the output voltages of the DC-DC converters, i.e. 2.5 V and 3.0 V. During all measurements a
high voltage of 150 V is provided to the modules from a Keithley 2410 [175] source meter and
distributed via the converter bus board.
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The DC-DC converter bus board is mounted in the same cold box as during temperature cy-
cling (Sect. 7.6.2). The pixel modules are placed in an almost identical cold box that is connected
to the Huber chiller in parallel to the converter cold box. However, the module box contains only
one solid block of aluminium and no Peltier elements. The box is connected to an ME 1 vacuum
pump [176], which sucks the pixel modules, mounted on aluminium handles, to the cold surface
of the aluminium block. If not stated otherwise, all measurements have been performed with the
DC-DC converter box and pixel module box at 20 ◦C.
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Figure 8.23: Photograph (upper left corner) and sketch of the set-up for system test measurements
with DC-DC converters and barrel pixel modules.
Measuring procedure
In order to study the performance of barrel pixel modules powered by PIX_V8A DC-DC convert-
ers, the modules had to pass the same qualification tests that have been performed during the
previous production phase of the barrel modules [172]. This includes a test of the TBM on the
module, a readout test of all pixels, an address decoding test, a test to verify that pixel thresholds
can be trimmed individually, a bump bonding test and noise measurements. Except for the latter,
all of these tests are not expected to be sensitive with respect to power supply ripple and in fact
a difference between the reference PS from CAEN and tests with PIX_V8A was never observed.
Hence, the system test measurements discussed in this thesis focus on noise measurements.
In order to acquire good comparability of results, each module is configured once with the
psi46expert software. During this configuration the module is powered by the ATB, the optimal
output voltages of the on-chip regulators are set and the address levels are distributed over the
available range. The threshold is trimmed to a fixed value. The default during the qualification
was 60 Vcal units, i.e. about 5400 e−.
The noise of the individual pixels is measured by injecting internal calibration pulses (Vcal DAC)
to the preamplifiers of the ROCs. The measurement starts with a Vcal pulse signifcantly below
the threshold. Then the amplitude of the Vcal pulse is increased until it is signifcantly higher than
the threshold. For each Vcal intensity 50 pulses are injected and the number of registered hits is
recorded. In a perfect detector system this would always lead to zero hits for Vcal signals below
the threshold and to 50 hits for signals above the threshold. Plotting the number of registered hits
as a function of the Vcal amplitude would result in a step function. However, in a real system the
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injected Vcal signal is smeared by the noise of the preamplifier. This changes the expected step
function into an error function, which is often also referred to as s-curve (Fig. 8.24). The width of
the s-curve is a measure of the noise of the regarded pixel. The width is determined by fitting an
error function to the recorded data for each pixel. Typical values range between 150 e− and 200 e−.
Since pixels on the edges of a ROC are slightly larger and have a larger capacitance they usually
show a higher noise. The threshold of a pixel is defined as the amplitude of the calibration pulse,
at which 50 % of the injected pulses are registered as hits.
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Figure 8.24: Left panel: s-curve of a single pixel. The number of recorded hits is shown as function
of the injected Vcal pulse amplitude. For each data point 50 Vcal signals have been injected. The
black line is an error function fitted to the data. Based on default values a Vcal value of 0.1 mV
corresponds to 5418 e−. Right panel: s-curve noise map of all pixels of a pixel module. The width
of the error function is colour coded. The larger pixels on the edges of the ROCs tend to show
more noise and cause the red pattern.
8.3.2 Reproducibility of measurements
In order to quantify the impact of DC-DC converters on the noise of CMS barrel pixel modules, the
deviation between identical measurements and the influence of temperature variations have been
studied. The standard deviation of noise and threshold of four identical measurements is 0.36 e−
and 68.1 e−, respectively (Fig. 8.25). In addition, the influence of the module temperature has to be
taken into account by assuming a linear dependency between noise/threshold and temperature for
small variations of the temperature. Linear functions have been fitted to data from measurements
at 17 ◦C, 20 ◦C and 23 ◦C (Fig 8.26). Based on the fitted function a temperature variation of ±0.5 ◦C
leads to an uncertainty of 0.36 e− and 65.6 e− on module noise and threshold, respectively. In total
this yields an error of 0.5 e− and 95 e− on module noise and threshold, respectively.
8.3.3 Impact of DC-DC converters
The noise of module M806 has been recorded whilst powered with the EASY4000 system only and
with PIX_V8A DC-DC converters as an additional part of the power supply chain. A difference
in the performance of the module, in particular the s-curve noise, was not observed (Fig. 8.27).
Operating the set-up with four pairs of PIX_V8A converters, i.e. eight DC-DC converters, does
not change the module performance, too. In fact the lowest noise has been recorded while all
eight DC-DC converters were running. However, all observed variation are within a band of two
standard variations of the expected reproducibility of the measurement.
In system tests with two barrel pixel modules and PIX_V8A DC-DC converters no additional
noise or crosstalk between the two modules has been observed (Fig. 8.28). Powering the modules
by a common pair of PIX_V8A or providing power with two individual pairs does not affect the
performance of the modules, within the expected uncertainty.
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Figure 8.25: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806. The four
curves shown in black, red, blue and purple have been recorded under identical conditions on
different days. The module was powered by the ATB.
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Figure 8.26: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806. The three
curves have been recorded under identical conditions, except for the temperatures of the cold
box. The latter was set to 17 ◦C, 20 ◦C and 23 ◦C during the measurement shown in black, red and
blue, respectively. The module was powered by PIX_V8A DC-DC converters.
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Figure 8.27: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806. The
module has been powered by the CAEN PS (black) and a pair of PIX_V8A DC-DC converters
(red). Data drawn in blue have been recorded while six converters were running additionally on
the same bus board as the two converters powering the module.
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Figure 8.28: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 (top row)
and module M1176 (bottom row) powered by PIX_V8A DC-DC converters. The respective second
module was not in the set-up (black), or the modules have been powered at the same time by a
common pair of converters (red) or individual converter pairs (blue). In total eight converters
were always operating, i.e. six or four of them were idling.
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8.3.4 Impact of fast load variations
The noise of the pixel modules has also been recorded while the PIX_V8A DC-DC converters had
to cope with the fast load variations that could originate from fluctuations of the collision rate in
CMS. As a reference, the same measurements have also been performed with the present CAEN
PS without DC-DC converters. When only one pair of converters is stressed the amplitude of the
change in current is 2 A. In a direct comparison of the system with only the CAEN PS and the
system with the PIX_V8A converters added, the noise performance is almost identical (Fig. 8.29).
However, when the number of converters is increased to eight and the amplitude of the current
oscillation caused by the load-box rises to 4 × 2.0 A, the performance of the system with DC-DC
converters is signifcantly better (Fig. 8.30). While the measured thresholds are not affected by
the load variations, the average s-curve noise of module M806 rises from 167 e− to 227 e− when
powered exclusively by the CAEN PS. When the PIX_V8A DC-DC converters are added to the
system, an increase in noise is no longer observed. A repetition of the measurement with DC-DC
converters cooled down to 0 ◦C lead to the same results as the measurement at 20 ◦C (Fig. 8.31).
Measurements with M1176 as a second module in the system did not show increased noise due
to fast load variations either when DC-DC converters were used (Fig. 8.32).
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Figure 8.29: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 powered by
the CAEN PS (top row) and one pair of PIX_V8A converters (bottom row). The colours indicate
different load scenarios. In addition to the load of the module, the load-box draws no additional
current (black), a constant current of 2 A (red), 2 A for 86µs every 89µs (blue) and 2 A for 3µs
every 89µs (purple).
The reason for the better performance of the system with PIX_V8A DC-DC converters is a signifi-
cant smaller power ripple on the low voltage lines at the module (Fig. 8.33). This is probably due
to several advantages of the power supply chain with DC-DC converters: the converter output
voltage is sensed on the PIX_V8A PCB, while the CAEN PS has to sense through 40 m long cables.
Hence, the feedback circuit of the PIX_V8A is significantly shorter, which in combination with the
20 kHz bandwidth of the converters, allows faster regulation. Another advantage is the additional
filtering components, i.e. capacitors and inductors, that come with the DC-DC converters.
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Figure 8.30: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 powered by
the CAEN PS (top row) and four pairs of PIX_V8A converters (bottom row). The colours indicate
different load scenarios. In addition to the load of the module, the load-box draws no additional
current (black), a constant current of 4 × 2 A (red), 4 × 2 A for 86µs every 89µs (blue) and 4 × 2 A
for 3µs every 89µs (purple).
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Figure 8.31: Distribution of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 powered by
four pairs of PIX_V8A converters, operated at 0 ◦. The colours indicate different load scenarios.
In addition to the load of the module, the load-box draws no additional current (black), a constant
current of 4×2 A (red), 4×2 A for 86µs every 89µs (blue) and 4×2 A for 3µs every 89µs (purple).
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Figure 8.32: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 (top row)
and module M1176 (bottom row) powered by PIX_V8A DC-DC converters. The respective second
module was not in the set-up (black), or the modules have been powered at the same time by a
common pair of converters (red) or individual converter pairs (blue). In total eight converters
were always operating. Each of the four converters generating 3.0 V had to provide 2 A for 86µs
every 89µs in addition to the current required by the modules.
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Figure 8.33: Oscilloscope measurements of the low voltages at the pixel module during operation.
The 2.5 V and 3.0 V inputs are shown in yellow and pink, respectively. In each picture the scales
are 100 mV per division for both voltages and 20µs per division. To show both voltages in one
picture, the offsets change between the pictures and are drawn in each panel in the same colour as
the related data. The four pictures on the left side and the four pictures on the right side have been
recorded with the CAEN PS powering the module directly and with PIX_V8A DC-DC converters
powering the module, respectively. Both of these groups of four pictures contain a measurement
without additional load besides the module (top left), a measurement with an additional constant
load of 4 × 2 A (top right), a measurement with an additional load of 4 × 2 A for 86µs every 89µs
(lower left) and a measurement with an additional load of 4×2 A for 3µs every 89µs (lower right).
8.3.5 Different sensing schemes
In the power supply system of the present pixel detector, the CAEN PS senses its output voltages
at the connectors of the modules. This is done in a similar way in the system tests presented in this
thesis so far, i.e. the CAEN PS senses at input of the DC-DC converters. Although no problems
have been spotted using this sensing scheme, it is feared that the DC-DC converters might appear
to the PS as a negative impedance, which could build up a feedback oscillation. In order to avoid
this problem and to simplify the upgrade of the CAEN system, it has been proposed to increase the
response time of the feedback circuit up to a second. A slow regulation ensures large conversion
ratios and still protects the DC-DC converters from critical long-term exposure to over-voltages.
Hence a high efficiency of the power supply chain can be guaranteed without additional risk for
the DC-DC converters. It will also be possible to disable the sensing via sense wires completely,
i.e. the CAEN power supply senses its output voltage only locally at its own back plane.
In order to test if the PIX_V8A DC-DC converters can still provide a constant output voltage,
even when their input voltages are not regulated, the sense wires of the CAEN PS have been
disconnected from the converter inputs (front-end) and connected directly to the connector at the
back of the power supply (back-end). As one would expect, the noise of the pixel module is not
affected by this as long as no load variations take place (Fig. 8.34). Even with fast load variations,
e.g. as those expected due to orbit gaps, the module noise with PIX_V8A converters does not
increase significantly. A reference measurement with the CAEN PS has not been performed at
this point to protect the module. The power ripples without DC-DC converters became too large
and exceeded the tolerances of the pixel module.
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Figure 8.34: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 powered
by the CAEN PS and four pairs of PIX_V8A converters. The upper two plots show measurements
during which no additional current is drawn by the loadbox. In the lower two plots an additional
current of 4 × 2 A is drawn every 89µs for 86µs. The colours indicate different sensing scenarios.
The CAEN PS was operated without DC-DC converters and the front-end and back-end sens-
ing scheme was implemented during the measurements shown in black and red, respectively.
PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been used for the measurements shown in blue and purple,
where also the front-end and back-end sensing schemes have been tested, respectively.
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8.3.6 System tests with 24 DC-DC converters and CO2 cooling
In order to get as close as possible to the full detector system, the set-up for pixel system tests
has been combined with the CO2 set-up to cool and operate 24 DC-DC converters on one bus
board (Sect. 7.6.7) (Fig. 8.35). The converters are used to power pixel modules and cooled with
CO2 flushed pipes comparable to those foreseen in the upgraded pixel detector. The converters
on the bus-board are powered by the CAEN PS through a 40 m long multiservice cable. Since
the bus-board is placed inside a vacuum box additional cables and special D-Sub connectors are
required to connect it to the multiservice cable and the pixel modules. The latter are connected to
a common pair of PIX_V8A converters. In addition, all DC-DC converter outputs are connected
to a custom load-board that applies a constant load of 0.5 A to twelve converters with an output
voltage of 2.5 V. Each of the remaining twelve converters with an output voltage of 3.0 V is stressed
with a dynamic load of up to 2 A. In order to cool the DC-DC converters, the CO2 is cooled down
to -20◦C. The modules are operated at +20 ◦C.
CO2-Flasche CO2-Bottle 
Pixel Power Supply 
 
from CAEN 
2 Pixel Barrel Modules 
Cooling Plant for 
 
Evaporative CO2 Cooling 
24 DC/DC Converters on DC/DC Bus Board 
Electronic Load 
 
(up to 24 x 3A) 
2 Pixel Barrel Modules Pixel Power Supply from CAEN CO2 Cooling System 
24 DC/DC Converters 
Figure 8.35: Simplified sketch of the set-up to operate 24 DC-DC converters on a prototype
bus board (lower photograph), powered through a CMS multiservice cable by a CAEN EASY4000
system (left photograph). A recycling CO2 system (centre photograph) cools the DC-DC converters
through thin steel pipes. Two barrel pixel modules (right photograph) and an electronic load are
powered by the converters. The red and blue lines in the sketch indicate power lines and cooling
pipes, respectively.
The noise performance of the pixel modules is not affected by the higher number of DC-DC
converters in the system (Fig. 8.36). In order to improve the similarity to the actual detector
system further, the modules are operated with a threshold of about 2800 e−, which is lower than
during the qualification but comparable to the threshold used for the pixel detector in 2012. In
this case the recorded module noise is always, independent from the power source, about 8 e−
higher due to the different threshold. However, when comparing the reference CAEN PS with
the DC-DC converters, a difference in the noise of the module is not visible (Fig. 8.37). This also
applies to measurements with fast load variations (Fig. 8.38).
When the threshold is reduced even further, the module is expected to become ineffective, i.e.
some of the injected Vcal signals will not be registered, since the pixel periphery on the ROC
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becomes busy handling fake hits due to crosstalk and cannot always respond correctly to a trigger
signal. In order to verify that a the DC-DC converters do not disturb the pixel periphery, the
threshold was reduced to about 1400 e−. With such a low threshold the number of fake signals is
so high that some inefficiency is always observed, independently from the power supply chain.
However, the inefficiency does not increase when the module is powered by PIX-V8A DC-DC
converters (Fig. 8.39). A slightly lower module noise and inefficiency has been measured during
the test with 24 DC-DC converters, most likely due to small temperature variations between the
measurements.
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Figure 8.36: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806. The
module has been powered by the CAEN PS (black) and a pair of PIX_V8A DC-DC converters
(red). Data drawn in blue and violet have been recorded while six and 22 converters were running
additionally on the same bus board as the two converters powering the module, respectively.
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Figure 8.37: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 when
trimmed to a threshold of 2800 e−. The module has been powered by the CAEN PS (black) and
a pair of PIX_V8A DC-DC converters (red) with 22 converters running additionally on the same
bus board as the two converters powering the module.
8.3.7 Conclusions
System test measurements with up to 24 DC-DC converters, evaporative CO2 cooling and two
present barrel pixel modules have been performed. An increase of the module noise during tests
with DC-DC converters is not observed. Even when the converters are confronted with fast load
variations, the modules are not affected negatively. Disabling fast sensing at the input of the
converters has no negative influence and is foreseen for the upgraded powering scheme of the
pixel system. The crosstalk between pixels remains the limiting factor for the threshold of the
modules. Even in combination with an extreme low threshold, an disturbing effect of the DC-DC
converters on the pixel modules is not observed.
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Figure 8.38: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806 when
trimmed to a threshold of 2800 e−. The module is powered by the a pair of PIX_V8A converters,
operating on the same bus-board as additional eleven converters pairs, each providing 2.5 V
and 3.0 V. In addition to the load of module M806 and module M1176, the load-board draws
an additional current of 0.5 A from all 2.5 V converters. From the 3.0 V DC-DC converters the
load-board draws no additional current (black), a constant current of 2 A (red), 2 A for 86µs every
89µs (blue) and 2 A for 3µs every 89µs (purple).
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Figure 8.39: Distributions of s-curve noise (left) and threshold (right) of module M806. The module
has been powered by the CAEN PS (black) and a pair of PIX_V8A DC-DC converters (red). Data
drawn in blue have been recorded while 22 converters were running additionally on the same
bus board as the two converters powering the module. The threshold in this measurement has
been trimmed to 1400 e−, which causes the module to become inefficiently independently from
the powering scheme. The smaller number of registered hits reduces the number of pixels in the
plot (x-axis).
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Outlook
The CMS detector will be adapted to cope with the rising instantaneous luminosity of the LHC.
In Phase-1, an improved pixel detector will be installed during the winter of 2016/2017. In
2022/2023, Phase-2 of the upgrade project will be completed when CMS will be equipped with
a new tracking system. In both cases the efficiency of the present power supply systems is not
sufficient. Providing the required power directly to the front-end electronics leads to unacceptable
power losses, potentially overheating cables and a significant increase of the material budget.
For the upgrade of the pixel detector a novel powering scheme has been introduced. Radiation
hard DC-DC converters located on the supply tubes and service cylinders of the pixel detector,
increase the efficiency of the power supply chain by one order of magnitude and allow to operate
the new detector. In this scheme, the present power supply units require only minor modifications
and will be re-used. Options for a DC-DC converter based powering scheme for the tracking
system of CMS in 2023 have been discussed.
A DC-DC converter for the use in the CMS detector has been developed - the PIX_V8A. This
prototype is customised for the application in the Phase-1 upgrade of the CMS pixel detector. It is
also a first approach for a DC-DC converter for the Phase-2 upgrade of the CMS tracking system.
As a part of the Phase-1 and the Phase-2 upgrade, DC-DC converters have to survive a radiation
dose of about 100 kGy and 350 kGy, respectively. The associated fluxes are 2× 1014 neq/cm2 for the
pixel detector in Phase-1 and about 1.6 × 1015 neq/cm2 for strip tracker in Phase-2.
The PIX_V8A DC-DC converter uses the AMIS4 chip, which is based on a semiconductor tech-
nology that stays operational up to 1 MGy and 1015 neq/cm2 (Sect. 5.3). The converter is designed
for input voltages between 6 V and 10 V and output currents of up to 3 A. With proper cooling
even 4 A can be provided permanently (Sect. 7.6.4). The output voltage of the PIX_V8A can be set
between 2.5 V and 5 V. At its optimal switching frequency of 1.5 MHz and with an input voltage of
10 V, the PIX_V8A converter provides an efficiency of about 80 % for output voltage of 3.0 V and
2.5 V (Sect. 7.3). For a conversion ratio of eight, which is required for the Phase-2 tracker upgrade,
the PIX_V7 DC-DC converter provides an efficiency of up to 64 %. Based on measurements with
the PIX_V8A, this value is expected to rise to about 69 % with the next iteration of the AMIS chip,
the AMIS5.
The design of the PCB of the PIX_V8A, the implemented filters and the chosen components
allowed to reduce the conducted noise significantly. With respect to earlier radiation tolerant
prototypes an improved by a factor of 40 to 50 and 10 to 20 has been achieved for the CM and DM
noise, respectively (Sect. 7.2). The size of the converter is optimised to provide the high power
density that is required within CMS to operate the upgraded pixel detector. For the application
of DC-DC converters as part of the Phase-2 upgrade, further weight reduction of the PCB is
desired. Options are thinner copper layers, the use of Kapton instead of FR4 and silicon based
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capacitors. The implementation of the converter components directly on the front-end hybrids of
future modules could also be a reasonable method to reduce the material budget.
The 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS makes it necessary to equip the PIX_V8A with an air-core coil.
The radiated emissions and the DC resistance of this coil have been minimised by optimising
the design of a toroidal coil (Sect. 7.4). The remaining radiated emissions of the PIX_V8A have
been measured and simulated. It has been confirmed that they are dominated by the near-
field of the converter, which can be described as a quasi-static magnetic field. Coils made of
copper clad aluminium have been tested and appeal as a good option for the Phase-2 upgrade.
Another possibility to reduce the material budget are converter chips that are optimised for higher
switching frequencies, since the could be combined with smaller inductances.
Electromagnetic shieldings have been developed for the PIX_V8A (Sect. 7.5). The Cu60 and the
Al90 shielding contribute about 20 % and 10 % to the material budget of the DC-DC converter,
respectively. Even with the heavier Cu60, the total weight of the PIX_V8A is less than 3 g. With
both shieldings the coil temperature under full load is decreased by 60 ◦C to an acceptable value.
The Cu60 and Al90 shieldings remove about 98 % and 95 % of the EM emissions of the PIX_V8A,
respectively. Due to its superior shielding capability and lower price, the Cu60 is favoured for the
Phase-I upgrade. The lighter Al90 shielding remains as a good option for the Phase-2 upgrade.
A set-up to identify DC-DC converters that would otherwise malfunction shortly after their instal-
lation has been assembled. It allows to operate and monitor up to 16 converters while temperature
cycling them in a range between -30 ◦C and +60 ◦C. Ten PIX_V8A DC-DC converters have been
operated whilst temperature cycled for several days between -30 ◦C and +35 ◦C. Failures or mal-
functions have not been observed during or after the cycling (Sect. 7.6.3). Despite several attempts
to provoke a coupling or synchronisation of the switching frequencies of multiple PIX_V8A, such
a behaviour has not been observed (Sect. 7.6.5).
A small version of the foreseen cooling system in the pixel application, including 24 DC-DC
converters mounted on a prototype bus board with cooling bridges and evaporative CO2 cooling,
has been tested successfully (Sect. 7.6.7).
In system test measurements with silicon strip modules and PIX_V7 and PIX_V8A DC-DC con-
verters, the average noise of CMS strip modules was increased by less than 5 % (Sect. 8.2). On the
edge channels of the module higher noise was observed, which is related to the design of today’s
modules. The system test measurements have enabled important insights into the involved noise
coupling mechanisms. They suggest to reference the preamplifiers of new readout chips to the
ground potential of the module and to avoid areas without any ground plane, like the pitch adap-
tors of the present modules. A new detector system could also benefit from switching frequencies
higher than the 1.5 MHz of the PIX_V8A.
System test measurements with up to two barrel pixel modules have been performed in com-
bination with up to 24 DC-DC converters, evaporative CO2 cooling and a realistic replica of
the pixel power supply chain, including the original CAEN EASY4000 system and the actual
multiservice cables used by CMS. When powered by PIX_V8A DC-DC converters the module
performance was not affected. In particular an increase in the noise of the pixel modules was
not observed (Sect. 8.3). PIX_V8A converters are capable of providing a constant output voltage,
despite fast load variations and even if the input voltage of the converters is not regulated.
For the application in the Phase-2 tracker upgrade, further improvements with regard to radiation
hardness, efficiency and material budget are required or at least desired. In order to achieve these
ambitious goals further R&D is on-going. With respect to Phase-1, three more iterations of
the AMIS chip, the AMIS5, the FEAST [177] chip and the FEAST2 [140], are foreseen before a
successor of the PIX_V8A will be installed in CMS. The AMIS5 corrects some minor issues of the
AMIS4 and provides an over-current protection. FEAST and FEAST2 are expected to provide
a better protection against single event upsets in the control logic. However, aside from minor
pin-adaptions the final design of the DC-DC converter for the Phase-1 pixel upgrade is expected
to be very similar to the PIX_V8A.
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